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Zilch. Total zilch. Absolutely nothing happened, and that was what I was expecting.

A few months ago one of our regular writers sent us a pained email He had, with great en-
thusiasm, floated an idea in the magazine, but was bitterly disappointed because no one
had responded to it.

At QL Today we are more battle-hardened and know that is the normal state of affairs, We
received no reaction to our cover challenge in issue 1 and no reaction to our remarks about
shows in the last issue. We probably get feedback to about 1 in 10 of the ideas we float in

the magazine, but that 1 in 10 reaction is usually detailed and cogent enough to make our
efforts worthwhile

It is easier to get feedback on the magazine as a whole Last year you gave us feedback
we like when all but seven of you renewed your subscriptions. (And some who did not re-
new are now doing their Ql-ing in that big internet cafe in the sky) Other than at renewal
time we get very little direct feedback from our readers, but if we keep our eyes and ears
open at shows, on the internet and in other QL publications we can build up a reasonable
picture of whal you think of us

Listening is an important part of feedback, and maybe Quanta could learn a thing or two
from us.

Last year we reported a serious error in the published Quanta constitution. This stated 100
members had to sign a request for a special general meeting, although only 11 signatures
are required ln total I have warned Quanta of this error four tirnes, both personally and in QL
Today but the committee has failed to correct it or apologise to the members

The Quanta committee has embarked on a policy of increasing their own powel but redu-
cing that of the members Two years ago the present officers voted for a three year term ol
offtce instead of one. Lasl year at the AGM the chairman ruled there could be no "Any Other
Business', but only an "Open Discussion'. This year they are seeking to tighten the restric-
tions on the right to call a Special General Meeting. lf the committee have their way 20
members will have to srgn a petition and pay t300 up front,

Do you know of any other organisation with a structure that gives so much power to the
executive and so little to its
members?

An executive with so much
power must go out of its
way to prove its sensitivity
to the opinions, feelings and
rights of its members.
Saying sorry for misleading
them would be a good start

A tough challenge, but let
us not forget more welcome
developments. QL Today is

impressed by improvements
to the Quanta Magazine and
we are looking forward to
the, shortly promised,
renewed Quanta website.

t Sad case rcally,By fhetine he had bought the hardware to I

i be able to runVisia he could not pay hi{noftgagel 
$

__g_i
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QUANTA First
Quanta has published the first electronic edition
of the Quanta Magazine available to all members,
It is a bumper 40 page issue weighing in at a slim

337Kb. ln addition lo the full documents for the
2007 AGM it contains articles on Genealogy,
SuperBasic programming and robotics. Quanta
members can now choose between the elec-
tronic or the printed version of the magazine.
Hero of the piece is acting editor John Gilpin. He
temporarily took over the editorship in 2005
even though he had no previous experience of
magazine publishing. John quickly learnt to mas-
ter Page Plus and, during his tenure, the maga-
zine has vastly improved in both content and
print quality Praise also has to be given to Quan-
ta chairman, John Mason, for the high priority he
has given to the magazine, which previously had
been neglected by successive committees
ln addition to his duties as acting editor John Gil-
pin is also treasurer, membership secrelary and

traders who are full members ol the organisation.)
The traders were promised that their full adver-
tisements would be placed on a new traders'
section of the Quanta website and that the
electronic magazine would have links to these
and to their own websites,
This promise has yet to be kept The Quanta
website appears not to have been updated in
over a year and will not be updated before the
Quanta AGM.
ln a email to traders John Gilpin wrote ominously,
'We hope to |aunch fhe new site at the
Ports/ade Workshop/AGM in April, or at leasf
have some development ideas fo show and
discuss with you'.
A further disappointment for traders was that
about half of the hyperlinks in the electronic edi-
tion of the magazine did not work, which raised
questions about the thoroughness of the testing,
John Gilpin quickly responded to traders' com-
menls and discovered the problem was caused

acting webmaster
of Quanta. Subscri'
bers to the QL-
user email list also
know him as the
one member of
the Quanta com-
mittee who ac-
tively strives to
keep up to date
with QL develop-
ments.
The magazine has
been produced in

electronic form for
about iB months,
but distribution has

the Quanta com-
been restricted to # .i r.f{ rir t; {3
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by a software
quirk in Page
Plus' handling
of PDF files.
The fault has
now been cor-
rected
Biggest loser
of all is QL
Today Quanta
and QL Today
have adver-
tised in each
other's publi-

cations since
the launch of
QL Today in

1996 under a

reciprocal
agreement nolmittee and a small group of testers The biggest

problem to be overcome was the file size. Early
editions had a file size of about lMb, but the
committee wanted to get this down to under
500Kb for members without a broadband
connection,
The reduction in file size has been achieved at
the cost of traders, who have lost their full page
adverts, and now have to make do with a few
lines of text pushed to the back of the magazine

{ln return Quanta provides free advertising to

to charge for each other's advertisements. Over
the years this agreement has been to the dis-
advantage of QL Today Although the publishing
frequency of QL Today has fallen from 6 to 5
copies per yea[ that of the Quanta Magazine has
gone from 12 to 6 copies. QL Today has lost its
display advert in the Quanta Magazine and is

now relegated to a third of an A5 page of text at
the back of the magazine. Quanta still has 5 44
display advertisements per year in QL Today



Mixed News
The Quanta Magazine AGM edition brings with it
a mixed bag of news 2006 brought another
sharp decline in Quanta membership, but this was
not as severe as in 2005. lncome has fallen by
over 1B7o from t4,616 to 13,400 Over the year
Quanta made a loss of t618. Workshop costs
have risen from t395 to t1,047 The Quanta
Committee has broken with a long-standing tradi-
tion of publishing membership details in the AGM
edition of the magazine, but there was a fall of
almost 1370 in subscription income, which would
suggest a loss of 25 - 30 members during the
year
On the positive side Quanta has now a volunteer
to act as webmaster Dan Abbott, who has been
nominated for a committee post Dan joined

Quanta and accepted nomination to the commit-
tee lo become webmaster He is hard needed as
the Quanta website appears not to have been
updated for over a year and is still advertising
the next QL show as the 2006 Manchester AGM,

Quanta plans a minimum of two workshops per
year but in ambiguous wording The chairman re-
fers to Quanta "holding' these, whereas the Trea-

surer only to "financially supporting" them (What
happens if no subgroup wants to organise a se-
cond show in 20A7? Will the Quanta committee
then take over and organise it centrally?) The
committee received an offer from the Midlands to
run the 2007 AGM, but this arrived after the
decision to hold it in Hove. There has been no QL
workshop in the Midlands since 1998 and a show
in this region is well overdue,
On a lighter side Quanta has reduced the value
of its stock to reflect its lower realisable value.
This includes 54 of the notorious 'QL is 21'
T-shirts that must now have the status o{ a col-
lector's item They are only available in size XL

{Quanta's committee "came out" in a big way at
QL is 21)

EURO Converter Update
Davide Sanfachiara writes,
'Andrea Carpi just released a new yersion of
Euro converter, a useful tool to convert Euro
from/to the former european currencies. fhe
new revision ls now GD2 compatible Q4A/Q60
yolunleers are welcome as it was lesfed on
QPC2 only) and now includes the Sloyenian fo-
lar as S/ovenia is going to use Euro on 1.1.2007.

Download from
http://it. g rou ps.yahoo. com/g rou plsi nclair-italyif iles/
(file area of the italian QL mai/ing list)
The SBasic program, written by Andrea with

fasymenu and QLiberated is freeware'
Some users have reported difficulties in down-
loading from this site An alternative is,
http://www. geocities.com/dsantachiara/qlpage.htm
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Sound Bug
George Gwill has spotted a bug in QPC's sound
handling,
'The Sampled Sound Sysfem (SSS) in SMSQE
allows you to send differenf sounds to fhe lefl
and right speakers, ihus giving fhe possibility
of stereo sound.
This works as expecfed on the Q40 and Q60
bul nof on QPC2. ln version 3 33 anything senf
to the right channel is rgnored and anything
senl fo the /eft channelgoes fo bolh speakers
Thus wifh QPC2 you get a mono sound
The SMSQE source code for Q40/60 is very
clear and simple. A byte ls senf fo fhe left DAC
and fhe next byte is senl to the right DAC.
fhis, of course, is what gives lhe possibl/ity of
sfereo. The source code {or QPCT is obviously
different * but surely it should allow the right
hand speaker to have its say'

Marcel Kilgus replied;
'Funny I never noticed this, even though I had
to lrslen fo the SSSS until my ears bled during
developmentl Buf I mostly did use music and
the difference lhere was not that huge.
Anyway, it is a bug.Will be fixed in nexf re/ease,
which shou/d happen very very soon."

New on the Web
Dilwyn Jones has added the Qubide manual to
his website:
"A Qubide replacement manual is now available
from the QL Documentation page on ny Top-
Cilies websife.
http://di lwynjones.topcities.com/qldocs/q ldocs. htm I

Jusf scro// down to the Qubide Manuals section
aboul three quarters of the way down the page.
The zipped file includes copies of the yersions 1

manualand supplement for lafer yersions,

For lhose interesfed in fhe sources, |ve put



those up on
http://wwwdilwyn.uk6.net/qlrom/index.html

lf's quite large file (about 340K of download).
My grateful thanks to Derek Slewart who senl
me lhe file and explained that Phil Borman and
Ron Dunnetf had agreed lo release it under lhe
GPL {Gnu Pubhc LicenceJ
There's also a copy of the v2.02 ROM image on
the same page;

New on Per Wifte's site:
"Recent addition to Knoware
http://www.witteware.com/knoware

2007/01/26 Additian
MATT}OL - Array manipulation toolkit. New
lncludes the infamous QUICKSORf l've been
raving about."

To (US)B or Not To BE
There ls a glimmer of hope that the QL could
have some form of USB support. QL 

'lbday's

graphics writer Herb Schaaf, had spotted an
interesting news article:
"Recent issue of Nuts & Volfs has article by Jan
Axelson. She writes about'USBwiz' from GHI

Elecfronics. Priced al abouf $50, allows serial
to USB communicalion. Her site is Lvrcom and
ghi is at ghielectronics.com'
Herb asked if this would work with a QL, but
opinion among the experts was divided.
Duncan Neithercut was enthusiastic:
"This is the sorl of development thal should be
do able. The device can be driven by l2C con-
mands, the hardware connections are well do-
cumenfed, if is deslgned for hobbyisfs, driyers
in C are provided, the suppliers claim if can be
driven by any processor including Motorola.l2C
drivers of a type exisf for the QL for the Miner-
va ROM. no doubt there would be work to do to
make it happen but less than desrgning be-
spoke hardware from the ground up.

UK suppliers have it on sale for f30 a piece
with developmenf rigs for t150 - a lot less
than the t1000s suggested before."
Others sounded warnings Tony Firshman poin-

ted out that the hardware was the easy bit. We
would also need people with the time and
expertise to write drivers, Marcel Kilgus doubted
whether the speed would be high enough for
devices other than keyboards and mice Tony

added that this might mean it was only usable
with Super Hermes. Malcolm Cadman added that
the device had built in drivers for use with
keyboards, mice and printers, which prompted a

warning from Rich Mellor that a USB printer

would still have to be QL compatible
Tony Firshman promised to buy a couple of units
and test these, and it is probably best nol to build
up too many hopes at this stage

Dilwyn Jones Software Update
Dilwyn Jones has also updated two of his
pro$13rns:

EASYBASE
"Easybase version 0 65 has now been released,
This contarns two bug fixes, The first fixes a bug
when running on a Q40 or Q60 where the pro-
gram tries to switch to mode 0 from high colour
modes and finds itself unable to run on high
colour modes. The second bug fixed is the count
of free memory, where the method of calculation
has changed on recent versrons of SMSQ/E such
as QPC2. This causes a situation where a

machine may have, say, 16MB of free memory
and Easybase rs only able to see less than 1 MB
of it.

Easybase is now a freeware program, and it may
be downloaded from my website's Databases
pa$e:
http://wwwdilwyn. u k6. neVd atabase/i ndex.htm I

STIQQIES
The Stiqqies program menlioned in the previous

QL Today has now had a small update, giving it a
larger input buffer to cope with slightly longer
message entries. While Stiqqies was originally
only intended to be used for very short reminder
messages, some people have asked for it to
allow slightly longer messages to be entered,
hence this change



It does not work on version AH or JM QL ROMs
though, where the input buffer is strictly limited to
128 characters.
The program is f reeware, and the updated
version may be downloaded from'
http://www.dilwyn. uk6. neVmisc/index. html

Versions
A brief reminder that a list of current version num-
bers of programs written by me can be lound at:
http://wwwdilwyn.uk6.neVversions/ index.html

This list is available in HTML, Abacus spreadsheet
or plain text versions."

Down Memory Lane
Rick Chagouri-Brindle recently posted an inter-
esting email on the Ql-users list,
'l jusf thought l'd share a recenl QL experience
with everybody!The company lwork for is very
keen on promoting persona/ development ouf-
side fhe normal boundaries at work. Think ouf-
side the box is one of the MD's catch-phrases.
Anyway, as lT Manager of this company, it be-
came my turn to organise something concer-
ning my field but not directly work related; so I

organised a little presenlation and history tour
using my collection of PCs as illustrations. Peo-
ple were ab/e to have a go, play with fhem, run
programs and genera/ly see how computers
haye developed over fhe years, Ib illustrafe my
presentafion, / used ny ZXB| {the first PC I ever
owned), BBC ltrlodel B, BBC Masler Spectrum+3,
Amiga 1200, ZBB and of course fhe Sinclair QL.

lf was wonderfulto see the amounl of fun peo-
pie had with these older machines, and some of
the younger members of the company were
really surprised af what had constitufed a com-
puter 'back fhen"l lt's such as shame that far
many youngsters today, learning ICT {as the
schools uritatingly insist on calhng itJ is simply
learning how to use Microsoft products . .

One of the most inleresfing comments was how
'cool the QL looked . rt seems that well-
desrgned retro is in!!!!'

Those readers who were at Q12004 will
remember the talk on QL history that Urs Konig
gave. He replied to Rick's email'
'One of my remaining QL tasks is to iet the ITC
profs remember from where lhe real
experts/fechnologies are (were) coming from.
Doing that I experienced the same impressions
as Rick did. Once the young ITC profs hear and
see whal and how a QL and QDOS operated
some 20 years ago they get very interested/
impressed.

Eg. Our company is in a network of about 30
ITC companies. ln summer 2004 the manthly
"First monday' eyenl was organised by me
around my private QL thing. lt was named 'The

roofs, fhe cousins, the innovalions'. We had a
very specia/ guest Tim Bucher cousin of my
wife and Vice Presidenf at Apple {at that time).

Both Tim and I had very personal speeches
and presentations I did some live QL demos
Eg. having ' 104 iobs running in parallel under
SMSQ/I compared to Windaws NT 4 where NT
wenf down on lhal Tim did impress us all with
his inventions. My compufer museum was on
display with different QL syslems running soft-
ware.We eyen had a working originalMacinfosh
from 1984.

The 40 or so atlendees were impressed and
even today, almosf 3 years later people falk
about it one day or another;
He also gave some links'
http://wwwcom putervalley.ch/website/ve ranstaltu n ge n/
f irstmonday/020804_TimBucher. htm

http://wwwcompulerval ley.ch/website/veranstaltu n gen/

f irstmonday/Foto_Gal lery_Ti m_Bucher. htm

http:/iwww.computervalley.ch/020804/Besuch_Ti m_

Bucher.pdf

http:l/mypage.bluewin,ch/QLvsJaguar/QL. html

Turbo History
Recently on the Ql-users email list, there was a

requesl for more practice information on Turbo
and the pointer environment, These are the arti-
cles that have been published in QL Tbday,
V5i1 page 11 - Turbo and the Pointer Environ-
ment - George Gwilt
V5i4 page 7 - The New Turbo Compiler - Dilwyn
Jones and George Gwill
V5i5 page 25 - TurboPTR and Sprites/Blobs/
Pallerns on the Q40 - George Gwilt
V6i1 page 50 - Turbo version 4.8 - George
Gwilt
V6i5 page 21 - TurboPTR and QMenu - George
Gwilt
V7i4 page 39 - "Out of Range" or PE Windows
Tamed - George Gwill
V7i5 pagel8 - "PE Windows - the Orthodox
Way" - George Gwilt
V8i3 page 20 - "SMSQ/E v3.xx and PE" -
George Gwilt
V8i4 page 49 - "QL Exlras" - George Gwilt
VBis page 11 - "Turbo and Parameters" -
George Gwilt
V8i5 page 34 - "Windows in the Pointer Envi-
ronment using SETW" - George Gwilt
V8i5 page 37 - "Tiploeing Through Turbo" -



George Gwill
V8i6 page 16 - "EasyPtr and TurboPtr"
George Gwilt
V8i6 page 27 - "Turbo Revisiled" - David Den-
ham
V10i1 page 39 - "Turbo v.4.2I" - George Gwilt
V11il page 50 - "Turbo and Config Blocks" -
George Gwill

Head Hung Low
QL Today's editor hangs his head in shame.
Having roundly castigated the Quanta committee
in recent editions for not knowing their own con-
stitution, he made his own blunder in the last QL
Today. ln his report of the Byfleet show he wrote
that there was "no minimum quorum' for Quanta
AGMs. This is incorrect. Article 8.0 of the consti-
tution states that the AGM quorum is 10.

ln his defence your editor says that at least he
admrts to his constitutional sins even when no
one else has spotted them, whlch is more than
can be said of the Quanta committee
And just a final thought. Only 14 members atten-
ded the 2006 Quanta AGM. lt was a close shave

PC's going cheap?
During his occasional forays south of the
Thames for nefarious purposes your editor came
across what would seem to be the computer
bargain of the century,
Before QL Today readers travel en masse to
South London to snap up this offer, we should
perhaps warn you that on closer examination
these PC's are pieces of chicken More going
cluck, cluck than cheap

which is on the website is now approximately
twice the size of the previous version on the
page.

Here is a list of changes to recent versions of
this program:
6.05 Gerber output bug removed.
6 06 Up/Down drrectory navigation added to file

load system,
6 07 Library and Art files have separate colour

schemes,
Press'D' for default colour schemes added.
File names can now be lower case and I
character longer:

Track width for 0 and 1 can be set to 5th
and 7 5th
lnfo blocks can be increased,
More user parameters are save in the file.

lncluding track,pad, text sizes and layers.
6.08 Sorted change scale bug {hopefully).

Extra large scale view modes for high
resolution work.
Library files are now designated by the lib

extension.
Huge supply of Jedec standard SMD library
packages
'Cntrl/Shift S'saves library lib files.
Cadtk.ext now compiled using GWASS
rather than GST

6.09 Block elements are extended to have mul-
tiple segments to allow the creation of
many types of SM devices.

6.10 Cleaned up gerber output. Gerber output
now has options for leading zero suppres-
sion and modal coordinates.

611 Automatic layer re assignment from 2 to 11

and 6 to 10,

Libraries layers reassigned.
Null length gerber files cleaned up and
deleted.

6.12 Fast single key gerber generation.

F: *r:,1*.€,q);F,
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LEAR PCB CAD Pro-
gram Update
Malcolm Lear has released version
612 of his PCB CAD program. This
is available for download from
Dilwyn Jones's websile, at:

http://wwudilwyn. uk6. net/graph ics/
index.html

There are lots of changes in this
version, not the least of which is

the massive library in this package,
larger than even some PC pro-
grams such as CIRCAD. Which un-
fortunately means that the zip file
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QDf - fhe AL Deskfop
QDT brings the QL a modern, easy- and intuitive-to-use graphical user interface.
Arrange your programs, games, applications in folders, start your favourite applications
with a single click. Fully configurable!
QDT comes with an automatic installer - like a guided tour. lnstalling it is as easy as
never before!
System requirements' What do you get when you order QDT?
- SMSQ/E Version 3.06 or later - A floppy disk for Aurora or quick-start users.
- Graphics Driver 2 Colour support A CD ROM containing a QXLwin file, backgrounds,
- HARD DRTVE with at least 3MB free space. sprite editor and many other extras.
- 4MB RAM A printed quick-start guide

QDT costs EUR 59,90 plus postage (EUR 3,- Europe, EUR 6,- rest of the world).

BALLED! - some forthe Pointer Environment
Balled is the new Game from Wolfgang Lenerz for QDOS and SMSQ/E. lt runs in high-colour
mode (looks great) and can also be played in standard QL Mode 4.
Also, Balled uses the digitalsound system if you run it on a recentversion of SMSQ/E and QPC,
Q40 and Q60! The aim of the game is to build lines by moving coloured balls around, following
some rules, of course. After every move, more balls appear, so you have to be careful not to fill
up the board - then the game is over! Different levels of difficulty and wildcard balls are also
featured. Find out how to get bonus and higher scores to fill up the high-score table!
Balled costs only EUR 11,90 plus postage (EUR 2,- Europe, EUR 4,- rest of the world).

QPCPf int - printer driver for QPC
QPCPrint allows you to printto virtually any printer connected to your PC running QPC, even to
fax and pdf printer drivers. lt accepts EPSON ESC/P2 codes to any PAR printer and converts it
to output which can be handled by Windows, which looks very similar to original EPSON output.
You can even configure the individual fonts used by the emulation. This is THE application
many QPC users waited for a long time!
QPCPrint costs only EUR 39,90 plus postage {EUR 3,- worldwide - shipped on CD)
Free Delivery via email now possible: http://Printer-Emulator.J-M-S.com

ZIISSO1 .... only EUR 4,- each (plus 2,50 EUR postage for up to 5 lCs)

Zl583O2 .... only EUR 2,- each (plus 2,50 EUR postage for up to 5 lCs)

Still searching for DD DiSIfSt Well, I've got them as well. New, in boxes of 10 ...
various colours or just blue: Pack of 10 DD disks for only EUR 4,- each (plus 4,50 EUR
postage for 1 or 2 packs, I EUR for up to 7 packs)

lf you wish lo place your order via internet, please do not send your credit card details in an email!
Please use the secure contact form on the SlllSQ homepager SilSQ.J-il-S.C0il

lYe accept VISA, ilaster0ard and Diners Clubl



This program is based on the [nigma Machine
used during World War ll to encipher messages
for military purposes My knowledge oi the
machine is limited to the brief description con-
tained in a booklet I bought when I visited Bletch-
ley Park - where the main wartime efforts to
break the cipher were made- but all the compo-
nents described have been implemented, though
some of the internal 'wiring' has been subject to
'educated' guesswork on my part where the
booklet did not go into enough detail
The two most fundamental features of the
original syslem have been retained:
(a) it is a 'self-inverting' cipher ie. the original
plain-text can be recovered simply by typing the
cipher-text back into a machine in the same initial
state;
(b) the plain-text letter and the cipher-letter can
never be the same.
The main components of the machine are'
(1) a keyboard comprising the 26 alphabetic cha-
raclers, (2) a plug-board, (3) a sel of three rotors,
(4) a 'reflector' and {5} a set of 26 lamps in the
same layout as the keyboard
The plug-board allows pairs of letters to be
crossed over before being applied to the rotor
system. This means that il for example, A and D
are crossed over and the A key is pressed then
D will be sent to the rotors lt also means that if A
is returned from the rotors then the D lamp will
be lit. Protocol required ten pairs of letters to be
selected.
The three rotors are linked in the style of a

mechanical counteI i.e. for each complete revolu-
tion of one roto[ the one to its left will be moved
on one position. As the rotors revolve, one step
for each keypress, the hard-wired electrical path
through them realigns thus changing the cipher
leiter returned even if the same letter key is re-
peatedly pressed The position on the middle
and righthand rotors where lhe turn-over is trig-
gered is user selectable and known as the "ring-

setting". Once selected it remains fixed for the
entire message.
The reflector simply loops the electrical path
emerging from the lefthand rotor back through all
three in the reverse order via a different route
The electric current re-emerging from the right-
hand rotor is fed back through lhe plug-board, io
illuminate one of the 26 lamps,
For a much better explanation I recommend a

visit to Bletchley Park or the website of the
Bletchley Park Trust, www.bletchleypark.org.uk
where you will find, among a huge amount of
content, a downloadable Windows version of the
Enigma simulator
A few statistics (from the booklet)' There are 10

ways of selecting 3 rotors from the set of 5;

there are 6 orders for placing them in the ma-
chine; 26x26x26 (11576l start positions for ihe
rotors; and there are about 15x10^14 ways of
selecting 10 pairs of letters on the plug-board. ln

all, you can set your machine up at the start of a
session in about 1.58x10^20 (158 million, million,
million) ways
The main menu of the program is colour coded,
items in red are not yet available; items in while
may be selected; the initial settings items (1..4)will
change to green when they have been comple-
ted, Brief instructions on each screen are given
so you know what options are available, You
might just wanl to reset the rotors back to their
start positions to start a new message with the
same settings; the program allows this withoul
having to resei all the settings and start again
Notes: The Restore Configuration option does nol
validate the contents of the file given; the pro-
gram will either break or fail to operate correctly
if bad data is supplied. The Save Configuration
willbreak iin QDOS) i{ the file already exists. lf the
program breaks on opening the file, try,
LET f$=tt1 corect filename> ":RETRY
I have provided a couple of short programs to
make a new set of five rotors and a new reflector
Run the programs then MTRGE the data files into
the main program - beware line number changes
if you modify the main prograrn! lf the T,ANGUAGE

keyword is not available, replace it with the inter-
national code for your country I have provided
keyboard layouts for French, English and German;
if you think of any different ones simply add them
to the list in the DATA section and modify line 190
Keep the 0,","','" delimiter line!

Test example'
Plug board' AC BM DJ EN FP Gn HL IT K0 SI^I

Rotors: 3 (left), 1 (middle), a {right)Rings, B K

Start: B N S

XMGCW Pff{ZT CEHIJ{ IZCNT UITIK QRYAI, YORPZ



Main program Enigma

100 REMark (c) 2006 fan Pine.
QL Enigma Maehine. enigna_bas. v1.0

110 DrM pv%(25),ro%(1,25),fi%(2,25),rrll(2,25),
rt% (25), rs% (z), er% {1)

120 DrM sp%(2),ep%(2), cx{25), cy(25),xex/"(25),
yey%(25),kr$(2,10)

130 WTND0W 5].2,256,A,0
1/+0 PAPER 0
1r0 cls
160 :

170 REMark Establi-sh keyboard layout.
180 LET I=LANGUAGE
190 IF loJj AND 1o4l+ AND 1(,49 THEN IET L=14
2OO NESTORE

210 REPeat Getlang
220 READ 11rr1$,r2$,t3$
230 fF 11=0 THEN EXIT Getlang
240 IF 11=1 THEN

2r0 LET kr$(0)=r1$
260 LET kr$(1)=r2$
27A LET kr$(2)=rJ$
280 END IT
290 END REPeat Getlang
300 FOR i=0 T0 2
3t0 FOR j=9 r0 LEN(kr$(l))-1
320 LET P=c0DE(tr$(i,i+1))-65
330 Lsr tex%(p)=jxlQaJQllx!
31a LET kcyf(p) =27-ixL0
350 END FoR i
360 END FOR i
370 z

380 REMark Initialize setti-ngs.
390 ResetPlugBoard
/*00 ResetRotorStart
/r10 ResetRingsetting
420 LEI rodone=o
/r3O inf pbdone=0
/'40 nfUart< Pre-calculate coordinates for

printing rotor alphabet in a circle.
450 rOn i=0 T0 25
/+60 LET cx(i)=20*SIN(PI*i/13)
47A LET ey(i)=20xC0S(PIxi/13)
480 END FOR i
/+90 REMark Load wiring definitlons for rotor

set.
500 FOR i=0 T0 4
510 FOR j=g 16 25
,20 nsAD ro%(i,i)
530 END FoR i
540 END FOR i
550 REMark Load reflector 'wiringr.
560 FOR i=0 T0 25
570 nEAD rf%(i)
580 END FOR i
590 :

600 DEFine PR0Cedure ResetPlugBoard
610 t0Cal i-

620 FOR i=0 T0 25
630 LE? pbl(i)=i
640 END FOR i
650 LET pbc=O
660 LET pbdone=O
670 END DEFine ResetPlugBoard
680 :

690 DEFine PR0Cedure ResetRotorStart
700 tET spl(0)=a
710 LET spfi(1)=6
720 tET sp%(2)=O
730 I"ET cpl(0)=g

710 LET cpfr(1)=9
750 LET cpS(2)=$
760 LET spdone=O
770 END DEFine ResetRotorStart
780 :

790 DEFine PR0Cedure ResetRingSetting
800 i,nT rs%(1) =0
810 LET rs%(2)=0
820 LET rsclone*0
830 EI'ID DEFine ResetRingSetting
8/t0 :

850 REPeat MalnMenu
860 LET r=0
870 WINDoII #0,572,52,0,204
880 PAPER #0,0
890 rNK #0,/r
900 B0RDER #0,1,255
910 CSrZE #0,0,0
920 CLS #0
930 WIIiD0W 5t2,202,0,0
940 PAPNR O

95A INK 6
960 BORDER 1,255
970 CSrZE 0,0
980 CLS

990 PRINT nMain Menurl
1000 fF pbdone TIIEN INK 1.

1010 PRINT \x1. Plug-board setup"l
1020 rNK 6
1030 IF rodone THEN INK 4
1040 PRINT Vt2. Rotor selectionr';
1050 rNK 6
1060 IF rodone=0 TmN INK 2
1070 fF rsdone THEN INK 4
1080 PRINT \rr3. Ring settings[;
1090 rNK 6
1100 fF rodone=0 TI'IEN INK 2
1110 IF spdone THEN lNK 4
1!20 PRINT \tr/r. Rotor start positions";
IL3O INK 6
!L40 PRINT \tr5. Clear all settings and start

againrt
11lA PRINT "6. Restore a saved configuration't
1160 IF N0T(AUDone) THEN INK 2
1L70 PRINT rr7. Save current configurationtl
1180 rNK 6
1190 IF N0T(AllDone) tHnU nir e
1200 PRINT rr8. Start enciphering/declphering

a raessagert
L2LO INK 6
7220 PRfNT n9. Exit"
t23O INPUT #0rrEnter selection nunber

(1..9)"\r$
1240 IF r$<)ril THEN IF r$(1))=il0il AND

r$(1).-"9'' THEN LET r=r$
1250 IF r=0 THEN
L260 PRINT #0, "Selection not valid; try

again.t?
1270 ELSE
1280 SELeet 0N r
1290 -1
1300 PlugBoard
1370 =2
1320 SelectRotors
7330 =3
1340 IF rodone TIIEN RingSettings
1j5a -/,
7360 fF rodone THEN Rotorstart
t370 =5
7380 ResetPlugBoard
1390 LET rodone=0
1400 ResetRotorStart



L/+!0 ResetRingSetting
t42a -6
L/8A Restore0onfig
1/140 =l
7150 IF AllDone THEN Save0onfig
L160 =g
7170 IF AllDone THEN Cipher
1480 -9
1490 wrNDol,I 256,202,256,0
15OO PA?ER O

7510 rNK 6
Lr20 BoRDER 1,255
7530 CSrZE 0,0
1510 CLS

t550 BOFIER #2,7,255
L560 CT'S #2
L570 PRINT #0, rrProgram ends. rr

1580 ST0P
7590 END SELect
1600 END IF
1610 END REPeat MainMenu
7620 z

1630 DEFine FuNction AllDone
L640 RETurn pbdone AND rodone AND spdone AND

rsdone
1650 END DEFine AllDone
L660 :

1670 DEFine PROCedure ShowStecker
1680 L0Ca1 i
7690 CLS

1700 FOR i=0 T0 25
7710 CURSOR ix5+!0,15,0,0
7720 PRINT CHR$(65+i)
L730 CUBSOR ix5+70,75,0 t0
7710 PRINT CHR$(65*i)
t750 LrNE ix5+11,46 TO pb%(i)x5+t!,70
7760 Ir pb%( 1) ) i TIIEN
7770 rNK 2
1280 CURSOR ix5+t0,5,0,0
7790 PRrNT CHR$(65+pb%(i))
1800 CURSOR lxJslo,jJ,0,0
1810 PRrNr CHR$(65+i)
1820 111P9 lx!+11,6 T0 ixJ+tI,jA
t830 rNK 6
T84O END IF
18'O END FOR i
1860 END DEFine ShowStecker
1870 :

1880 DEFlne PROCedure PlugBoard
1890 L0Ca1 k1,k2
1900 cls
1910 REPeat PBloopl
7920 Cr,S #0
7930 PRINT #0, flEnter two fdifferent] letters

to set, or letter followed by x to
unset. rl

!940 PRINT #O,'rRepeat first letter to caneel
it. il

1950 RXPeat PBloop2
7960 ShowStecker
L970 AT 0,3
1980 PRINT 'tSelect ten plug-board pairingsrl
1990 AT 2,3
2000 csrzB 2,L
2010 PRINT pbc
2020 csrzE 0,0
2030 IF pbe=10 THEN EXIT PBloop2
2040 LETk1=Getletter(0)
2050 CURSOR YlxJa]:Q,lJ,0,0
2060 rNK 2
2070 PRINT CHR$(UL+65)
2080 lNK 6

209A LETk2=Getletter(1)
21OO IF K2=42 THEN

271A IF pb%(k1)( )k1 TI{EN
2120 LEr k2=pb%(k1)
2t3o i,ET pb%(k1)=k1
Zr/+0 r,ET pb#(k2)=k2
2110 LET pbc=pbc-1
2760 END IF
277A ELSE
2180 IF k2< )k1 AND pb%(k1)=k1 AND

2190
2200
2210
2224
2230
2240
2250

pbr(k2)=k2 THEN
LET pb%(k1)=k2
LET pb%(k2)=k1
LET pbc=pbc+1

END IF
END IF

END REPeat PBloop2
IF Confirm( "Confirm plug-board
selections are correct") THEN EXIT
PBloopl

2260 ResetPlugBoard
2270 END REPeat PBloopl
2280 LET pbdone-1
2290 END DEFine PlugBoard
2300 :

2310 DEFine PR0Cedure SelectRotors
2320 L}CaL i,k,n
2330 REPeat SRloopl
2340 CLS
2350 CSLZE 2,1
2360 FOR i=0 T0 /+

2370 IEr er%(i)=-1
2380 CIRCLE 2Q1tx)2,2oe15
g9A CURSQR 2g1ix)2,2At_6,_70
24oa PRrNT i+1
2/,LO END FOR i
2420 CSrZE 0,0
2430 CrS #0
21/+0 PRINT #0r [Select three rotors in the

sequence right, middle, left.rl
2450 PRINT #0, "Type the number of the rotor

[1. . r] .,l
2160 FOR n=2 T0 0 STEP -1
2470 CURSOR 30+15xn,'.7o,*3,-'
2480 PRrNT rrrn

2490 REPeat SRloop2
2500 LET k=GetRotor
2510 IF gr%(k)=-l THEN EXIT SRloop2
2520 END REPeat SRloop2
2530 CopyRotor n,k
2540 rNK 0
2550 FrtL 1
256A CIRCLE 20+kx32,2a,15
2570 FrrL 0
2rs0 iEr gr%(k)=n
2'90 INK 6
2600 CURSOR 30+45xn,7A,-3,-5
261:0 PRINT k+1
2620 DrawRotor n
2630 END FOR n
2640 IF Confirn("Confirm rotor selection is

correctrr) THEN EXIT SRloopl
2650 END REPeat SRloopl
266A LET rodone=1
2670 END DEFine SeleetRotors
2680 :

2690 DEFj.ne PR0Cedure CopyRotor(n,k)
2700 L0Ca1 i
2710 FOR i=0 T0 25
272A LET ri%(n,i)=rol(k,i)
2730 LET rr%(n,ro%(k,i))=i
271A END FOR i



2710 LET spf(n)=g
2760 LET ep%(n)=O
2770 LnT rs%(n)=0
2780 EI$D DEFine CopyRotor
2790 :

2800 DEFlne PR0Cedure DrawRotor(n)
2810 L0Ca1 i
2820 FOR i=0 T0 25
2830 rNK 6
2810 CURSOR 30+/+)xn.gt1i),70+cy(i),-3,*5
285A IF n>0 AND rsl(n)=(cp%(n)+i.) MOD 26

THEN INK 2
2860 PRINT cHR$(65+(cp%(n)+i.) MoD 26)
2870 END roR i
2880 rNK 6
289A CUnSOR 3045xn,95,-3,-5
2900 PRrNT CHR$(191)
2910 END DEFine DrawRotor
2920 :

2930 DEFine Fultlction GetRotor
29l'0 L0Cal k
2950 REPeat GRloopl
2960 LET K=CODE(INICY$(-1) )
2970 IF k(49 0& k'r3 THEN NEXT GRloopl
2980 RETurn k-l+9
2990 END REPeat GRloopl
3000 END DEFlne GetRotor
3010 :

3020 DEFine FuNction Getletter(f)
3030 L0Cal k
3040 REPeat Gl3.oop1
3O'A IET K=CODE(INIGY$(*1) )
3060 IF f=1 AND k=42 THEN RETurn k
3A7A If'k,96 AND k(123 THEN LET k=k-32
3080 IF k<65 0R kr90 THEN NEXT Glloopl
309A RETurn k-65
3100 END REPeat Glloopl
3110 END DEFine Getletter
3120 :

3130 DEFine t\.rNcti-on Confirm(mg)
3140 L0Ca1 r$
3150 cls #0
3]-:60 REPeat Cloopl
3a7A INPUT #0,m$&" (y/n): n\r$
3180 IF r$=-tttn 0R r$=="yesil THEN RETurn 1
3190 IF r$--ttnn 0R r$==rt16t' TI{8N RETurn 0
320A PRINT #0r[Please answer y[es] or nlol."
3210 END REPeat Cloop1
3220 EIID DEFine Conflrm
3230 :

32lr0 DEFlne PRO0edure RingSettings
3250 L0Ca1 k,n
3260 REPeat RSloopl
3270 CrS
3280 FOR n=0 T0 2
3290 DrawRotor n
3300 END FOR n
3310 FOR n=2 T0 1 STEP -1
3320 CLS #0
3330 PRINT #o,ttSelect ring setting for the

n't
3310 fF n=2 THEN PRINT #0r"righthand";
3350 IF n=1 THSN PRINT #0,"middleu;
3360 PRINT #0,rrrotor [A..Z]:"
fi7A LET k=Getletter(0)
3380 LET rsid(n)=t
3390 DrawRotor n
3t+00 END FOB n
3/rt0 IF Confirm(t'Confinn ring-settings are

correctr') TIIEN EXIT RSloopl
3120 END REPeat RSloopl
3130 LET rsdone=1

3/+1.0 END DEFine RingSettlngs
3150 :

3460 psni-ne PRo0edure Rotorstart
347a Loca3. k,n,tpS(2)
3480 REPeat SPloopl
3190 CLS

3500 cls #0
3110 PRINT #OrrrEnter * to return to last set

start positions.rr
3520 FOR n=0 T0 2
3130 DrawRotor n
354A END FOR n
3150 FOR n=2 T0 0 STEP -1
3160 AT #0,1,0
3570 PRINT #0,ttSelect start position for

+h6 lt .t
rF n-2 THEN PRINT #0,r'righthandil;
IF N=1 TITEN PRINT #0, ''MiddlCU;
IF n=0 THEN PRINT #0, "lefthand";
PRINT #0,rr rotor lA. . Zl : "
LET k=Getletter(1)
IF k=/+2 THEN

FOR k=2 T0 0 STEP *1
REPeat SPloop3
IF cp$(k)=spg(k) THEN EXIT SPloopJ
AdvaneeRotor k
PAUSE 6

END REPeat SPloop3
LET tpl(k)=sp%(k)

END FOR K
EXIT n

END IF
LET tp$(n)=t
REPeat SPloop2
IF cpl(n)=1 THEN EXIT SPloop2
AdvanceRotor n
PAUSE 6

END REPeat SPloop2
END FOR n
IF Confirm(tr0onfirm start positions are
correct'r) TI{EN EXIT SPloopl

3820 END REPeat SPloopl
3830 rEr spfi(0)=tp%(O)
3840 LET spfr(r)=tp%(t)
3850 LET sp$(e)=tplt(z)
3860 LET spdone=1
3870 END DEFine RotorStart
3880 :

3890 DEFi.ne PR00edure AdvanceRotor(n)
3900 IF n<0 0R n)2 TI{EN RETurn
3910 LET cp%(n)=(cp%(n)+l) tIoD 26
3920 DrawRotor n
3930 IF n> 0 IIIEN
3940 rF rs%(n)=(cp%(n)-r) MoD 26 ?IIEN

AdvanceRotor n-1
3950 END IF
3960 END DEFine AdvanceRotor
3970 :

3980 DEFine PRO0edure Cipher
3990 L0Ca1 tk
/.000 INK 6
1.010 PAPER O

4o2o cls
4wa FoR 1k=o ro 2
4010 DrawRotor lk
1.050 END FOR lk
t+060 FOR lk=0 T0 25
1a70 CIROLE lrcx%(lk),kcy%(tk),/*
4080 cuRSOR rcxl(l}),kcyj6(1k),-3,-5
/iO9O PRINT CHR$(1k+6')
41OO END FOR 1K
/'110 CtS #0

3r8A
3590
36A0
36!0
3620
3630
3640
3610
3660
3670
3680
3690
3700
3774
3724
3730
3710
37rA
376A
3774
3780
3790
3800
3810



1720 PRINT #o,'tEnter the letters of your
message. The corresponding cipher
letter isrl

4t3o PRINT #0,"indi-eated by the illuminated
'1amp'. Finish by typing x.tt

1L40 LET 1k=0
1750 REPeat Cipherloop
4:.60 LET nk=Getletter(1)
4170 IF nt<=42 THEN EXIT Ci.pherloop
4180 rNK 0
4t9o FrLL 1
1200 CIRCLE tcx%(lk) ,kcy%{1k),1
12LO FILL O

4220 rNK 6
4230 CTRCLE tcx#(lk),v.cy/"(lX),/+
12/+0 CURS0R yex%(rk),kcyl(1k),-3,*5
4210 PRrNT CrrR$(tX+65)
1260 LET lk=Eneode(nt<)
4270 rNK 1.

4280 FrLi. 1
/+290 CIRCLE rex%(1k),kcy%(It<),4
4300 rrrl 0
/r3L0 PAPER 4
4320 rNK 0
4330 CURSOR i<cx%(1k),keyfi(Lk),-3,-5
4340 PRrNT cHRg(u+65)
43,0 PAPER O

/+360 AdvanceRotor 2
13ZO END REPeat CJ-pherloop
/1380 END DEFlne Cipher
4390 :
/'/rOO Ogl'ine FuNction Encode(k)
4410 Local t-,o
4420 LET o=pb%(k)
/+Ba FoR i=2 To o srEP -1
/+110 Ltr o=(rr%(i, (cp%(i)+o) Moo e6)-ep%(i))

MOD 26
4150 END FOR i
/+/+60 tET o=rff(o)
1170 FOR i=0 T0 2
1180 1,a1' s=(rr%(i, (ep%(i)+o) MOD 26)*cp%(i))

t40D 26
4490 END FOR i
15A0 RETurn pb/,(o)
45lO auo DEFine Encocle
1520 :

4530 DEFine PR0Cedure SaveConfig
/+540 LOCaI i
4550 cls #o
1560 INPUT #0, ilEnter the name of the file you

want to save settings to:rr\f$

4600 END FOR i
/+6L0 pRrNr #J, sr% ( o) rer% ( r) \ e4 (z)\e4 (3) tgrff ( 4)
/,620 pRrNT #J,sp%(o)\sp%(r)\sp/(z)
1630 PRrNT #3,rs$(r)\rsf,(2)
164a cL0sE #3
4650 END DEFine SaveConfig
1660 :

4670 Oefine PRO0edure RestoreConfig
4680 L0Ca1 1
/+69A Cr^S #0
4700 INPUT #0, "Enter the name of the file

contai.ning your settings: rr\f$
17fi OPEN_]N #3,f$
1?20 FOR i=0 T0 25
1730 rupur #3,pb#(i)
1710 END FOR i
1750 LET pbdone=1
1760 LET pbc=10
4770 FOR i-0 T0 4
47ao rnpur #j,gr%(i)
4790 rr er%(i)()-1 THEN CopyRotor g%(i),i
48OO END FOR i
1'810 IET rodone=l
1820 ItrpUT #J,sp%(O),sp%(t),spf"Q)
4a3o LET cp%(0)=sp#(O)
/+8/+0 IET cp%(1)=sp%(1)
4850 I-Er epfi(2)=sp%(2)
4860 LET spdone=1
1870 I]rIPUT #3,rs%(I),rs%(2)
4880 LET rsdone=l
1890 Cr0sE #3
4900 END DEFine RestoreConfig
49L0 :

4920 RXMark Localized keyboard layouts
/'930 DATA 33 ,n LZERI]fUIOPI , nQSDFGHJKLIvII, 

"}IXCVBNil
/'940 DATA 1-4,''QWERTYI,TOP'I,''ASDFGHJKLII, nzXCVBNMtr

1950 DAT A 49, " QwERTzurOp il, nASDFGI{JKII,'yxcvBNM"

4960 DATA or.,,rnrtr,
4970 REMark 'Wiringr defi-nitions for the five

rotors
4990 DATA L3,6,!,9,L9,2,!4,16,9,L0,3,Lr,4,0,22

,20,, ,7 ,23,L5 ,27rr2 r78 r25 r21 ,L7
/*g9O nafl 19, 23, 77, 13, 5, 71, 15, 16,7, 0, ]4, 3, 72, 2

, 2I, 22, !, 6 rg, 10, 4, 8, 20, L8, 25, 24
5000 DATA Lg,g, 0, 74, 22, !7, g, 70, !2, 15, 13, 19, 25,

1r7 ,3,2 r23,77 ,20,27rt6,6r4 rr,24
,010 DATA 10,7,5,2,23,3,L3,6,9,25,20,19,2!,1L,

7 ,0,74,72rg,]:6rtg r22rL7 ,24 rlr r/t
5020 DATA 12 r22, 73,7, L5, 2 r25, L7, 3, t, !1, ],9,0, 4,

, ,tlr6 rLg ,23 ,20 r2Lr21 ,9r 15,9r 10
5030 REMark 'Idiringr definition for the

reflector
50/.0 DATA 6'24' 76' 19,9 r7, 0, 5' L5, lr' !8'25' 77 r23,

27, 8,2, 72, 10, 3, 22, 71,20, L3, 1, L7

1570
4580
4590

oPEN_IIEW #3,f$
FOR i=0 T0 25
PRINT #3,pb%(i)

Make a new Reflector
Load the main program then MERGE the data file.
110 0PEN-llE1^l #3, w inj-en i gma-re f l-ector-dat
120 DrM fi(25)
130 RANDOM]SE

140 FOB i=0 T0 25
b0 i,ET r%(i)=1
160 END FOR i
170 FOR i=0 T0 25
180 IF r%(i)=i THEN

190 REPeat 1p1
200 LET a%-RllD(25)

210 IF a%<,i AND fi(a%)=a% THEN EXIT 1p1
220 END REPeat lp1
230 LET r%(L)=a/"
210 r-Er fi(a%)=i
250 END IF
260 END FOR i
270 PRINT #3,ur040 DATA ";
280 FOR i-0 TO 24
290 PRINT #3,r%(i);",";
3OO END FOR i
110 PRrNT fi,rrt(z5)
320 CLOSE #3



Make five new rotors
Load the nain program then MERGE the data file.
110 0PEN-J,IEV #3,win3-enlgna-rotors-dat
120 RANDOMISE

130 DrM fi(25)
140 LET lnun=/r980
150 FOR rotor=1 T0 5
160 FOR i=0 T0 25
L7a LET r%(i)=i
180 END FOR i
190 PRINT #3,1nun;rt DATA ";

I'm in the (slow) process of switching to Linux,
since I just don'l think that Windows Vista is for
me (l'm still using win98...).
The main reason I've kept off Linux untilnow was
that I couldn't use QPC which, as we all know
runs under Windows. Quite some time ago
Marcel pointed me to a software called "wine"

which should be able to run QPC under Linux.
Wine is one of those ridiculous acronyms of
which the Linux world is so fond (Wine ls Not an

Emulator) and it basically allows some Windows
programs to run under Linux by pretending to
these programs that they are running under
Windows lf you're interested in what it can do or
not you should have a look at www.winehq.com.

Of course, I started off by downloading and instal-
ling some Linux variant, Suse Linux 10,2 in my
case, I won't go here into how you download and
install that, suffice it to say that it was a pretty
painless experience - download the CD {or DVD)
image{s), burn them to discs and feed the disc{s)
to the computer
After I'd tinkered with the resulting Linux for a

few weeks, I thought I'd have a go at installing
QPC under it. First I downloaded the wine "rpm"

file for my Suse version from www.winehq.com

{follow the links there). The file was a so-called
"rpm"file which is a special 'package" file and it
was called'wine-0.9.29-SuSElinux102.i586.rpm".
Please note that these x-l8*'s Unix derivates like
Linux treat lower and upper case differently

{whoever thought that up deserves to be shot -

and, oh, am I gonna get flak for that remark), so a

file called "wine-0.9.29-SuSElinux102.i586.rpm'

is not the same as a file called
"wine-0.9.29-SUSElinux102.i586.rpm" (can you
spot the difference?).
This was downloaded into the download direc-
tory and then I copied it into another directory,
called"tmp" in my case I used the graphical file
manager called"Konqueror" for this, which is the

200 LET last=25
210 REPeat r1p1
220 IF last=O THEN EXIT r1p1
230 t-ET a=RND(1ast-1)
210 ?RrNt #3,r%(a);,',"i
25A LET r%(a)*%(1ast)
260 LET last=1ast-1
270 END RXPeat r1p1
280 pnrm #j,r%(o)
290 tET lnun=lnul+1O
300 END FOR rotor
310 Ci,0sE #3

equivalent of the QPAC2 Files menu, or the Win-
dows [xploder
Now this package file had to be unpacked.
However to unpack fhis file, you need to be a
Superuser, generally called"root" So I logged out
of the'session"l was using for the download and
logged in as root I presume that you know how
to do that (l was later told that I could also have
done this directly from a normal user terminal
window using the command'su").
The unpacking, apparently is best done from a
'terminal", what we Qlers call a a command line.

So, I opened a terminal window and went to the
directory where the rpm file was stored, ie., in my
case, the "tnrpu 6;raatory: l0 the terminal window
I typed 'tcd,/tnpr'(notice lhe space). I then, still as
a root use[ unpacked this file by typing : r'rpm

-Uvh wine-0.9.29-SuSE1inux102.i586.rpm" - Oh

yes, you have to type the entire name, and re-
member don't confuser upper and lower case - if
you write the "SuSt"in the name above "SUSE',

it won't work (l was later told that you don't have
to type the entire name at all, using the TAB key,
apparently Linux will fill in the resl of the name
once you have typed in a few characters of the
beginning of that name)
Once I had done this, the cornputer went chug-
ging away. Once it was done, I didn't really know
about it because it didn't tell me, I just waited for
a few minutes... Anyway I checked and it had
inslalled wine all by itself in a directory called
/usr/lib/wine.
Now I logged off as root and logged on as mere
mortal again. I opened a terminal window and
typed ,'wine,,. This brought back an error since
wine expects to be given the name of a program
to be started. Howevel by calling it once, wine
installed some files in my /home directory {which,
for the user I was logged in as, was called
/home/wolf). So I looked in my home directory



with a file manager to see what had happended
there
lf you tell your file manager to display all files in-

cluding the hidden files (they don't do that by de-
fault), you will see a direclory called'.wine"in the
home directory {apparently, the dot at the begin-
ning means that the file is a hidden file),

I opened the ".wine" directory - there are several
files and directories (folders) in there The files
seem to be emulating the windows registry and
the direclories were called "drive-c" and
"dosdevices' 'drive-c"is a folder (directory) that
makes programs running under wine believe that
this is the Windows"C'drive The"dosdevices'
directory contains "links' to what the programs
running under wine will believe are the different
hard disks under windows Thus a link called "c:'

points to the 'drive-c" directory mentioned
above and this will then be the C drives for pro-
grams under windows. You could, for example,
copy your QPC files and the qxlwin file into that
folder and you'd have qpc on drive "C" under
"wine'.

However, that's not (yet) what I wanted: I haven't
grven up on windows altogether and will conti-
nue using it for some time, so I wanted the
"wine' QPC to be the one I normally use, and the
same for the QXLWIN file That would not be
possible if the qxlwin file was in a folder called
"drive-c"on my linux partition, since Windows, of
course, can't access Linux partitions, so the
qxlwin file would effectivelly be lost to Windows.
My QXLI'VIN file and QPC itself were on my"lrue'
windows C drive, not the C drive wine thinks it is
(the "drive-c" folder). You can delete the link that
points to the "drive-c" folder and make a new
link to the true windows C drive (making these
links is pretty easy from within Konqueror- drag
the true C drive to the"dosdevices"folder and
drop it there, you will be asked whether you
want to copy it there or to create a link to it

there, which is what I did at first). So I did try that,
but experienced some crashes when running
the "wine" QPC. This is probably due to the fact
that my true Windows partilion is NOT on the C
drive but on the E drive, and probably 'wine"

expects some particular file on the C drive {as
you can see if you look into the"drive*c"foldeil
So I thought it best to keep the "drive-c"folder

as is and let the "c:"link point to it.

I just copied my QPC and qxlwin files to drive F

Now I had qxlwin on my F drive and the qpc
executable (qpx2,exe) together with the registry
file and smsqe bin was located in a folder called
'qpc2/Lalest' on drive F I configured (under win-

dows) qpc so that it went looking for its winl- in

a file called"qxl.win'on drive F (and no longer on
drive C, as before), Then I made a link to drive F

in the 'dosdevices' folder (with the drag & drop
method described above), Then I changed the
name of the link (which was "F") to "f:" so that
wine would know that this was to be the F drive,
So far so good.

Now came the moment of truth. I opened a

terminal window and typed the following,
wine /wind ow s /T / qpe2 /Latest / qpc2. exe

This is the name of the program (wine) followed
by the path to the windows program to be exe-
cuted.
This started the qpc2 exe file {i.e, QPC2} on my
windows drive F in the qpc2/Latest folder QPC
started up I noticed that I couldn't get at the
config menu by keeping the shift key depressed,
but that wasn't really a problem. QPC loaded all

of my boot file from the qxlwin drive and booted
normally but slowly {see below), Howeve[ when I

got to the flashing cursor (after everything had

booted alright, and I boot a lot of software), and
typed something, the cursor disappeared and
the machine hung.
I restarted QPC and got it to crash again a bit
later: even though sometimes it wouldn't crash
immediately. Let's just say that the behaviour
was erratic Definitely not encouraging However,
to cut a long story short, I did get it running by
copying the QPC folder back into the "drive*c"

folder and then starting it with the following
command line:

wine /home/llolf/.wine/drive-c/qpc2/Latest/
qpc2. exe

Strangely enough, even though this was the
same QPC, it worked No crashes, or at least not
often {but there are still some unexplained cra-
shes). I must also say that I only tried it in full

screen mode at first. Later attempts at having it

run in window mode failed abysmally But, there
again, as I always run QPC in fullscreen mode, I

didn't mind

What I did mind was the apparent speed, il was
so s-l-o-w! At some stages, under the PE, you

could even see individual items being drawnl I

played around some and had just decided to
forget having QPC on Linux when, as a last sort
of tesl, I compiled some largish program of mine
To my surprsie, that actually seemed to go pretty
quckly
So I switched back to windows to do some

{empirical!) tests; using the following routines:



100 DEFine PR00edure testl
110 LOCal a
720 a=DATE

8A FOR 1p=l T0 100000
710 PRINT 1p
150 EM FOR lp
160 a=DATE-a
770 PRINT rrtime : ";a;r' secs"
180 END DEFine testl
190
280 DEFine PROCedure test2
290 L0Ca1 afi,bf,,Lp,a
300 a=DATE

3L0 FOR lp=l T0 100000

32A a%=RND(1 T0 10)
ya b%=RND(1 T0 20)
310 af,=afo+b%

3'O EM FOR 1P

360 a=DATE-a

370 PRINT rrtime : rtlalrr secsrt

380 END DEFine test2

Under Windows, test2 would give an average of
4 seconds, and test 1 an average of 143 seconds.
I then ran them under "wine", test2 also gave an

average of 4 seconds, but Testl was so slow
that I changed the loop in line 130 from 100000
to 1000 - and go somethrng like 67 seconds on
average That would have put the whole test at
probably 6700 seconds against QPC's 143 Un-

acceptable, but at least I had identified some part
of the problem, it lies in the routines writing to

Zip is a utility program for packing a set of {iles
into a srngle file, known as an "archive", with the
capability of compressing files The term'com-
pressing" means reducing the space taken by
those {iles, although zip can store files uncom-
pressed in an archive if it thinks that attempting
to compress those files may result in a file which
is actually larger than the original.
ln simple terms, what Zip does is to try to
reduce the storage space needed for a set of
files and to combine them into a single large file.

This is useful for distributing programs via web-
sites and bulletin boards, for example, because
downloading a single file is more convenient
than downloading several individual files, and if

the archive is smaller than the sum of the indivi-
dual file sizes, then of course you are online for
shorter periods and so your telephone bill bene-
fits too

the screen.
I had also notced that"wine"had protested that it
couldn't create a i6 bit drawing surface I

checked my colour resolutions settrng using the
Linux'Yast'program and, true enough, I was run-
ning the Linux desktapin24 bit mode.
I switched 1o superuser mode and reduced that
to 16 bits and switched back Running the same
testl as above, gave me 19 seconds, so some-
thing like 1900 seconds if I had used the enitre
100000 iterations. Now this is still more that 10

times slower than QPC under Windows, lt still

feels, well, not fast but at least the terrible slow-
ness I first experienced was gone. So thai is

something I can probably get used to.
Also, I was using the bog standard Linux screen
drivers I know that there is a special Linux
screen drivers around for my video card, but I

hadn't downloaded and used them (yet). Doing
so made no difference, unfortunetaly
Finally I copied the command line used above

{ "wine /homefiJolf / . w ine / tuiv e*c / qpc2 /Latest/
qpc2.exe") into a simple text file tcalled wtnesh I

then righlclicked on that file and made it exe-
cutable So now I only have to click on it from
within Konqueror to start QPC.
Anyway I now got a working QPC under linux
which doesn't crash often -and when it does, il
generally is right at the start, I'll try to find out
when/why the crashes occuri and let you know!

Zip is the program which does the packing and
compressing.
Unzip is the program which decompresses and
unpacks the files back into their original form.

INFO-ZIP
This is the name of the organisation which co-or-
dinates the Zip and Unzip rograms for various
computing platforms such as Linux, Windows,
RISC OS, Amiga, Atari and of course QDOS. lnfo-
Zip is a diverse, internet based workgroup of
about 20 primary authors and over 100 beta-tes-
ters, originally formed in 1990 in the USA. The
lnfo-Zip programs are basically free to use and
coplt subiect to the terms of the licence (basical-

ly inclusion of lnfo-Zip copyright notices within
redistributions), and you can get hold of Ihe Zipl
Unzip source code files if you wish to see how
the software works.



INFO-ZIP for QDOS
One of the"team of twenty'is our own Jonathan
Hudson, who ported the version for QDOS and

SMSQ/E syslems At lhe time of writing, the ver-
sion numbers for the official QDOS versions
were Unzip version 5.41 and Zip version 2.3 You

may also come across version 5.32 of Unzip
which is a perfectly usable version in my expe-
rience.
It is important that you use the lnfo-Zip versions
ol Zip and Unzip Older versions by various
authors exist, but these have limitations such as
inability to handle level 2 directories, being slow-
er than the current version and the possibility of
creating zipped files which work only on the
system on which that file was created lnfo-Zip is

a cross-platform system which means that for
people like Jonathan who create files on one
system and move them to other systems they
stand a good chance of working on that other
system. So stick 1o the Jonathan Hudson ver-
sions of the QL Zip and Unzip programs.

Other Archivers
There are other archiving programs out there for
various systems, including QDOS. You rnay corne
across LHA, Zoo, and RAR for example - ver-
sions of these by various authors exist for ihe
QL. You can get most of these programs from
my website at
wwwdilwyn.uk6.net/arch/index.html

Broadly speaking, Zip is the most common archi-
ver for the QL these days, as you will see if you
visit any website or bulletin board offering QL
software tor download I suggest you start off
using Zip and Unzip and explore the others later
as your confidence in using such programs
grows,
Such archivers are generally "portable" - files
compressed on Windows, say can generally be
decompressed on a QL The only areas where
you may encounler some difficulty are with QL
executable programs when they are unzipped
on a non-Ql system causing loss of the job

headers, or with filename extension separators.
The QL prefers '-' between parts of filenames,
other systems generally prefer " - although QL
Zip and Unzip cope automatically with any con-
version requirements where needed.

Command Lines
Zip (and Unzip) is what is generally known as a
"command line'utility. ln other words, you type in
commands to make it do what you want. Modern
programs are generally menu driven or pointer

driven to make them easier to use, and Zip on
the QL is no exception. You can get "front end"
programs like Archivers Control Panel to make
Zip and Unzip (as well as other archiving pro-
grams) easier to use and we'll look at these in

the next part of this series

Obtaining Copies of ZIP and
UNZIP
Since lnfo-Zip is freely copyable within the terms
of the licence, you can get hold of copies on disk
or CD from PD libraries, or by downloading co-
pies from websites. Usually, the package will in-

clude everything - the prograrns themselves, the
documentation files and sometimes the source
code files {usually the sources are available se-
parately). The list of files is quite large and you

may not be interested in the source code files,
for example, so you will need to know which
parts you need to keep.
lf you are downloading copies from the web, for
example, you will generally find that Zip and
Unzip themselves come to you in a zipped for-
matl This means you have to have a copy of Un-

zip already to decompress them, thus putting
you in a bit of a sticky situation if you do not al-

ready own a copyl Fear not, Jonathan Hudson
has kindly made the distribution of Unzip availa-
ble in a format which will 'self-extract"as long as
you follow the instructions to the letter
Here are some web page addresses from where
you can get copies of Zip and Unzip. Note that
Zip comes in two forms - you can get a version
with file encryption facilities and a version which
does not The latler is generally smaller and is
good enough for most purposes unless you

specifically need encryption facilities.
Jonathan Hudson's website'
http://wwwdaria.co. u k

On this site, scroll way down the page until you

reach the section for Zip and Unzip (see Figure 1

on the next page) and click on the underlined link

for the package you wish to download.
The first link is for downloading a copy of Unzip.

This will download a file called UNZlPS4lxQ.BlN
which a self-extracting version of QDOS Unzip
v5.41, which is basically a zipped copy of the
Unzip files, but with a small amount of extra code
to help it extract the files without needing an

existing copy of Unzip
The third and fourth links are to download which-
ever version of the Zip package you prefer to
use. With these you will get files called
ZCR23xQ.ZIP (for the version with encryption) or
Zl?Z3xQ.ZlPOnce you have a copy of Unzip, you
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Figure 1- Zip/Unzip on Jonathan's website

can use it to decompress either of these packa-
ges.

lf for any reason you cannot get copies from Jo-
nathan's website, you can get copies from lhe
official lnfo-zip website at www.info-zip.org or
you can use their FTP (File Transfer Protocol) site
dt:

ftp//ftp.infezip.org/pub/infozip/
lf all else fails, try my website's Archivers page
dt:
wwwdilwyn.uk6.neUarch/index.html

I nstal ling ZIP and UNZI P
Assuming you downloaded these packages on
a PC, transfer the archives to a QL or to your
emulator and I'll explain how to unpack them
ready for use.

The first one to unpack is Unzip, for obvious
reasons you'll need it to unpack the Zip
package!
As explained above,
UNZlPS4lxQ.BlN is a Self
Extracting file for the QL. Ensure no
other programs are running {not
even the hotkey job if you are
using pointer environment a

HOT-STOP command will stop that
if needed). You will need Toolkit 2

active on your system - if you are
using SMSQ/E the commands
needed are already built into your
system, and most QL systems with
disk drives these days have Toolkit

-.$fa :,,,. >

2 built in. Some interfaces
such as a Gold Card may
need a command such as
TKZ-EXT to activate the
toolkit commands, if your
boot program does not
already do this.
Your system needs to
have expanded memory
loo, at least 3B4K of RAM,

but the more the merrier! lt

means that you cannot
unpack on a demo version
of Qemulator with just

12BK of RAM, for example.
ldeally your system will
have a ramdisk {mosi sys-
tems do these days).

Version 5.41 of Unzip will

state that it needs some-
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thing called 'signal exten-
sions' which is a small toolkit of job communica-
tion extensions by Richard Zidlicky. You can
usually find this in PD libraries or on the web in a
zip file called SigExt30-zip lf you have these
extensions, fine, but Unzip will work perfectly
well without them, although version 5,41 of Unzip
will issue a message saying that the extensions
are missing. lgnore the message.
l'll assume that the UNZlPS4lxQ-BlN file rs on a

disk in FLPI- and that you will be decompres-
sing it to FLP2- and using RAMI- for lemporary
files created during the unpacking process lf
you only have a single disk drive, you can unzip
to a ramdisk temporarily and copy the files to an

empty floppy disk later
To start with, issue an LRESPR command on lhe
file,

LRESPR "FLP1_UNZrP541xQ_BJwi!

lf it has not been renamed to a QL standard file-
name with '-' characters in it, the filename may

Figure 2 -The 'SFX'screen



be FLP1-UNZ|P541xQ.B|N, it does not really mat-
ter but if it ends with " and it is being processed
on a QDOS system, you should put the filename
in quotes as QDOS will not allow " characters in
unquoted filenames
The screen shown in figure 2 will now pop up,

asking you to enter the temporary files device
and the device to extract to Enter RAMI- for
the first question and FLP2- for the second (as-

suming these are the drives being used of
course).

The program will now create the temporary files
on RAMI- and issue the following mossdgs:

ITo extract the liles run the command LRUN RAMl_SFX-bas ]

I Press any key to exit. I

Press a key lor this part of the program to finish,

then as prompted type this command into
BASIC'
IRUN RAM1-SFX_baS

ln most cases, this will automatically complete
lhe unzipping process by itself. On some sys-
tems (and my QPC2 v3 32 system seems to be
one of these) it fails to run properly and gives an

error message, in which case you'll have to
intervene manually and type in these commands

fwhich is essentially what the SFX-bas
program contained) yourself,
EI,l RAM1 SFX-DG; r-d FLP2-|
delete ranl*SFX-exe
delete raml.*SFX-dat
delete raml-SFX-bas

Hopefully you will now have the requi-
red files on FLP2- and the temporary
files will have been cleared out of the
ramdisk by the delete commands
lf you cannot get the 'self-extract"pro-

cedure to work at all even with the above help,
you will need to obtain a copy of unzip on disk
from somewhere, or unzip the files in Windows
or Linux and copy them to a QL disk, This is not
recommended as the executable file header will
be lost (Unzip will give lhe error Bad Parameter
when you try to execute il) and some heavy
duty programming needed to restore them, like
ihis
100 f1 = FlEN(\"f1p2-unzip")
110 base = AtcHP(fl)
120 i,BYTXS FlP2*Unzip,base
130 DELETE f1p2*unzip
1i+0 SD{EC F1p2*Unzlp, base, f1, 5t8t0

What this little program does is to load what is

left of the program and uses the SEXEC com-
mand to save the executable, adding a data-
space value of 51810 to 'repair' the program

Files Needed
Basically, you need all the programs and docu-
mentation files. The main programs are the files
called Zip and Unzip There are various other uti-

lities and all sorts of documentalion files - read
these when you get a chance although some
may appear a bit too technical at this stage for
less experienced users.
0n my syslem, I've thrown all the unzip package
files into a directory called winl-unzip-, all of the
Zip package files into winl-zip- and put copies
of Zip and Unzip into the directory where I keep
copies of all my QL programs, winl-exec-

Getting Started
Before we make any real use of either program, I

need to point out that the programs have a

somewhal limited screen of help information built
in -to see this, just execute the program with no
parameters:
ETEC FLPI-UNZIP

This will display lhe help screen shown in figure 3,

Figure 3 - Unzip's built in help screen

It is also important to know that Unzip has a con-
figuration block built in, which lets you configure
some aspects of how the program behaves. 3

options can be set for Unzip,

L Timeout for the'press any key'display before
Unzip finishes. This is expressed as 65535

{which means wait forever for a keypress}, 0

{which means don't wait at all) or a value from 1

lo 32,761 in units of 1/501h of a second to wait
for a keypress before giving up and finishing
anyway. A value of 50 means 1 second, while the
highest value of 32,767 allows for a delay of
about 660 seconds.



2. Unpack mode' this can be SMS/QDOS
(filenames use '-' characters) or default value

{probably non-QDOS - ","character in filenames}
3. Listing mode -can be default (non-QDOS) or
specif ically SMS/QDOS.

Figure 4 shows the configuration process. You
can use either the Config or MenuConfig pro-
grams to alter these settings for Unzip. You will
be able to set Zip as well once we have un-
packed that program

Thie program, supptied bg Sjump, cqn be used to configure ung
Eoftusne *rlstem uhich uiee the stsndqFd formst of conflguration
informstion up to leuel l.
Give lhe nsme sf the next fite to be configured or pr*e* E$C
to quit the program) uinl-exEc=r,nrzi?
Configure Info-UHZIP uersion 5.2b (Y, H or ESE)) Y
Exit Detog) 6ffi
Unpuck llode) Slgffi
Listinq Hode) fsfg,rtt
Eiue the filename to Eqve the configured softuqr* or prers ESf,
to ubandon the chdnges) uinl-emec-wrztp

Figure 4 - the configuration process

Hopefully we now have a working copy of Unzip,
so we can go about unpacking a working ver-
sion of Zip.
You should have downloaded a file called either
ZlPZ3xQ.ZlP or ZCR23xQ.ZI? it doesn't really
matter which you got, since the only difference
is that the second is a version with file encryp-
tion or 'cloaking' facilities and is slighlly larger
-lib 

decompress the package you need to use
the EW command to pass a small list of parame-
ters to Unzip to tell it exactly what to do'
EtI FLPLUNZIP; t-6 FLP2- FLPI-7,IP23xQ.ZIPl

The -d FLP2* part tells it to unzip the file called
FLPl-ZlP23xQ.BlN to disk drive FLP2-. lf, like me,
you only have a single disk drive on your com-
putel you can use -d RAMI- instead and have it
unpacked to ramdisk RAMI-, then later copy all

of the files to a floppy disk. lf you have a hard
disk system, you can extract the files direct to a
directory on that:
MAKE--DIR IIIN1 ZIP_
AI,I FTPLUNZ IP;' *U I'IINLZIP- Ff-BtlIP23xQ. ZIP I

You will have noticed how unwieldy these unzip
commands can be - this is what I meant by de-
scribing the programs as'command line" utilities,
You have to use not very memorable commands

to achieve anything, which is why programs like
Archivers Control Panel will come in useful later
although if you can't remember the commands,
il's possible to write small BASIC programs to
help you use Unzip and Zip.

Once Zip has been unpacked, you can use Con-
fig or MenuConfig programs to configure the de-
faults for Zip. There are only 2 options with Zip,
one sets the timeout value as for Unzip, while
the other tells Zip which is the file type number
representing a directory 0n most modern QL

systems (9970 of systems!) it
will be 255 for level 2 devices,
although older systems such
as Thors may use type 3 or 4

Using Unzip
Now for the fun part, actually
using Unzip. ln all cases, I'll as-
sume we'll be using it to un-
pack a file cailed
FLPl-EXAMPLt-ZlP which
we have downloaded from
the web.

Unzip normally (unless you explicitly tell it other-
wise) unpacks files to the DATA-USE default
drive. On a floppy disk system, it is usually FLPI-
and on a hard disk system WlNl-, although of
course you can set it to just about anything with
a DAIA-USE command, so if you want to unzip
to RAM3- just issue a DATA-USE RAM3- com-
mand before the Unzip command,
100 DATA_USE RAM3_

110 El,I FIPI-UNZIP; I FLPI-EXAMPT.E-ZIP I

Line 100 sets where the unzipping will be sent
to, and line 110 starts the unzip program, telling it
to unzip FLPI-EXAMPLE-ZIP Note how the file-
name rs specified as a string after a semi-colon,
this is how these option commands are passed
to programs like Unzip using EX or EW com-
mands. Note: although some versions of the
EXEC and tXtC-W commands have been ex-
tended to allow use of these command parame-

ters, it is normally better to use the Toolkit 2 tX
and EW versions
It is possibly to explicitly tell the program where
to unzip to using a "-d destination"command. Zip
has all sorts of these one letter commands avai-
lable, preceded by a hyphen. -d states which
drive/directory to unzip to:
EI{ FLPI-IINZIP; t -d RAM4_ FLP1 EXAI{PT,E ZIP '

This will tell unzip to unpack EXAMPLE-ZIP from
FLPI- 1o ram4-



It is also possible to view a list of what files are
contained in [XAMPL[*Z|Pusing a-l command (l

for listing):
EI,I FIPI-UNZIP; r-1 plpt nXlAlvlPT.E-211pt

This is useful if you think you may not need to
unpack every file You can get a list and write
down those files you think you'll need and just

extract those, by specifying the names after the
name of the archive. For example, suppose we
only want to extract progl-bas and prog2-bas
files from TXAMPLF*ZIP,
EI,l FLPI-UNZIP; t-0 RlJtl/** FLP1 EXAMPT,F-ZIP

progl-bas prog2_bast

Note that these names may need to match the
case of those stored inside the archive lf it says
they are called progl-bas and you enter
PROGI-BAS it may not workl There may also be
problems such as fiienames with names clashing
with QDOS directory narnes, for example Sorne
of these filename clash problems can be hard to
diagnose and not always easy to solve, so be
aware of this as a possible cause of a mysteri-
ous problem you might run into at some stage!
Unzip also supports '*' and'?' wildcard options to
selectively extract and process files. * stands for
any sequence of characters, and ? stands for
any single characten So if you wanted to extract
only files ending with *bas {BASIC programs)
you could try this,
DATLUSE NAU4-
EW FLPI*UNZIP;t FLPI-EXAMPT,E ZIP *-basr

Note: you could have used
either -bas or bas, it seems
to recognise both,

And if there were several
versions of a program, e,g,
progl-bas, prog2-bas,
prog3-bas and so on, you
could use prog?-bas as a

wildcard to extract all of
them.

EI,l FLPLUNZIP; tFLP1 EXAI{PT,E-ZIP prog?-bas'

Difficult to grasp at first, bul you get used to it

after a while.
Normally, i{ a file already exists, you get a
'yes/no' prompt offering to overwrile it lt is
possible 1o bypass this and overwrite without
asklng using a -o command to overwrite without
asking - useful (if dangerousl) if you know you
will need to overwrite a large number of files

without having to answer yes or no every time.
As well as specifying which files are to be
unzipped, you can also tell it to specifically
exclude specified files using a -x command. For

example, if you don't want the text files {those
ending with -txt) you can use a command like

this'
EI,I FTPLUNZIP;'FLP1*EXAMPI.E-ZIP -x *-txt'

A Program to Unzip
I mentioned you could write a BASIC program to
control Unzip. This is a little easier than you
might think. Here's an example to extract all files
from a specified zip file,
100 CLS : CtS #0
110 INPUT #0r'Fi1e to unzip , ';ip$
120 INPUT #0r'Unzip to > ';op$
130 INPUT #0r'Where is UNZIP program )

tiuz$
140 EW uz$&:unzip';'-d t&op$&' '&ip$

Zipping Files
The process of packing files into a single com-
pressed file is called Zipping. Like unzipping we
can put all files from a single place into an ar-
chive, or use wildcards or specify a list of files to
be included lf an archive already exists, files are
added automatically to it, otherwise a new zip
file is created from scratch.
EI,tr FLPI*ZIP

entered by itself, this command displays Zip's
built in help screen, see figure 5,

Figure 5 - Zip help screen

To pack files into an archive, use a command like
ihis:
EW FLPI ZIP;IFLP1-EXAilPT.E ZIP FLP2-*l

This puts all files it can find from FLP2* into the
zip file called FLPI-IXAMPLE-ZIP lf FtPl-
already existed, it added all the files to it, other-
wise it created FLPI-EXAMPLE-ZIP and put



zipped copies of the files on FLP2* into it, Note -

it does not delete the original files on flp2-, it
puts compressed copies of them into the zip file

{although there is a -m option to MOVE files into
an archive instead!).
You can replace the FLP2-* wildcard with a list if
you prefer'
EIII FLP1 ZIP;'FIP1*EXAMPLE_ZIP FLP2_j007
FIP2--II{YPR0G-BAS I

As with Unzip, you can use -x commands to
specifically exclude some files if required.
lf you need to, you can delete specified files
from an archive, e.g. when you accidentally
inserted a file you did not wish to be included'
EX PYPt ZIP; I FLPI*EXAMPT.E*ZIP -d
n5prog2-basl

That command deleted myprog2-bas from the
archive called FLPl-EXAMPLE-ZlP
You can include a cornment into an archive by
using a -z command. This comment is just that -

a comment among the list of files, useful for
including short copyright notices, for example'
EX FLP1*ZIP;rFLP1 EXAMPTfi ZIP -zl

The -z command causes ihe zip program to ask
you {or a comment. lt can be more than one line

long. [nter each line and press ENTER Simply
enter a full stop on the last line to end the
comment. So, using -z you could add a copyright
notice including your name and address, ending
lhe comment with a full stop on the last line {that
line is not part of the comment)'
The zip program prompts with the line,

enter new zip file comment (end with.),
You would lhen enter the comment:
Thls progran is copyright Fred Bloggs 2006
!23 Tilre Street
Anytown
AB12 3CD

lf the file already contains a comment, it shows
you what it was so that you know what you are
replacing. To see and test the comment you
have just added, use a simple unzip listing,

EX FLPI-UNZIP;t-l FLP1 EXAMPT.E ZfP?

The comment appears before the list of files.

lf you are in the habit of using sub-directories, a

useful option is a -R command, which causes Zip
lo recurse into sub-directories, which in simple
terms means include files contained in sub'direc-
tories as well as the current direciory:

EX FLPI*ZIP;'FLP1 EXAMPT.E ZIP -R RAM/r-*t

That command lries to add allfiles in RAM4- and
all sub-directory contents on that drive into
FLPI-IXAMPLE-ZIP Be careful, it is possible to
include a huge number of files by mistake. For

example,
EX FLP1*ZIP;'FLP1 EXAMPT.E ZIP -R l.IINl-xf

would try to add my entire hard disk content into
a zip lile on FLPI-, some hopel
Zip normally needs to make some temporary
files while it is working. By default it will create
these on RAMI- but you can make it create
them on another drive with the-b option:
EX FLP1*7IP; f -b WINI- FLPI-EXAMPT,E ZIP
RAMz*X I

That command created temporary files on WlNl-
while it tried to add all files from RAMZ- into
FLPl-EXAMPLF-ZIP
The commands -1 through 1o -9 offer a trade off
between compression efficiency and speed. -9

maximises compression at the expense of
speed {although on modern fast systems it might
not make much difference to speedl).
There are all sorts of other options, but I won't
over complicate matters here, At first, you'll just

be using Zip and Unzip to compress and decom-
press all files on given drives to or from given
zip files, Once you are confident with the sim-
plesl use, you can start to explore the more
advanced options.

Creati ng Self-Extracti n g ZIP fi les
There is a program called makesfx which adds
some code to the start of a zip file to make it
into a seff-extracting file. Unfortunately, it is not
particularly easy to use or very reliable. lf you
are still interested, read the QDOS-specific part
of the Zip documentation

ln the next part of this article, we'll take a look at

Archivers Control Panel and a few other front
end systems for Zip and Unzip



For decades, the size and speed of new models
of processors have been following 'Moore's

Law', That is, the number of transistors doubles
every 18 monlhs. Processor-speed also increa-
ses regularly and now reaches some 4Ghz, and
all that thanks to continuous miniaturisation. As
circuits get smaller, electrons travel less distance,
so if you halve the distance, you double the
speed But from physics we know that all

conductors have resistance and thal resistance
heals them up The larger the conductor the
better heat is evacuated So we reach a point

where reducing processor size causes chip
overheating, requiring cooling fans and radiator-
panels. A reasonable compromise can be found
at 3,5Ghz, and such a pause in speed develop-
ment should drastically reduce chip prices
Market research shows that more laptops are
being sold than desktops, and this tendancy is
accelerating. 

-lb get above 3.5Ghz requires en-
closing processors in refrigerated units, hardly
feasable in laptops So getting extra speed re-
quires a different strategy, Sinclair implemented
multi-tasking on the QL, and the QL had not only
serial communications, and the network but also
the 8049 coprocessor:
Multitasking involves rapid switching between
concurrent tasks, using scheduling routines to
find which tasks can have a slice of processor
time according to their priorities, and polling
routines which check all peripherals lor interrupt
requests. So it becomes clear that the QL kernel
is basically the hub of a multi-tasking, multi-pro-
cessor system, in the sense that all peripherals,

including memory are basically independant
devices One of the beauties of the QL is that
right from the start it had a simple optimised
operating system capable of handling all this in a
very logical way.

ln i984, Sinclair adopted one solution to the
speed problem.-lb ramp up the QL, they included
the 8049 coprocessor to offload the main 68008
which was relieved of input/output, keyboard
scanning and beeping etc ln the same way
some QL systems handled floating-point copro-
cessors, as indeed early PCs had sound cards,
and modern PCs have graphics cards.
Ferhr calr-r rlatnrs. uroro analnoical that is tn qev

that their functions were hard-wired, so there
were no synchronisation delays, therefor they
were very fast. Then appeared hybrids, which
had their minimal operations hard-wired, the

whole being coordinated by digital-memory
processors. lndeed this is how modern
computers work. The 68000 processor has a
limited number of instructions hard-wired into the
silicon chip, all the other instructions being
assembled inlo memorised programs,
Right from the start, computer companies
realised the need for communication between
processors lf two chips are identical, how can
they communicate? One solution rs to cut data
up into small numbered packets and send them
down a cable, and to sort and reassemble them
at the other end. But which chip gets control? An
early solution was that each chip would generate
a random nurnber The one with the smallest
number would get priority. Otherwise, one chip
could be declared master and the other slave
This means that the master-chip needs to do
some scheduling from time to time, so it spends
some time multi-tasking before each chip gets its
independant task to chew on.

Again it is clear that coprocessing also contains
elements of networking, such as when you have
many processors all looking for work or waiting
to communicate partial results, when there musl
be some chip that has master-stalus so as to be
able to arbitrate. So every chip must have a

clock and all those clocks must be regularly
synchronised, More overheads!
Back in the seventies most manufacturers had
their own solutions to these problems and
agreed to at least one standard...the Graphics
Kernel System The PITRI syslern was invenled
to simplify and help standardise designs, defining
circuits in terms of knots, branches, vectors and
tokens. This allowed computer-aided program
writing and circuit design. So parallel processing
is a compromise of analogic instructions sels, di-
gital buffers, and synchronisation. Very early on
in the fifties, parallel programs were already writ-
ten using the FORTRAN language, which has
continuously been modernised since, having
been designed so that code could be ported to
most machines.
The biggest problem has been how to parallelise

serial programs. One solution is to enulate co-
processors by using the equivalent number of
multi-tasking jobs, having broken down programs
into independant modules But mosl computer
algorythms are inherently serial, having been
conceived to run on serial machines! Take, for



example, the human brain, lt is fed by hundreds
of thousands of nerve-inputs, which interact in
massively-parallel regions of cortex, feeding in

turn thousands of output nerves. Man has spent
centuries building serially-operating calculating
machines, as copying the complexity of the brain
is beyond our current comprehension and tech-
nology Yet even the giant 'Thinking Machine'
supercomputer had 65536 parallel processors,
giving an instantaneous collective speed mea-
sured in Teraflops, {Thousands of Gigaherz of
floating-point operations per second). But these
machines may spend collectively a large part of
their time internally thrashing {with their chips
waiting to communicate).
All this may sound unfamiliar but even now you
can vectorise up to 16 PC's, just running under
Linuxl And even Atari produced a ZAMhz lrans-
puter called the 'ATW' way back in the early
eighties, which universities could operate in pa-

rallel mode. Perhaps the greatest pioneer of all

was Seymour Cray who many times held the
world processing speed record, and who even
planned a DNA chip!
Why write of Coprocessing? Well, both lntel and
AMD have already started selling double and
quadruple processors, and it is clear that this co-
processing is the way of the future. I for one
would love to access the graphics card on my
PC under QPC right now and the next step
would be to use QPC2 to write parallel programs
for multi-processor PC compulers, on which it

can already run.

But what are parallel programs like? There are
several tendancies, but the most interesting type
uses tree-access methods. Coprocessors load
to and from interconnecting interacting trees. Su-
pervision is assured by mesh-networking tech-

niques originally using programs like ADA,
(based on Pascal, which run Military communi-
cation networks). lndeed, future computing may
well use the massive cooperative internet mode
of computers, as with Citizen Science projects
or massively multiplayer games sessions.
The main problem with coprocessing is the lack
of an analytical mathematic theory to automate
the translation of serial programs to parallel ones
(We are still largely stuck with the Theories of
queues and pipelines). lmportant early work was
done by the Frenchman J. lchbiach, inventor of
the innovative language called 'GREEN', The ge-
neral adoption of the Unix system was very im-
portant in standardising methods. One relatively
simple technique is to convert program data into
array-format, which is immedialely compatible
with parallel computer prograrns.
Current research shows that DNA chips may well
be built into research computers soon, and that
the study of how genes interact to construct
proteins could help us to understand how to
reprogram DNA to produce hyper-fast molecular-
sized circuits. This research will open new per-
spectives. Further o{f could be Quantum compu-
ters, where bits may be simultaneously on and
ofl but the system theory for these has yet to
be written.
ln the meantime, try rewriting a few of your own
programs in a modular way and then compile
each part using Turbo to make them virtual
Coprocessor-compatible This is the way of the
future...

But then there is always lazy coprocessing' You
load Word into one processor and Excel into the
other...and the whole lot still iust sits ihere
waiting for input! Vive le Progres!

A qulck guide to QL terminology's real meanings.
0r alternatively"How My QL Feels On A Monday
Morning."

ADATE - short for Any Date (except the one you
want)

Arc - sometimes known to happen with very old
power supplies.

Array - very simple and powerful method of redu-
cing free memory value returned by FRtt-MtM.
Algorithm - writing how a routine should work.
Writing it out on paper takes the first 9070 of the

programming time, getting it to work lakes the
other 90Yo of the time.

Alphameric the result of trying lo say
'Alphanumeric'first thing on a Monday morning

AUTO allows random line numbers to be
generated

Babbage invented compulers and then
discovered the First Law of Computers - they
never work properly unless you put QDOS or
SMSQ/E on them.



A UK 4-say trailing sockef desiened to swikh sff
computer peripherals artomati*ally when the
computer is ss'it€hsd ofr or (in the case of an ATX
computer) wtren it auto-pmrers down. Carq4swidcft
has one control socket" ardthreeswitched socketrs.
Cnn be used with lights/hifilmonitors-ie a QL
monitor can be used as a sritch cankol.

cs t fr24

Up tc S mbyt* of flnsh memory for the QL
A small plug in circuit for fhe QL's ROM port (or
Arrora) giving 2, 4 or I mbytes of peirnanent storqe -
it ean be thcugfit of as a portable hard disk on a card,
and reads at $ome 2 mby4es per second.
Think cf it - you could fr"illy boot ffi expanded QL,
including all drivrrs/SMSQ rtc off RomIXrq at hard
disk speed with only a mernory expansisn needed.

2 mbyte RornDisq............f39 (t-401J41 )
4mb5rtes RomDisq..............f,,65(f66ff67)
I mbytes RornDisq..........f,98 (f99/A 00)

Aurora adaptor........ ..... .........f,3 (f3. 5 0154)
A majm hardnare ururade for thr QL
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pa*tred of singls 5Y rail - eontact QEnnch fw details. Tlrro
boar& (eg Aurara urd Guld Card/Super Gold CrdlGoldfire
fxed ta brsa Suitrble for Artrori (ROM rccsrsible Aanr
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frcing IIt{ tarards borrds, or OUT tuwards back of crse.

I2C INTERF'ACES
Csnnectr to Minerva MKII md any Fhilipr IzC hur

Pcwer Driver Interfaee 16 Vo liner with 12 of there usdb
control I currant crrrying outputJ (itrurre md :ink cap*Ie)
2 rmp (fur I r.ulayr, rmdl rnntnr$....................f.4n $$l&44j
4 amp total (for motors etc) ...................... f,45 (f48/f50)
Rehyr (ff 3r lzv2'wymain* rslrys (needs ?r power
&ivEr)............. .f,zs (€2Ei€29)
Parrllel Interface Giveg 16 inpuVaulput line*. Crn be
usedwhersrer logic signrlc rrs requircd..... ......98 (S2?1d281

Analogue Interfece Givtr ciglrt * bit analogm to digiH
inpuh (AIIC) and trro t bit didtd to rnrhtur ou$utt
(DAC). IIIC{ for tcmF mEanr.m;ntr, murd rampling go
5 I(H4r r$plrtting..... ............f,311 F.3I/gl2)
Temu rrube (-4dc to +125oc)................ s10 F,10.50/gtr)
Connmtr for four tcmp pro1cr............... f,f0 F10.50iSlU
Dats rhrrt.... ....f,z (52.50/f3)
Conlrol roltrffc & manual (for dl IjF).,.......f,2 (€2.50i91)

OL REPAIRS ftll( onlvl
Fixed price for unmodilied QLs, excl microdrives. QLs

tcstedwift Thom-EMI rig and ROM sofhrare.

S27 incl 6 monih guarantse

Minema
fte AntCrml, ty*em oneru

OT}IER FEATUREII COMMON TO ALL VERSIONS
DEBUGGED oper.trng systr{tri rulobootan reret of pawnr
faihre/ Multiple Eaeic/ ftster schs&{u- grrphics {within
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sseeul TR.ACU non-English ke5fuorrd driversi 'qmm"
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Keyborrdmunbrane................ nolonpronrelc
1377 PAL....... ...f,r {S}.sofiA)
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Backup - that copy you never got round to
making be{ore the system crash

BASIC - Programming language where on the
whole it takes less time to learn than the pro-
grams do to run Alternatively, a means o{ giving
even the novice programmer a means to write
bad programs

BEEP-at least it's louder than a Spectrum.

Binary - simple method of scrambling up your
data

Bil - the small part of the occasional program
which actually works.

BORDER - marks maximum distance to which
you can throw your PC out of the house when it
annoys you.

Bug - mistake in your program disguised by
totally meaningless error messages.

Byte-see bit. Program where more bits work,

C - Faster way of creating unreadable programs
which only (sometimes) work More error messa-
ges can be generated more quickly than Super-
BASIC

Call - self destruct mechanism for SuperBasic
programs calling machine code routines

Character Set - list of symbols used to fill in

naughty words in the average programmer's
vocabulary

CLEAR - throw out issues of Quanta and QL
User from 1984

Clock - part of the computer designed to mock
its lack of speed

Cobol - a business language designed to en-
hance your long lerm career prospects because
nobody underslands it, therefore you must be a
brilliant programmer if you do

Coercion - computer forces you to do what it
wants, not vice versa.

Compalible - Not a word we really understand
when it comes to talking about other computers.

Compiler-program to rearrange your lovely pro-
gram, scramble it all up and often make it run
even less well than it did before.

Condilional stalements -'Can't" or "Won't'

CONTINUE - stuff the error; carry on regardless.

Cursor - programmer with a deadline.

Data - vital variables which combine to ensure you
have no free memory. See also ARRAY above.

Dalabase - more information than can be run on
maximum memory system.

Database Management they take the flak
when the database always fails,

Debug - extracting the dead spider from the
mdvl- slot.

Delete - the art of accidentally erasing your only
copy of a file,

DIM - generate a random list of random data of
random usefulness.

Dump - where the PC ends up after the latest
Windoze crash.

Hex Dump - foul language ol programmers when
their programs fail miserably

Edit - 'there must be something meaningful in

memory if only I could find it."

Emulate run the same program on another
system, only more slowly

Encode - render something forever unreadable.

Error- standard output from most programs,

Error messages - attempt at making average
program output vaguely meaningful

EXIT - describes how programmers occasionally
escape the keyboard for a few seconds every
day

Expert System someone who actually (iust
about) understands the computer 0n second
thoughts, someone who understands what the
programis meant to do, not necessarily what it
actually does

File - an unstructured, undocumented, overkill
portion of data guaranteed to give your com-
puter {and you) a headache at the sight of just

the first byte

FILL - how a computer's memory fills up with
random and usually meaningless data despite
being a fully expanded system

Floaling poinl - a dot that's never where it ought
to be,

FORMAT - method of accidentally erasing your
only copy of that favourite program,

Forlran - high level programming language ena-
bling the cleverest of scientists to totally corrupt
a system without even needing to call in ouiside
help.

Funclion - part of a program designed to return
an incorrect value and generally make it impos-
sible to debug.

Gosub - take your QL underwater

Goto - rnethod of making your program tolally
unreadable and even harder to debug. Last

.."**{_::ffi;



resort when Structured Programming doesn't
work.

Hard copy - the evidence that your program

does not even remotely work.

Hardware- the part of a computer totally unable
to do anything without software.

Hexadecimal - A powerful way to conceal your

activities.

High level language - sirnple way to write con-
voluted programs

lF -'can't"or"won't'

lncompalible - thing of ihe terms 'hardware up-
grade" and "device drivers'

lnitialise - scramble up the program before it's
even started,

lnput - computer didn't create enough of a mess
by itsell needs extra help from the user

lnlerpreter- part of your computer designed to
try to undersland what the heck your program is

meant to do.

Keyword - subset of English language under-
stood by your QL

LBYTES - method of overwriting vital part of
computer's memory

Library - a collection of subroutines designed to
make your program bigger without even influ-

encing how it runs

Lisp - computer language designed to test the
programmer's grip on reality.

Local - a variable designed to add confusion to
your programs. Alternatively a place to retire to
when you give up on getting that program to
work.

Logic - used by humans to try to {convincingly}
explain why programs don't work.

Loop - add a 'y' and it describes how some pro-
grammers work.

Machine code programming language used
when you want to look clever

Memory - that which you never have enough of
to run the latest program on.

Nelwork never quite understood why the
spelling isn't Nolwork

Null -so that's why the program failed to print.

ON...GOTO - method of making your program
flow lump to completely unforeseen places

OPEN - fetch data which is even more random
than the stuff that's already in memory.

Operating System - the software most likely to
crash a computer {except the QL, maybe}

Parameters list of usually incorrect values
passed to a routine

Parity - state which described how neither you
nor the computer know what to do, so you toss
a coin instead.

Password - the security word or number which,
lor it to work, is so hard to remember it gets
written on a sticky note affixed 1o the computer

PAUSE-"it's crashed .hasn't it?'

PEEK-look into forbidden places.

POKE - ingenious method of crashing a compu-
ter

Poinler - usually appears on screen lust when
you realise you've mislaid that cordless mouse,

Press Any Key To Continue- Just like an airline
pilot, don't bother reading the instructions, just
press all the buttons until you find one whrch
looks like it mighl make the plane land success-
fully

Prinler-dal - an attempt to make printers and
users speak the same language, Occasionally

Prototype program which is usually even
worse than the one you eventually get

QPC2 - valiant effort at making PCs useable by

QLers

Quill - method of writing something just as
slowly as its namesake.

Quotes - should always occur in pairs in print

statements and rarely do.

RECOL - make the colour scheme even worse
than it is now

Recursion - so that's why my program doesn't
work, Usually describes the programmer's lan-
guage when he/she can't get it to work

Redundancy - 90% of most programs.

RENUM - try to make orderly sense of the
rubbish the user typed in

REPEAT - execute the same faulty code many
times.

Reserved words - some 4 letter words which
have to be edited out of transcripts of what the
programmers aclually said.

RETRY have another go at generating yet

another error

RETurn - Give up, go and try another part of the
program.



RS232 - method of making computers {slowly)
refuse to talk to each other

SAVE - I can't get it to work, so I'll try again
lomorrow

SCALE - make even more of the picture fall

off-screen.

SCROLL - instructions for that old program.

SDATE - set the date to an even more random
number than now

Seek time - the time taken to find the righl
floppy disk.

SEXEC-Not even going there;-)

SIN - unwaranted use of SEX EC

SMSQ/E -attempt at making QDOS programs
run with fewer errors. At least it has more error
messages built in

Sort - method of scrambling the data in a list into
the wrong order

Stack- Iong list of bugs in a typical program.

STOP- time to go to bed after a long program-
ming session.

Slorage - number of boxes needed to store all

the bits of a typical expanded QL system

String - data which should mean something but
never really does.

Slring array - powerful technique {or building up
long lists of faulty data to fill up way too much
memory,

STRIP-not going there either ;-)

Struclured - program where the GOTOs and
GOSUBs actually do vaguely what they were
intended to do.

Subrouline - part of a program you cobbled to-
gether at the last minute.

Super Gold Card - description of credit card
needed to buy the latest QL hardware

Syntax Error - the computer gave up trying to
understand what the heck the programmer
intended it to do.

Syslem Disc - the only {formatted} disc which
seems to have any space for your data.

Unsupporled Set of features which your
program needs and which nobody has

Ulility - a program so useless it doesn't fit into
any other category

Variable - data which is usually any value except
the one your program expects.

WIDTH - measure of how long you spend at
your compute[ sum of sedentary iime, fizzy
drinks and lunk food consumed.

WINDOW - emergency exit for PC when il's
upset Dilwyn.

Write Protecled - posh way of saying you forgot
to put the disc in the drive.

Zero - dividing by this usually screws up

compulers.

lntroduction
From version 4.21 Turbo will compile programs
containing machine code extensions to S*BASIC
which either alter their parameters or require ar-

rays as parameters. 0f course Turbo is well
known for producing fast compiled code al-

though needing the programs it compiles to be
written according t0 stricter rules than for
S*BASIC, Will this, or should this, necessity be
an important stumbling block to the wider use of
the enhanced Turbo?
To help answer this question I will explain the six
steps that I took to arrive at a compilation of
QPTR's demonstration program 'demo-bas'.

Users of QPTR will, of course, be aware that its
manual stresses that many of ils keywords can-
not be compiled by Turbo. Howevet this restric-
tion was removed in Iurbo v4.21 so

"demo-bas" should provide a useful test of the
updated Turbo.

The amended working version of demo-bas is

given later

Steps

Step 1- Try lt

The first obvious step was'
LOAD qptr-Derno-bas
EX parser-task

What happened?

A diagnostic file was produced indicating that



there were well over 100 errors! Some of these
were due to my forgetting to install the QPTR
extensions, but by no means all. lt was obvious
that the main problem was that DATA lines con-
tained items that were not just pure numbers or
strings.

Slep 2 - Alter DAf,A Lines and liy Again

I should explain that the values in DATA state-
ments are stored in a special way near the start
of a program compiled by Turbo The type of
each item is indicated by its first word as de-
scribed below

a, lf the first word of an ilem is between 0 and
32166 this is taken as the length of a follow-
ing string,

b Values from -l to -4095 are taken to be
negated exponents of floating point numbers,
so a four byte mantissa follows

c Values from -4098 to -32766 represent
integers. The actual integer is

- value - 7096
d. The value -32767 signals the end of data
e. The value +32767 signals that the following

word is an integer So this allows all the other
integers not represented in c above.

All values in DATA siatemenls are extracted in

Parser-task's first pass through the target pro-
gram to be compiled. So, because of this and
also because of the way the DATA values are
stored, it is not possible for these values to be
defined in terms of variables in the program.
Turbo actually goes further and forbids any
calculations in DATA items, even though they
may theoretically be carried out. Thus even 30x4
is disallowed.

PUT and GET

Examination of the code for demo-bas showed
that the DATA lines were set in blocks which
were RFAD by adjacent S*BASIC procedures or
functions, Thus the first block was the set of
standard attributes to be set in an array later to
be used as a parameter in two S*BASIC
functions No block of DATA lines was used more
than once.
I decided that it would be sensible to replace the
DATA and READ commands by PUT and GET My
first thought was to PUT the data items into a file
from which subsequent GtTs could extract the
information needed. lf a note were kept of the

starting position in the file of each new block as
it was written, the first GET for each block could
set the appropriate position when needed, rather
like using RESTORE to set the required line of
DATA I then realised that I might as well write
each new block of information over the previous
block and dispense with keeping a note of the
starting position in the file of each block since
that would always be at the beglnning of the file
Finally I decided to use a pipe instead of a file.

tach block would be PUT into the pipe which
would be emptied by the corresponding GtTs. ln

this case of course there is no need for positio-
ning.
Applying Parser-task to the amended program
still brought up errors, though considerably fewer
than at the previous attempts. This time most of
the faults were due to using the same name for
different types of variable resulting in the
message'Ambiguous Names'.

STEP 3 - Eliminale Ambiguous Names

Turbo uses a Vector Table to store informalion
about all names used in a compiled program
Each name is allotted its own four-byte space in

the table. For integers and floating point number
variables the entry is simply a pointer to the
value. For strings and arrays, the entry is a poin

ter to a descriptor which itself has a pointer to
the actual values as well as detailing the number
and size of dimensions. Turbo allows redimen-
sioning provided that the number of drmensions
remain the same This means that the descriptor
for an array variable is always the same size,
since the size depends only on the number of
dimensions, not their value, The descriptors can
therefore be held in a fixed space. This is one of
the constraints which helps make for fast com-
piled programs.
A consequence of this is that if a variable is de-
fined anywhere as an array, it cannot be defined
anywhere else except as an array with the same
number of dimensions Turbo will signal these
errors with,

"Ambiguous declarafion of name."

The cure is easy Different names must be used
for the offending items.
The variables involved in demo-bas are the
arrays "ldefTo'and"lptr" Both are defined in some
places as one dimensional and in other places as
two dimensional I replaced the one dimensional
ldefTos by aldefTo and the one dimensional lptrs
by alptr:



Slep 4 - lnvesligate BAD PARAMETER

The cause of the message "Bad parameter" was
that the call to MK*LIL in the {unction RD-LOTN
contained the string lsk$. All strings are dimen-
sioned by Turbo, and this was no exception.
Hence the string parameter to MK-LIL was a di-
mensioned string.
It is very peculial but nevertheless it is true, that
MK-LIL complains if that string parameler is not
a simple, undimensioned, string. ln the original
demo-bas lsk$ is undimensioned, I should ex-
plain that in S*BASIC the entry in the Name Table
for a dimensioned string will have a pointer to its
array descriptor whereas the entry for an un-
dimensioned string will have a pointer direclly to
the string itself
The solution in this case was lo ensure that
Turbo sent the required string as an expression,
which would force it to be undimensioned, and
not as a variable, which in Turbo will always be
dimensioned So I replaced lsk$ by lsk$&" wher-
ever it occurred as a parameter ln this case Tur-

bo sets the entry as a pointer drrectly to the
string itself (ie its value) rather than to a descrip-
tor (as for a dimensioned string).
I must say that this particular BAD PARAMETER
error signalled by Turbo is due more to the
peculiarity of MK-LlL than to any restriction
imposed by Turbo itself, After all, if someone
tried to use MK-LIL with a dimensioned variable
for this string parameter it wouldn't work even if

the program was RUN in S*BASIC or compiled
bv Qtln

Slep 5 - Solve Problems with INTEGERS and
FLOATING POINT

Having altered DATA lines and RtADs to PUT
and GET I found that the new program ran
correctly in S*BASIC. The compiled version
worked well except that the notes produced in

the music window were wrong. The reason for
this was thal the number 2^(Ill2l, which was
defined as "semrtone', was set by Turbo as 1.

The reason for this is that Turbo, on encoun-
tering '2^lIlIzt decides that all ol2,l and 12 are
integers, which of course they are, but then goes
on to deduce that the result of lhe calculation
must also be an integer Thus 1/12 becomes 0.

After that x^(IllZl will be taken as 1as long as x
is an integer
The solution I used was 1o define 'semitone",

which is a floating point variable, as 2 and then
raise'semitone'to the power 1/12

This case is an example of the difference bet-
ween S*BASIC and Turbo which relates to the
way integers and floating point numbers are
dealt with Another example of this relates to
PUT
The command PUTt3,40 results, oddly enough,
in the floating point number 40 being sent to
channel 3 if the order is given in S*BASIC
However, if that instruction appears in a program
compiled by llrbo it is the integer 40 which is
sent to channel 3 lt is very important to control
just what format wlll be used by PUT since the
contents of the file will be extracled later by GtT
and set to a variable. That variable musl have
the same type as the item sent by PUT
PUT can be controlled by using variables rather
than literal numbers. Thus to send the integer 4
one might set

i4%=4

and issue the order
PIJT#3, i1/,

Replacing i40k by i4 would result in a floating
point 4 appearing in channel 3.

The first example of this is in lines 12080 to
12100. I give first the original lines and then the
ones lreplaced them by

Original Lines

12080 DIM std*wattr%(3)
12090 RD-I,IATT std-wattr%
12100 DATA 0rlrgreyrwhite

Replacement Lines

12080 DIM std-wattr%(3)
7209a Pvr#1,i0%, iut,i255i6,17%
12100 RD-I,IATT std*wattr%

Here, all the items of DATA are redefined as
integers. This is because the numbers have to
be entered into an integer array which will later
be used as a parameter to one or more machine
code extensions.
To show how the RtADs have been modified I

give the original and altered version of the
S*BASIC procedure RD-WATT

Original

22290 DEFine PR0Cedure nD*krATT (Lattr/,)
22300 READ lattr%(O), Latty%(l),

tattfl(2), tattr%(3)
22370 END DEFine RD-IIATT



Altered

22290 DEFine PR00edure RD-WATT (7attr%)
24AO cET#3, tatt&@) , tattr%(L) ,

lattr%(2), lattv%(3)
223]-.A END DEFine RD-IfATT

As you can see, "R[AD' has been replaced by
'GETn3," and this is the case throughoul, except
for RD-SPRITI where the corresponding DATA

lines contain no expressions and can thus be left
unaltered.

Step 6 - Array Parameters

Turbo arranges that parameters to Basic routines
will be senl by value unless a REFERENCT

directive is given just before the DIFINE for that
routine. Since all array parameters to Basic rou-
tines must be sent by reference, it is necessary
to include REFERTNCE directives for these
There are six places where this was needed.

Line Routine
20790 RD*!fDEFA
20360 RD*LoTA
21024 RD_i,WTA
21700 RD_i,0TA
22230 RD_IATT
22290 RD_WATT

Miscellaneous

The variable "compiled" is defined in the original
program. Since the altered version is intended to
be compiled by Turbo, the Turbo TK extensions
must be loaded, One of these is the function
COMPILED Hence the line defining 'compiled'

has been RtMarked out. ln any case

Parser-task would flag it as an error indicating
that you can't assign values to a machine code
function. Anyway COMPILED gives a belter re-

sult than"compiled"since the latter willshow that
a program run in a daughter basic is compiled
when it obviously isn't.

When lnow compiled and executed the program
il worked until I clicked on the items in the
bottom half of the window I then found that the
music window at top right gave odd notes in

some places. This was due to there not being
enough stack The solution here is to configure
codegen-task to give more than the minimum
350 bytes. I don't know what the smallest safe
amount is but 600 seems ample. The command
TURBO-obistk can set the stack from 350 bytes
up to 2048 bytes so 600 is well within llrbo's
capability.

Summary

The question at the beginning of this was
whether the rather slrict rules of Turbo were a

stumbling block to writing fast compilable
programs using QPTR.
The program demo-bas was not written with
Turbo in mind. Even so there was only one main

area where several changes were needed,
namely DATA statemenls
As I have shown here, the use of PUT and GET
to a pipe can replace the DATA statements quite

satisfactorily
ln fact, program styles can vary tremendously. lt

seems to me that a program written from
scratch to use QPTR can without difficulty be in
a form suitable for compilation by Turbo as well
as being capable of being run in S*BASIC. lt is
just a question of adopting an appropriate style

Program
The Changed Version of DFMO-BAS

1 REMark Conpile with no wi.ndotrs open! !

2|
3 REMark version 1.03 - 13 AUG 05

t(x t(lt*t(xxx,t(tfifi(i(xl(l(.tfi(i(**r(xt(l(ltt(i(xxxttt(ttt(i(x*ro()tttt(x*J(xl$tt$(*l(t(*t(xl(t(*r(ttt(xxt(r(xi(x**
100 to 200 set Turbo options

100 TuRBO*locstr t'Reportrr : REMark lgnore/Create
110 TURBO uindo 0
120 TUBBO-optim rBriefr:REMark Rern/Fast
130 TURB0--.rnode1 r>6/+il:REMark 164
140 TuRBo-struct I'Struc" :REMark Freef
150 TIIRBO-diags tritr'REMark Omit,/Include
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EasyPTR v4
Pts 1&2

Major Rewrite!

f,12.O0l-\
Produce High cdour I f-ls1on )

pointer-drlven r*ou, rroo\CDRom )
SupeTBASIC \*---l

Text 87 f, 79.00
High Colou Patch {all systems} f,9.00
DSC/P2 drivers f 26.001 Fountextf.S9.{X}

/ 2488 drivers f,29.tX) ea.

OI}T
The Uilhate QLDesktop

v1.02

5,41.50 +p&p
f2.00 UK/ ?.50 EU /f.3.00 RoW

Needs SMSQI/E & extended
colours to run

.$gQfE 
and 

Q+a,
9' -+

SMSQIE for Gold Card /Atari I QXLI Q40
Aurora High Colour Driver included with

Gold Card Version

Nowonryf,ls.m + postage

QPC 2 v 3.33

Now only f 42.00
Upgrade Prices:
from v 3.xx Free
from v 2.xx S13.90

from v l.xx S34.00

Print to any Windows Installed Printcr from
Ycur QLPrograms !

f27.00

QPCPrint

Delivered on CD ROM
with Manual aslLdobe
Acrobat FiIe

Program$ upgraded to high colour versi
QMakc / Win[,d I QPAC I I QPAC 2 / QfiUp/ SuQcess I Did< Mate 5

Send old ma$er disk and fl.$0 per diskto cover co$s

Paid Upgrades

QD 9B to QD 2{X}3 *,10.50

QSpread 2001 to QSpread 2003 f,10.50



Big Price Drop "" tYl3T lnr version now only

fl5.00!
Coming soon. All versions of SM$Q/E on CD.lffe are

campiling all versions on oile CD with full documentation.
Since there is extra room on the CD we alsa intend ta

include the sources nnd documentation,
New version of QPC2 out soon.

See ycu all at the Hove Workshap and Quanta AGM in
April.

Utilities
Programs

Fifi2 f ile Finder f,21.00

QSup Utilies f,30.00

QSpread Spreadsheet f,51.00
Cueshell2 ['ile Manager f,15.00

QPAC 2 File Manager &
Ufilities Package f,42.00

QFAC 1 Calendar, Cloct<,

Calculator, Sysmon f,22.00

QlmdlQrcf Fastloadfor QDOS f,15.00

QTYPZ Spell Checker f,31.00

QtQ Printer Utility f,30.00
SuQcess Database f,2f.00
Q-Route Route Finder f,25.00
Knigfrt Safe3 Backup Program *35.00
FractalCollection Fractals f35.00
QCount Accounting f,25.00

Programming
QII 2003 Texf Editor & Mare f, 49.0$

QBASIC Qliberaterto QD Link f, 15.00

Qliberator Basic Compiler f, 50.{10

QD +QBASTC f. 63.00

QD + QBASIC + Qliberator f,104.00

QPTR PointerToolkit f, 32.00

MasterSpy FaS Texf &ditor f, 30.0fi

QMake Assmbler Tools f, 18.00

QMonlJmon l\{onitor- Upgrade only *. 22.t0
BA$IC Linker Basic Library Linker f, 22.00

Disa 3 Dissassmbler f, 34.00

QMenu Menu Extonsions & futorial *. 16.00

Eaqyptrv4 Toolkits & Programming Extns f, 41.50

Easyptr v4 Part 3 C extensions f, 14.00

Recycled Items
(when available)

Super GoId Card f,110.00

GoId Card f, 45.00

Aurora f, 65.tXl

QXL f, 35.{m

zuperHermes f, 65.{X}

DiRen Keyboard
Intertact f, 15.00

Qplane f, 5.00

Various braQuets S 8.m
Gold /Super Gold Card Batteries

{,10,00

We also have a collection of
standard QLs, QLPawer

supplies and some QL books.

Cables for theAurora, Qubide
and Super Gold Card ROMs
and other QL accessories are

also available from us.

Call for details

IIARDWARE
We have a rotating stock of both new and wond user hardware. It is bestto

call or email us for details of what is available.

New Items

Aurora S70.00

Aurora wi8301 & Minerva fS0.00
8mb Rom Disq f98.00
4mb Rom llisq f65.00
2mb RomDisq f39.00
mPlane
MCpbte

f,34.00
f, 6.50



160 TIJRBO-taskn I'pe-denor

170 TUR3O-repfil rrran1*errn
180 TIIRBO*obJdat 40:TIJRBO-objstk 600
190 TURBO-objfi1 "ran1-demo3-task"
200 TuRBo-buffersz 200:TIIRBO-ref

xJot*tti(x*tt**tttttt,tt**xJ(xx*t(nl(r(t$t*t(l(ltltxj(l(t(,1(tHfl(i+*tfi(i(t$(r(**t(l$(*l(xlti(*it*xl(*t(r(i(t(l(Jt*tt
i( /+00 has been REilarked out. (CoMPILED 1s a Turbo TK code extension) J(

*tti(xt(t(xi(t(xt(xxt(r(l(*x1fifi(ttt( x*r(xt+xt(*t(*i(tfio(*i(****1('l(.)(*r(l(*xxxi(xxl(l(x*r(*r(xtfi$(*t(t(l(i(*

400 RxMark C0MPTLED=J0B$(-1)< > t t

410 REI',IarK IF RMODE=8 THTN MODE 4
120 IF CoMPILED: 0PEN #1,'cont: INK 0: REMark lNK ensures that #1 has been used!
130 :

1000 init
1010 :

1O2O IF COMPITED
1030 DR-PP0S main-defn, -1, -1, ru1f1g!tr,n-nf7g%,rr_eiy/,
10/+0 EIS8
7050 DR-PUD mai-n*defn,-1,-l,n Lflg%,n-nfag%,rtcty%
1060 END IF
1070 DR-ALIDF lftnvch, main-defn, 0
1080 FOR i-mid0n-10 T0 mid0n-2 STEP 2,mid0n+2 T0 nid0n+10 STEP 2: BLOCK #rnvch;rwxsfrt1,0,i;green
1090 REPeat 1
1100 RD--PTR nain-defn,itenfr,swnumfl,aetion%,xrel-:fr,WeL%,n-_].f].gf ,n-nf].g7l,,rn-cty%
1110 it=itemf
7120 IF swnuml<0
LI30 SELect 0N it
Lll+O =0:DR-UNST main-defn:CL0SE #mvch:STOP
7150
1160
tL70
1180
1190

7220
7230
7240

1200 FOR j =0 TC n-nco1-1
I2Lo IF N0T(n--nfl:e9l(i,j)&&16) THEN m-rf1g$(i,j)=rLulcl(2)+l

=1:BEEP 1000, 10:beepn= beepn*1
new-beep$= beepl$&beepn&beep2$&Frll$ ( ' s ' , beepn< , 1) & ' . '
CH-ITEM nain-defn, -3, Q r -7, I r, new-beep$
DR*IDR}I nai.n-defn, 1

=2:F0R i=0 T0 n-nrow*1

END FOR J
END FOR i

=J : CILWIN rnain-defn : ruLflgfi 0,) = 1

1250 END SELect
7260 END IF
7270 IF swnum#=o TIIEN IF (itemfi DIv 256)=I TI{EN BEEP xrelg*100+1,notef(nnote-ytel16)
1280 END REPeat I
1290 :

10000 DEFine PROOedure init
10010 :

10020 : Rffi'lark Define a general-purpose noveable channel
10030 : REMark and sone useful colours.
100/+0 :
10050 0PEN-]IElf#4,pipe-512:C0NNECT 4 70 3
10060 mvch=FOPEN( 'con' ) : fNK #rnvch;0
100?0 b lack=0 : red=2 : green=4 : white=7 | grey=255
10080 :

10090 : REMark PossibLe iten type codes: retx is adcled to return
10100 : REMark wben hit, with (retr) or without (retn) a re-draw
10110 :

10172 DIM new-beepg(70),beeprg(30),beep2g(6),hit$(2),dog(2),caneel$(2),he1p$(2),nove$(2),size$(2),x$(40)
10116 :

10120 text-0: sprite=2: blob=4: pattern=6: text/=0
10130 retr=256:retn=-256
10140 hit$=g11pg1 1) : do$=cHR$ (2) : eancel$=cffi$ (3)
10150 help$=Cm$(4) :nove$=CHR$(5) :size$=clfi$(6)
10160 :

10170 l\s%=6x5 tl-ysy'=]-2:nvxs/=80 : nwys%=30 : nwys=J0
10180 Dlilt 1xs1l(3) :FOR x=0 T0 3:lxs1l(x)=4+(1xsl+4)xx
10190 :

10200 : REMark Set up an array witb the best approxi-mations to
10210 : REllark the correct values for BEIP to produce a scale.
70220 :

t$t*xx*x*1il(t()+t(r(t6t(iofi(i$(tf t(x**x*t(**r(* tfttttltttle(t(**t(* l(*xxl(i(lti(i$(**t(*r(*r(lr*t(it*xnttl(**
x fn 10230 sernitone ls set to 2 to force 2^(t/12) to be fp. *
***,tf t(*r(*t(**xx*r(xttt(**xl(')(r$t*xxxl(x*t(*t(*r(*tttft(tt*i(lt*t(xxr(*io$f t(J(*xitttxi(xx*ntti(.1('l$(**



L0230 nnote=nw-ys: midCf=261: nid0n=nnote/2: senitone=2: semitone=semitone ^(7/72)
L0240 botnote-nidof
LA250 DIM note%(nnote)
L0260 FOR i=midCn T0 nnote
l.:0270 notelt(i)=t/7.18-5/botnote-10:botnote= botnotet(semitone
10280 nn=(i{id0n) MoD z
10290 SELect 0N nn=or7,3,4,5ibotnote= botnotexsernitone
1O3OO END FOR i
103L0 botnote=midCf
L0320 FOR i=midCn T0 0 STEP -1
70330 note%(i)=L/7.7I-5/botnote-1O:botnote=botnote/semitone
70310 ry1=(midCn-i) MoD 7
L03rA SELect 0N nn=1,2,J,f,6:botnote= botnote/senitone
L0360 END FoR i
L4370 :

10380 beepl$=rYou have used the BEEP iten r:beep2$= | tiner
L0390 beepn=0
10400 :

x*.1(Jfi$(xrct(t(ifi(nxx*'t*i(xxx*l(r(x lil(xxxi(r(*i(xr(*ro(*l(r(r(ni(xxxx.x*i(ttxxt(xr(l(** t(xx*t(i(xt(xxt(
* 10410 to l-0450 set numbers as integers, 70460 as floating point *

for PUT and GET

10410
104.20
10130
10440
L0150
1A460
12000
12010
12020
12030
]-2040
72050
12060
12070
12080
12090
12100
].2L10
L2720
12].30
1271+0

12750
12760
12770
12180
12190
L2200
L2270
12220
72234
L2240
12250
L2260
L2270
L2280
72290
12300
t2370
L2320
L2330
]-2310
12350
!2360
12370
12380
12390
12100
12170
L2420

imLf=-11 in2ll=-2: i0%=0: i!%=t: i2%=2:13%=3: i1%=4: i6/"=6
i7 %=7 : i9/"=9 : i70f- t0 : i12f"- t2 2 L74% = L/+ : i16f"= 76 : ll8/'= 78
i20%-20 : i22%=22 : i30%4A : L40%=10 z i60/"=60 z 164/=61
i70%=7A : i7 5/"=7 5 : i80j6=80 : 184/"=84 : it32l=L32. iI50%=].:50
i7601/= 160 : i230%= 230 : 1232%=232 : i248il=248 : in=-7 : i25 5%=25 5
i0=0: i1=1: i2=2:i/+=4: i7=?: im1=-1

REMark The initialisation of the menu itself starts
REMark bere: this coryesponds to a call to WM.SETIJP

REMark in machine code.

RnMark The standard window attributes

RSSTORE 122lr0
DIM std*watwil(3)

PUT#4, io%, i7%, i2r5%, 17%

RD-LTATT std*wattr%

REMark The standard item attributes

DIM std*iattr(3,3)
PUT#4, i1, i0
PUT#4 , i7 , i1, iA, i0
PlJr#l, i7, i0, i0, i0
PUT#4.,1/+, i0, i0, i0

RD-IATT std-iattr

REMark The data for the pointers

nain_sprite=RD_SPRT
DAIA, 6,5,/"
DATA I www I

DATA | lraw t

DATA I waw I

DATA t waw I

DATA ruvwwwa awwilw$l
DATA rwaaaa aaaawr
DATA runwwwa ailllwwwr
DATA t lJaw I

DATA I waw I

DATA r waw I

DATA I www r, I I

mus_sprite=RD-SPRT
DATA 2,8,/r
DATAr a t

DATA t aa t

DATA t a a'
DATA t a ar



u130
12110
724r0
72160
12/+70
L2180
72190 |

72570
12520
r2530
72510
72r50
72560
72570
72580
72590
L2600
L26t0
12620 :

72640
12650
!2660
72670
12680
12690
].2700
].2770
72720
72730
12710
72750
72760
72770
12780
12790
12800
12810
12820 ;

DATA I

DATA I

DAtA '
DATA t aaaa
DATA taaaaa
DA.TA t aaa

a
a
a

I

t

I

I

I

I tt,

L2r00 move*sprite=RDjPRT
DLtL 5,4,4
DATA taaaaaaaaaa

DATA tawvwvwwwwa

DATA rawwrrrrwwa

DATA rawwrrrr.lrwaaaaar

DATArawwrrwwwwwilwwal
DATA rawlivwwwwwrrwwal

DATA raaaaawwrrrrmra I

DATA I awwrrrrwilal
DATA I awwmmmruar
DATA I aaaaaaaaaarrrl

72630 qJunp-b1ob=RD*5PRT
DATA 0r0r/r
DATA I aaa
DATA I aaaaaaa
DATA t aaaa aaaa
DATA t aa
DATA taaa
DATA taa
DATA raa

DATA raa
DATA raa

DATA raa

DATA raa
DATA raa

a aa a
a aaaaa

t

I

t

I

I

I

I

I

I

ar
ar

I

I

I

I

aaaaaa t

aaaa r, I I

aa
aaa

aa
aa
aa
aa aa aaaaaaa

aa aa aa
aa aa aa aa
aa a aa a aaaa

DATA ?aaa aa aa a a
DATA I aa aaaa aa aaaaaaaa a
DATA I aaaa aaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaa
DATA I aaaa&aaaaaaaaaaaa
DATA t aaa aaaaaa

t2830 black-patt=RD-SPRT
12810
72850
14010 :

DATA 0,0,4

7 020 : REMark Sone loose objects
74030 :

71040 rn-:r1it=4:DrM rn-1f1gl(m--n1it-1)
11050
tl+}60
14070
14080
1/+090
14100 main-1ot=RD*LoTA(std-iattr)
14110 :

14120 : REMark Some information objects
L4L3O :

L/+Ll+o i3=j: i1=1:i0=0
t4L50
74760
74170
14180
71190 main-iot-1=RD-107
il+2OO I

!4210
7/+220
L4230 main-lou=RD-I07
71210 :

71250 : REMark Some inforrnation sub-windows
L1260 : REMark to put the objects in
L4270 |

DATA '
I lrt

PUT#/rrrun1it
Pu\# 4, Lxsfi , Ly s%, lxsL9l (0), I/+A%, i}f, iOl, c ancelg, text*retr, t Quit I

PU7#4,lxqg,Lys$,axst%(L) , i/r\%, i0%, t07 ,,8,, text+retr, rBeepr

PvI#1, Ixsl, Iy s%, 1xsLf, (2), L40%, iAfl , l0%,' A r, text+retn, r All I

PVT#4,1xd/,Iysil,lxsL%(3) ,L/*0i1, i0/, i\fo,nove$, sprite+retn, move-sprite

PU"I# ,L3
PltT# 4, i61%, 12a%, j'1y',, i0/", text, ted, i), i 1, I Demo I

PUT#4, ir32%, i70%, L0%, i20f , text, black, i0, i0,' of the Pointer Toolkit'
PIIT # 4, i1-0%, i20%, j.80il, i2%, blob, b lacllpatt, q j urnp-b1ob

PUT#4, i1
PlJl#4,i23jll, i];1f",i0%, iOf, text, black, i0, i0, beepl$&beepn&beep2$&'s. '

11280
L4290
L1300

PrJr#4,i2
PUT#I, 1!32%, i3o%, i4%, i2%
Pur#I, 10%, i:rf, 10il, i7%



71,1A
)"4320
L1j3A
14310
14310
14360
!4370
t438A
14390
1/+/+00

14470
11420
1A+lo
11440
14450
74460
74470
t1Aso
74490
115oo
745L0
74520
74530
115t 0
74550
74r60
74570
71580
74590
74600
14670
74620
74630
14610
74650
71660
74.670
74680
74690
r17oo
74770
74720
71.730
74740
717r0
74760
74770
74780
]{790
14800
748L0
14820
74830
14810
T4B5O
7/,860
74870
1/+880
1/r890
1/*900
749]:0
7492A
14%a
].4940
1/+950
14960
1497A
71980
7499A
1t000
15010
75020
75030

PUT#4, main-iot-l

PjJr#4, i230/", i1a%, i|r,, i60%
PIIT#/+, i}itr' i0%, L0%, i7%
PUT#4, main-iot*2

nain-iwt=RD-IWT

REMark One nenu sub-window object table

n-nrow=4 : lt.:reo 1=3 : nt-rrc =rLnro$xuLnco l : DIM mlrf lg% ( nrnrow-1 r rueo 1-1 )
PUT#4,m-:rrc
PUT#4, i2%,17i[, ttJt,text/., runicornl
Pll't#4, i0% tiLf,, t Tt,textfo,'Triffid'
PlJl#1, inz%, L7/", t Kt,textf ,' Kr;ptonite t

PiJT#4,i2/' ,14f ,tDt ,text'/', rDragonr
pvr#4,i0% ,i1f" ,t\t rtextfi, 'Yggdrasilr
Pv't#4, in2%, i4%, t ot, textfi ,' unobtainiun t

plJT#4,i2/", i0%, rNr, textf, rNematode t

PUT#4, igf ,i0% ,t Lt ,texlf, 'Aspidistral
PUT#4., in2%ri0% ,tBI ,textS, rBauxitel
prJtr#l, i2$, in]:9l, t v t,text%, rllonbat t

Putl#4, ijll, in7%, t J t,textfi , I Jacarandal
Pvi.#A, in2%, im77l, t C t, textfi ,' Chrysolite t

ruaot=RD--AOTA ( st d-i attr)

REMark The spacing lists for the
REMark menu sub-wlndow

PUT#/+rn-lco1
PUT#A,i0%,i0%
PVT#4 , i6o%, i61/"
PVI#f ial/'i8t'%
PIJT#4,rS0/,i84/,

mairr--xspc=RD*AST

PUT#4,runrow
PVT#4,i0%,10%
PUr#4 , L72?[ , iL4/"
Plfi#1,i20%,i22%
?tJr#4 , i76il , iL*%
PVr#4,i72%,174%

nainJspc=RD--A,ST

REMark The row list

PUT#/rrrunrow
PUT#4,ruaot
PUT#1,roil,i3f"
PV\#4,i3/",i6%
PVz#4,i6/,,i9%
PUl#4,i9%,i72%

main-rryt=RD--EWT

REMark The control definition

DIM ructyfl( 2,2) :n-ct'y%(0, O)= Z

ructy%(1,0)=0: ructyS(t,1)=0:rn-cty#(t'2)=1
wety#(2,0)=2x6+20: ruc tyfl(z,1) =0: nr-cty%( 2'2)=t

PLJT#1, i2%, L4%, i7%, i4%
nain-ctdy-RD-CDEF

REMark Some applieation sub-wi.ndows: the
REMark seeond is a nenu sub-window

PUT#4,12
PUT#4, nwxs# ,nWs'f t i!60/" 

' 
t2%

PUT#4, mus*sprite, rC I

PUT#4, in1

PtJr#1, i232i4, i70f", i1/", i75%
Plfi#4rio, rgr
PUl#4, i0,rnaln-ctdy
PIJr#1,i0%,i6%



$A10 PUT#4,main-xspc,nain-;rspc
t o50 PUT#4, io, io
]15060 PUT#4,rnain-rwt
$07A main--awt-RD--Ai,I?A(std-wattrfi )
15080 :

15090 : REMark The window defi.nition itself
15100 :

75710 PVT#4,i2%,iL%,i2r5%,1716
75L20 PVT#A , i248% , iLrA% , i30f, , 130f
75730 PUT#/+,main*spri.te,mairrlot,mair:-iwt,nain-awt
75710 main-defn=FtD-UDEF
15!50 :

11160 END DEFlne
15170 :

20000 DEFine FuNction RT-SPRT
20010 L0Ca1 tmp*patt$(32,32)
20424 L0Ca1 xsrys, xo,yo, md, 1, x
20030 xs=0:ys--1:EEAD xo,yo,nd
20040 REPeat 1
20010 READ x$:IF x$=t t tOt EXIT 1
20060 ys=ys+1:trnp-patt$(ys)=x$&FILL$(",32)
20070 IF LEN(x$)>xs TI{EN xs=LEN(x$)
20080 END REPeat 1
20090 1=AICHP(SPRSP(xs,ys+1))
20100 SPSET l,xoryormd,tmp-patt$(0 T0 ys,1 T0 xs)
20110 RETurn 1
20120 END DEFine RD-SPRT
20!30 :

20140 DEFine FuNction RD-IIDEF
20150 t0cat 1attl,(3)
20160 RD-I,IATT l:attrf
20L70 RETurn RD_IIDEFA (rattrt)
20180 END DEFine RD-I{DEF

v!!!!!!!v!!!!vrvr!!!!rr!!v!!vvvv r!vvr!r!v!v!!rrvvrv!!!!rvv!!!r!&!!r!v!!rv

x 20185 declares lattrl to be a one dinensional array i(
x In 20200 aldef/" replaces the original l.deff x
*x***tfittilor**l(*xtaxt(*l(t(.xt(*t(t$ilt*x t(xxxr(xt(x)r****i(l(it*t(i$$(xxx***t(**t(J(rf ,(r(i(,tt*.ttttl(xx

20185 nxFEREtrtCE lattr#(O)
20190 DEFlne FuNction RD-I{DEFA (fattrf)
20200 L0Ca1 aldefS()), Ispr, 1loose, linfo, 1app1,afi,x
20210 QEI#3, aldef#(O), aldeff(1), atdet%(2), aTdet%(3)
20220 GET#J,lspr,llooser1inf,lappl
20230 RETurn MK-IIDEF (aldef%, llattr/, 1spr, 11oose, 1inf, 1app1)
20240 END DEFi.ne RD-}IDEtr'A
20250 :

x**l$ti(xxr(x*r(t(l$(i(l(l(i$iltrf )ilttt)ttil+xx*t(t(xt$(**t(t(rf**tor*ltt$ti(i(*xt(xt$o$ilfio$$$r*i(**r(l(tef
In 20580 1sk$&trr replaces 1sk$

20260 DEFine l\rNction RD-L0T
2027a l00a1 nitem, count(J), lattr(3,3)
20280 GET#J,ni-tem
20290 IF nitern
20300 niten=nitem-1
20310 RD-IATT lattr
20320 RETurn BD*L0TN
2ATO END IF
20340 RETurn 0
20350 END D0Fine RDJOT
20355 RXFERENCE lattr(0, 0)
20360 DEFine FuNction RD-IOTA (rattr)
203?0 L0Ca1 niten, count(3)
20380 GET#J,nitem: IF nitem: nitem= nitem*1: RETurn RD*L0TN
20390 RETurn 0
20400 EI!"D DEFine RD-LOTA
20410 DEFine Ful'lction RD-LoTN
20120 L0Ca1 iten, 1typ, ag(85), rstg(nitem)
20430 L0ca1 ldef#(nitem,6), lptr(3,niten), lstrg(nitern,85)
2a44a lskg=t t

20410 FOR item = 0 T0 nitem

..FF5
. i::l=];#|s-. 1" -,*1



20460 GET#3, ldef#(iten,0), ldef%(item,1), ldef%(item,2), taerfi(tten,3)
20170 GET#3, ldeff(item,4), tdef%(1tem,5)
2A480 GET#3, a$: 1sk$=1sk$ & a$
20190 GET#J, ltyp
20500 ldeffl(item,6)=1typ: ltyp=(1typ \lOD 256) /2
205L0 IF ltyp
20520 cgT#3, lptr(ltyp,count(1typ))
20fi4 ELSE
20540 GET#3,1str$(eount(0))
20550 END IF
20160 count(rtyp)=eount(1typ)+t
20570 END FOR iten
20580 RETurnMiLLrt (lattr, ldefl(T0,0T01), ldef%(To,2To3), ldef%(To, lrTo5), lskg&,',',

ldefl(T0, 6), lstr$, lptr(1), lptr(2), lptr(3))
20590 END DEFine RD-L0TN
20600 :

20610 DEFine Ful'lction RD-IlilT
20620 L0Ca1 nitem
20630 GET#3,nitem: IF nitem: nitem=nitem-1: RETurn RD_IIITN
20640 RETurn 0
20650 END DEFine RD-It4rT

**t(*t(r(l(ltr(t(ttl(t(*l(****t$(it*liloft(tfl('+t(*i(l(x*xl(*ttit*xt(xxr(r(t(x*tot*tt)tiot*t(rci(r(t(l(r(l(**t(l(xx
x In 20680 alptr replaces lptr l(
l(l(*t(r(*J(t(*xxxxxl(tfifi(t(itl(*r(**'fJ(*x*xxxx tiltt(l(ttt(**J(*t(*i(**t(t(r(r(r(*.,(*1(l()ct('(J(**t(*******

20660 DEFine FuNction RD-II,ITN
2067A L0Ca1 item
2068A l0Ca1 ldef%(nitem,3), lattf(nitem,3), alptr(nitem)
20690 FOR iten = 0 T0 niten
20700 cEI#3, ldeff(iten,0), ldef%(iten,1), ldef%(iten,2),
20710 GET#3, latt%(item,0), lattl(item,1), lattf(item,2),
20720 QET#3, alptr(i.ten)
20730 END FOR iten
2071A RETurn MK_IW], (1def%, Iattf, alptr)
20750 END DEFine RD-IWTN
20760 :

20770 DEFine FuNction RD-IOT
20780 L0Ca1 nitem, count(3)
20790 GET#3,nitem: IF nitern:nitem=ni.tem-1: RETurn RD*IOTN
20800 RETurn 0
20810 END DEFine RD-I0T
20820 DEFlne FuNction RD-I0TN
20830 L0Ca1 item, 1typ, work1, work2
20840 t0ca1 ldef%(nitem,/+), lptr(3,nitem), lstrE(nitern,85)
20850 FoR item = 0 T0 nitem
2A860 GgT#3, ldeff(item,0), ldeffi(iten,1), ldefl(item,2),
20870 GET#J, ltyp
20880 ldefl(item,/+)=1typ: ltyp=r1yp72

ldef$( item,3)
l.att?l(j-ten,3)

20890
20900
20970
24920
20930
20940

ldeff( item,3)

IF ltyp
CEt#3, lptr ( 0, item ), lptr ( 1typ, count ( lty'p ) )

EtSE
GET#3, workl
GET#3, work2 : workl=wolk1x256+wotk2
GET#3, work2 : lptr( 0, item) =iaq31dx256+vork2

20950 cEI#3, lstr$(count(0))
20960 END IF
20970 eount(ttyp) = count(ltyp) + 1
20980 END FOE i-tem
20990 RETurn Ml{-rol (1defl(T0, 0 T0 1), ldeff(To, 2 T0 3), lptr(0), ldef%(To, 4), lstr$, lptr(1),

rptr(2), lptr(3))
21000 END DEFine RD-IOTN
21010 :

21015 REFERINCE lattr%(0)
21020 DEFine FuNction RD_ALTTA (lattr%)
21030 L0Ca1 nitem
27040 GET#3,nitem
21450 IF nitem: nitem=nitem-1: RETurn RD_AI,ITAN
27A60 RETurn 0
21070 END DEFine RD_-AIITA

21080 DEFine FuNction RD-AUTAN
21090 1,0Ca1 iten
27L00 L0Ca1 aldefil(3), aTptt(2), rs$(z)



2!LI0 L0Ca1lawa(nitem)
27L20 FOR iten = 0 T0 nitem
21730 cET#3, aldeff(O), aldef#(1), aldetlt(2), aadet%(3)
2LL10 GEI#3, alptr(0), 1sk$, alptr(1)
2L!50 IF alptr(1)(o
2tL60 lawa(item)=MLAPPI4I (aldef%, l-:attr/ , alptr(0), lskg&nil)
2177A ELSE
21180 lawa(iten)=RD--MSIIA
2LL9A END IF
2!200 END FOR iten
212L0 RUTurn MK-Affi (lawa)
21220 END DEFine RD-iWTAN
27230 :

l(tti(r(xtti(*iH(,1(r(l(xr(ifitt(,1(*t(x*it*ifi(r(xxt(x*if* l(*x)ttiltxx*t(i(* ttr$(x*t(l(t(,tt*r(*r(ltlil$(rf x*l(*iotit*
x 2L240 to 27160, which contained RD-AWT and RD-3LITN, have been i(
* 3emoved, for two reasons. *
* 1. RD,,AWT and RD-jWTN are not usecl. l(
lr 2. RD--ALITN contains a mistake anyway. l(

t(r(r$o$t***t(*tofit*.1(ttl(*r(x*i$(i(l(i(xx tf .tftc*xl(x**.x**xi(i(l(.t(t(*t(xt(tt*.t(|(**l(*t(tt*t(*t(*x*tc*t(*t(

21470 DEFine FuNction RD-ISWI,
27180 LOCaI l.ottf(r),1optr(4)
2719A GEt#3, alptr(2), roff%(o), tottf(t)
27500 GE'I#3, loptr( 0), loptr( 1), loptr(2), loptr(l ), loptr(4)
21170 RErurn MK-APPI,I (aldeff(To 3), atdet%(4 ro 7), alptr(o), lskg&r'rr, alptr(1), alptr(2),

Lottil(o), tott/"(t), loptr(O), loptr(1), loptr(2), loptr(3), loptr(/'))
21520 fND DEFine
27130 .

21540 DEFine FuNction RD--lttSLtA

2L5r0 1,0CaI loff#(l),loptr(4)
2t560 GEr#3, alptr(2) , tottf,(O), tottfr(I)
2L570 GE'I#3, loptr( 0), loptr( 1), loptr( 2), loptr(3 ), loptr (l*)
2!580 RETurn I.fi-APP}I (aadef/", Lattt/ , alptr(0), 1sk$&r't', alptr(1), alptr(2), tott%(o), toff%(7),

loptr(0), loptr(1), loptr(2), loptr(3), loptr(4))
21590 END DEFine
21600 DEFine FuNetion RD--A07
2::610 L0Ca1 nitem, count(J), 7attu(3,3)
21620 GEl#3,nitem
2L630 IF nitern
27610 nitem=nitem-1
2L650 RD*IATT lattr
21660 RETurn RD-jOTN
27670 UND IF
21680 REturn 0
21690 END DEFine RD-AOT
2169, REFERENCE lattr(O, 0)
21700 DEFine FuNction RD_AoTA (fattr)
2L710 L0Ca1 niten, eount(J)
27720 GET#3,nitem: fF nitem: niten-niten-1: R0Turn RD-A0TN
2L730 RETurn 0
21740 END DEFine nD-i0TA
21750 DEFine FuNction RD-AOTN
21760 L0Ca1 item, 1typ, ag(85), rsrg(niten)
217?0 L0Ca1 ldef#(nitern,2), lptr(3,nltem), lstr$(nitern,85)
21780 1sk$=t t

21790 FoR item = 0 T0 niten
21800 cEI#3, ldeff(item,0), rdeffi(iten,1), ag, ldef#(item,2)
21810 lskg=rskg g .*
2182A ltyp=(1deff(itern,z) MaD 216) /2
21830 IF ltyp
2t810 oET#3, lptr(ltyp,count(ltyp))
21810 DLSE
27860 GET#3, rstr$(count(0))
2L870 END IF
21880 eount(rtyp)=count(1typ)+t
27890 END FOR itenr
2L900 RETurn MLAoI (lattr, ldeffl(To, 0 T0 1), lsk$&rrr, ldeff(To, 2), 1str.$, lptr(1), lptr(2),

lptr(3) )
21910 END DEFine RD-AOTN
21920 :

21930 DEFine llNction RD--AST

21910 L0Ca1 nitem



21950 GET#3,nitern: IF nitem: niten=niten-1:RETurn RD-ASTN
27960 RETurn 0
21970 END DEFine RD-AST
21980 DEFlne FuNction RD--ASTN

2!990 IOCaI ldef%(nitem+l,1),iten
22000 GET#3, rdef#(0,0), ldefl(0,1)
22070 FOR itern=1 T0 nitem+1:GET#3, Ldet%(itern, 0), ldef%(item, 1)
22020 RETurn MK*ASL(1def'{,Q I0 nitem+1), ldefl(0,0) , Tdet%(o,7))
22030 END DEFine RD-ASTN
220/+0 :

22050 DEFine FuNction RD-XI,IT
2206A l00a1 nitem
22070 GET#J,niten:IF ni-tem:niten=niten-1:RnTurn RD*RIdTN
22080 REturn 0
22090 END DEFine RD-,RWT

22100 DEFine FuNction RD-ILITN
22710 i,00a1 ldef%(nitem, 1), ptr, item
22720 GET#J, ptr
22130 FOR item=0 T0 niten: GEt#3,ldeff(item, 0), ldefl(itern, 1)
227/+0 RXTurn MLRIIL(ptr, ldef%)
22150 END DEFine RD-,RIITN
22760 :

22170 DEFine FuNction RD-CDEF
22\80 LOCal aldef%(3)
22190 GET#3, aldef%(O), aldef%(1), aldef/,(Z), a].det/(3)
22200 RETurn MK'CDEF( aldef$ ( 0), a1deffi ( 1), aldet/" (2), aLdetlt (3) )
22270 EI:ID DEFine RD-CDEF
22220 :

22225 REFERENCE lattr(0, 0)
22230 DEFine PR0Cedure RD_IATT (rattr)
22210 L0Ca1 i
22250 GEr#3, lattr(0,0), lattr(0,1)
22260 FoR i=1 TO 3: GET#3, lattr(i,o), lattr(i,1), lattr(i,2), Latft(i,3)
22270 E\ID DEFine RD-IATT
22284 :

22285 RTFERENCE lattr%(0)
22290 DEFine Pn0Cedure RD-WATT (lattr%)
223A0 cBl#3, rattr%(O), tattr/"(1), Iatttil(2), Iatt$(3)
22310 END DEFine RD_I,IATT

@
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QPC
Having wired up to a COM port (l had previously
installed a board in my PC to give me two extra
COM ports) I used Hyperterminal in Windows to
look for the data and find out the number of the
port in use lt was quite a relief and thrill to see
the data pouring oul of the circuit, and I found
that the port was number 6 lt had been far
easier than lexpected. Up to now
But how could I get the display? I must admit that
up to this point I hadn't thought aboul QPC, in fact
I first lried in Linux and C, but then I remembered
that SuperBasic is very good at both mathe-
matics and graphics, and decided to give it a go.

The next hurdle was accessing the serial port in

SB. I found the documentation (13}(i4) confusing,
with its talk of 'device'and 'SER port' and num-

bers that could refer to Windows or QPC Quite
likely this has been explained somewhere in QL-
Today or Quanta already but that would have
taken a lot of locating, so I used my tried and
trusted'poke it with a stick until it squeaks" tech-
nique on SER-GETPORT$, SER-SITPORT
BAUD and FOPEN parameters, until it all boiled
down to this, (with arbitrary line numbers),-

140 SerPort%= 6: REMark I put this, the
Windows COM port nunber,
near the start of ..

L50 REMark .. the progran to
change to SerPort%= 1
for the laptop version.

810 SerPort$= SerPort%: REMark Necessary
for the FOPEN parameter string

820 BAUD SetPort%t480o: REMark "820 BAIID

SerPort$r/r800rr does not always work
830 es%- F0PEN('rsrx't&SerPort$&t'IAt')

For FOPIN, the paramelers are a string made up

of: "srx", a "receive only" serial port name;
"SerPort$", the Windows COM port number as a
string --"SerPortTo'will not work here as it doesn't
gel converled to part of the string; I is "ignore flow
control" -- well, it works, whatever it means; and A
is for the ,CR,,LF,at the end of each line.

I had this in a short SB program to work it out, and
it was once again a thrill when the data came lum-
bling on to the screen. From then on it was just a

matter of developing the program to the full

version here,

Figu re 11, The Program

110 REMark Set ShowTrack% to 0 for orbits, 1 for
track

120 ShowTrackfi= 0
130 REMark For orbits: set Blobsf to 1 for bLobs, 0

for lines
1/'0 Blobsfi= 1
150 :

160 cr0sE
170 REltlark Serial Port: 6 for PC, 1 for Laptop
180 SerPort$= 6
190 naxid= 30: R$lark highest permitted satellite

id no.
200 :

210 IF ShowTraek# r 0 lllEN
220 Minlon=0; Minlat=0: Maxlon=0: Maxlat=0
230 REMark PRINT Minlon,l,{inlat,Maxlon,Maxlon
210 REMark For dlsplaying track must set min and

nax
250 REMark 1at and lon or eall a procedure to

do so ...
260 Chi0ityMap
270 REMark Pfdllap
280 :

290 REMark See Jan Jones page 39, 40

300 ff (f+ Minlon+ Minlat+ Maxlon+ Maxlat)= 1

TIIEN

310 C$
320 PRINT \\\x xxlt fi6p linits n6{ sgl *,(*tr3

STOP

330 END IF
340 END IF
350 :

J60 COI0UR_PAr

370 REMark For orbit display:
380 REMark Colours used for spot showing first

observed
390 REMark position and use of satellite
400 seentint%= 191; usdtintf= 96
470 :

420 REMark t(|(*xx**tt*t(x***tott(x,n**t(*t(*x,$tlr*trxxxn
430 sln= 1: REMark Set to 0 for receiver input
/r40 REMark 1 for file input
450 REMark Set dtof to 1 to save raw data to

wlnl-sats-data
460 dtof= 0
470 REMark No point in saving already saved data!
480 IF sin o 0 TI{EN dtof = 0
/*90 REMark **)r**ttxxl(*l(*t(x*lr**l$(*xxxt(*l(J(xr(x.1t')(*lr

)00 :

510 CIS#0: CLS

520 CSrZE 0,0
530 :

t/*0 FtEMark Set up the Serial Port if needed
550 IF sin THEN

,6A REMark Serial Port sinulated by data file
570 csS= pgp-t*,trwin1-gps-sats-dat")
580 :

590 EISE
600 REMark For real tirne data from receiver
6L0 REMark SerPortf set to 6 or 1 at start of

prograJl



620 BAIID SerPort%,4800
630 SerPort$= SerPort%
640 csfl* p6pg11t'srxr'&SerPort$&"IAx)

6,0 END IF
66A :

670 REMark lrlindow to display rau data
680 ddg* F0PEN ("con")
690 WINDOLI #ddr",550,75,0, 525
700 BORDER #ddf,L,9,L
710 PAPER #dd%,36: INK #dd%,0: CLS #dd,
720 :

730 BEMark tr'Ilndow to display error and other
nessages

740 REllark in partieul-ar, corrupted data
750 de$= F0PEI{ ("con")
260 I4rINDgtr #de/", 400,75, 400, /+5

770 B0RDffi #de/',t,9,1
780 PAPER #de%,39: INK #defr,0: CtS #de#: REMark

paper was J6
r70n .

800 REMark Delay in seeonds betreen readings
810 REMark to avoid enornous sats-data file
820 INPUT I'Delay in secondsrrrdelay
830 :

8lr0 REMark lfindow for main display of orbits or
track

850 asprat* .8: R[Mark aspect ratio: width/helght
860 size = 3.5: REMark for early fiddling with

windows
870 de$= F0PEN ("con")
880 Mctr= O0S(RAD( (Minlat+Maxlat) /2) )
890 lligh= 100xsize
900 l,lide= lJTxsizexasprat
910 IIINDOI'I #dcfr ,l,tride,HiBh, 0, 525-Iligh
920 BOEIER #dc/0,7,9,I
930 INK #de%,A
940 PAPER #dc%,37: CLS #dc%

950 :

960 REMark ========================
970 REMark Set up for traek display
980 If ShowTrack# ()0 THIN

990 difflon= Maxlon* Minlon
1000 difflat= Maxlat- Minlat
1010 SCALE #dc%,diff1at,Min1on*aspratl(Metrr

Minlat

REI'lark Lat and Lon grid
LatLonGrid

REMark window to show instantaneous track
and speed

10?0 dt%- FOPEN (uscru)
1080 Topdef;= 525-HiCh+3
1090 I{INDOI/ #dt%'737 /l+xsizexasprat, 100/4xsize,

285,Iopdc%:
1100 B0RDER #dt/0,1,9,1
1110 SCALE #dtfi,200,-1O0xasprat,-100
1120 PAPER #dtt,37: CIS #dt/,:
1130 ELSn

1140 REMark For orbit display
1750 SCAIE #dc%,2.2,-1.lxaspratr*1.1
1160 RElvlark Set up alternative for orbits
1170 SatSky
1180 END ]F
1190 REMark ===============
1200:
1210 REMark 0pen a flle to eollect the data for

simulation
1220 IF dtof <> 0 fi{EN
7230 fcf= PgPilt(winlsats-data)
1240 END IF

t250 :

1260 REIt{ark ::::::: :::: :: ::: r::: ::::: r:::: : l:::::::
1270 REMark This was originally the only display,

put DEF PROC

1280 REMark round it to a11ow alternative track
display

1290 RE{ark }Iindow #dc/o a]:teady defi.ned as sa$e
size for both

1300 DEFine PR00edure SatSky
L310 REMark Sky disk
L320 FILL#dc/',7
1330 ll{K#de/,,29
1340 ELtTPSE#dc%,0,0,1,1xasprat,0
1350 FILL#dc%,0
1360 :

1370 REMark Draw polar plot grid lines
1380 Il{K#de%,L2
139A radials : REMark draw the bearings
11.00 REMark now draw the elevations
11.10 FORi=1T03
L/+20 ELTIPSE#dcfi, 0 ,0 , i/3 , Lx asprat , 0
L43O END FOR

1U+0 IINE#deS,-1.02xasprat,0 l0 1.0Zxasprat,0
1450 LINE#dcfi,0,-1.02 T0 0,7.02
1l+60 :

L470 REMark Mark points of compass
11.80 lN[#dcfr,9
L49A CURSOR#dcl, 1.o3'xasprat,0,0,-4
1 00 PRINT#de$, "8"
L5L0 CURS0B#de6,-1.0Jxasp3.1,0,-6,*4
1520 PRINT#dcg, nLIil

Lr30 CllRS0R#dc#,0,1.01,-3,-8
1r4o PRINT#de$, "N"
1550 CUnS0R#ds%,0,*I.A3,-3,2
L560 PRINT#dctr, rSil

1570 :

1580 REMark Mark azi-uuth scale
1190 FOR i= 30 T0 330 STEP 30
1600 rF (i MOD 90) = 0 THEl,l NEXT i
1610 i= i+90
7620 CURSOR#dcl, 1. 03r(C0S ( j xPI/180) xasp1s1, 1. t,

xsrN(i*PIl180),-6,-5
1630 PRINT#dc$,360-i
16/+0 END FOR i
$r0 :

fi60 REMark mark elevation scale
1670 FOR i= 0 T0 3
1680 CURSOR#de%,0,i/3,-6,*5
L690 PRINT#dcfr,90-30x1
17OO END FOR i
1710 END DEFine SatSky
1720 :

1730 RnMark
I7/+0 :

1750 REI'lark Display set up, now get ready for GPS

clata
7760 t

1770 REMark Array to store raw data lines fron
receiver

1280 DIII{ rawdatag(5, 128)
1790 REMark Array to store satellite data ..
1800 REMark with: IclNo, Bearing, Elevation, Usage
1810 REMark shere: Usage is 0 for not used, 1 for

used.
1820 DIM satsvis(11,J) : REMark A1low for 12

satellites in view
1830 :

1840 Dllrl satsusd(11) : REMark List of Ids of
satellites used.

1850 I

1860 REMark I use copies of the ra$ data ...

1020
1030
1040
1050
1060



1870 DIM satlist$(6,128):REMark Satellite data fron
$0PSGV input

1880 REMark A11or for 7 $CPSV lines (Ott - never
more than 2!)

1890 :

1900 DIU rmcdata$(128) : REMark Lat, Long, Tine
1910 :

1920 REMark Posns for orbits plotted as lines
19J0 REMark to draw a blob for first point, then a

line
191,0 REUark Store: 01d x,y; New x,y: lth item, 0=

new orbit ..
1950 REMark .. so draw a b1ob, 1= orbit started so

draw line
1960 DIM posns(maxid,5): REMark need enough for

each satellite
1970 REMark set all to zero for a start
1980 FOR i#= 0 T0 maxid-1
1990 FoR ir= 0 T0 /r

2000 posns(ifi,j%)= 0

2010 END roR jg
2O2O END FOB i'
2430 t

2040 crs
2050 R0Mark For plotting track, need a P0INT to

start
2060 REMark then continue with lines.
2070 REMark Donrt bother not definlng this if

orbits
2080 FirstPtf=0
2090 :

2100 lines=0: REMark A count of input lines
2110 Goodtines=O: REMark Another count of input

lines
2120 CLS #dd%: REMark I needed this for raI,I data

dlsplay
2L3o:
2140 REl4afk -=::=:======:====:=================:=:=
2150 REMark Setting up conplete, nolt for ...
2160 REMark ... data reading and display
2170 :

2180 REMark Repeat loop for continous display
2190 REMark delay at end
2200 REMark Each run through loop deals with a

single set
2210 REMark of data sentences, five in Ey case,

starting
2220 REMark with a $GPCGA. Sent eaeh secontl, but

reacl
2230 REMark at a rate deternined by nissing some

with the delay
22lr0 BEMark Test for end in gpsdata$ function
2250 :

2260 REPeat orbits
2270 AT #dd$,Oro: AT 0,0: REMark To keep the

display tidy
2280 REMark I read all the sentences at one go so

that I
229A REMark donrt end up with some fron a later

seeondrs 1ot.
2300 rawdata$(0)= gpsdata$(r$CPGGA"): RElr{ark }lait

for a first
2370 rardata$(1)= gpsdata$("$GPGSA"): REMark ...

read the rest
2320 rawdata$(2)= gpsdata$("$GPGSVT')
2330 rawdata$(3)= gpsdata$("$GPGSV")
23trA raudata$(4)= gpsdata$("$GPRMC")
2350 lines= lines+5: REMark lines, Goodlines

bit nessy ...
2360 REMark . .. intended it to help look at

corrupted data

2370 R$'{ark Check lines for not corrupted data
?f,8A FOR i= 0 T0 4
2390 REMark Go through data to look for

eorrupted llnes.
2/+00 REI'lark This becane a long winded process,

so tbat is
2110 REMark why I read all the sentenees in one

go.
2l+20 REMark Ignoring all the set of data, if

there is one
2430 REMark corrupted iten , is a bit 0TT, but

safe.
2lr/+0 :

2450 REMark Sometines get lines much longer
than spec. ..

2160 REMark .. rlongr lines seem to be a nosnal
line but ..

2470 REMark . , no ( CRr < LFr and followed by
more, ..

2480 REMark .. badly forned, data, so ignore
tbem:

2l+90 ChkFldS= rx' INSTR rawdata$(i)
2100 rF LEN(rawdata$(i)) > ChkFldfr+ 3 THIN NExr

orbits
2510 :

2120 IFdtof() 0TlIgN
2130 PRINT #fcfi,rawdata${i): REMark Save in

fl1e if needed
2510 END IF
2550 :

2560 REllark Ckeck 'Cbecksun' field
2170 Checkfi= CheekSurn(rawdata$(1))
2580 IF Checkfi o 0 THEN

2190 NEXT orbits
2600 END IF
2610 Goodl,i.nes= Goodlines+1
2620 Dlsline dd$,Coodtines&rilt&rawdata$(i),0
2630 END FOR i
2640 :

2650 REMark Get ready forli.st of satellites used
2660 RE[ark fron $GPGSA data line
2670 gpsAdata$ = rawdata$(1): REMark cautiously use

copies
2680:
2690 REMark Get ready for list of satellite data
2700 REMark First $GPGSV line gives no of $GPSV

lines
2710 satlist$(1) = rawdata$(2)
2720 REMark Extract nunber of $GPGSV lines
2730 nowecstr = satlist$(1,8)
27/+0 :

2750 REMark Get rest of $GPGSV lines
2750 REMark FOB j= 2 to novrecs$
2??0 REI,lark satlist$(j)- gpsdata$("Gpcsvn)
2780 REMark END FOR

2790 REMark IIad trouble with that so .. assuled
always tr+o ...

2800 satlist$(2)= rawdata$ (3)
2810 :

2820 REMark Get RMC data
2830 REMark Too late nolr, but should use a copy of

raw clata!
2840 gpsrmc$= gpsdata$ ( "$CPRUCU)
2850 :

2860 REMark Start at first $GPGSV line
2870 t$= satlist$(1): REMark To leave full data for

later
28s0 f$= field$(choP$(t$,3) )
2890 REMark IF Nurn0tik(f$),,0 lltttt NEX? orbits
2900 novsatsfi- f$
29t0 :



2920 REMark Nov have all the data needed for
display

2930:
29l*0 tiEMark Extract satellites used into satsusd

array
2950 REMark fron $GPGGA line
296A v$= chop$(gPsAdata$,2)
2970 i= 0: REMark Count for sused REPeat loop
2980 PRINT \" Sats used : ";
2990 :

3000 REMark Extract tine and validity
3010 UTC$= GPSTine$(rawdata$(4) )
3A20 Inv%= 0: REMark to record invalid time and

data
3030 If gpsrnc$(f8)= t'V": Inv$=1
3010 :

3050 REPeat sused
3060 v$= choP$(SPsAdata$,1)
3070 REMark Mark end of list with -1
3080 IF v$(1)=",il THEN satsusd(i)= -1: EXIT sused
3090 f$= field$(v$)
3100 IF tEN(f$) =0 THEN NEXT orbits
3110 satsusd(i)=rg
3!20 IF satsusd(i)(10 TIJEN PBINT n0n'

3130 PRINT satsusd(i);" ";
3110 i= i+1
3150 END REPeat sused
3!60:
3170 REMark Spaces at end of rusedr line for

shorter overr,rrite
3180 PRrMt il tr

3790 :

3200 PRINT I' Sats in view: rrl

32L0 :

J220 REMark Extract data fron $GPGSV l-iaes
3230 v$= satlist$(1)
32/+0 v$= choP$(v$, 2)
3210 FOR i= 1 T0 novsats#
3260 v$= chop$(v$, 2)
327A id$= 1'1"16E1 v$ ): REMark Satellite

Identi.fier
IF LEN(id$) =0 THEN NEXT orbits
idfr= 169
IF idf(10 TIIEN PRJNT "0";
PRINT id%!;
v$= chop$ ( v$, 1 ): REMark Satellite
elevation
e1$* f1s16E1 t* ,
IF LEN(e1$) =0 THEN NEXT orbits
elf= el$
v$= chop$ ( v$, 1 ): REMark Satellite
azimuth

n7A az$= ri"16E1 un ,
3350 IF tEN(e}$) =0 THEN NEXT orbits
3390 IF Nun0hk(az$)<,0 THEII NEXT orbits
3/*00 az/o= asg
3410 j= 0: tint%= seentint#
312A REPeat chkid
3/+30 IF satsusd(i)= -1 THEII EXIT chkid
34/+A IF satsusd(j)= id# rmll
3l+50 tintf'. usdtint%
3460 END rr
3470 1= j+1
3480 EM REPeat chkid
3490 :

35A0 IF ShowTrack% =0 TI{IN
3510 REltark At last can plot satellite in

position
3520 REMark Ploi only valid data
3530 IF Invfr*0 THEN : spot eUo, az%, id%' linl7
3510 END IF

3550 REMark Change data line after 4 sats
3560 IF (i MOD 4)= 0 THEI'I v$- chop$(satlist$(2)

,2)
3'?O END FOR i
3580 :

3590 REMark Spaces at end of idsr line for shorter
overwrite

3600 PRrNT rr n

3610 :

3620 REMark Print validity
3630 PRINT \il ";
36/,0 IF Invfi=1; PRINT t'Inv";: EISE PRINT ilVtr'

3650 PRINT 'talid Position tr

3660 &EMark Spaees to overwrite longer rlnvalid'
nessage

3670 :

3680 RE$ark Extract Lat and Long

3690 REMark Chopped gpsrrnc$ also used by Track code

3700 BEMarlr so use a variable to synchronise
3770 rr.ehoPft= 3

3?20 gpsrnc$= chop$(gpsrmc$, rmchopfr)

373A CSIZE 3,r
3710 At 3,0
3?50 REllark Latitude
3760 PRINT r' "lgpsrnc$( r ro 2); CHR$(186)'

3?70 PRINT r' ";gpsnnc$(3 T0 10);"'t'!gpsrmc$(12);
3780 tatDeg$= gpsrmc$( 1 T0 2)
3790 tatMin$= gpsrmc$(3 T0 10)

3800 Lat= DecDeg(latDeg$, tatMin$)
3310 IF gpsrmc$(12) ==rSx THEN lat= -Lat
J820 REMark Validity
3830 PRINT " r'; Validity$
J840 REMark Longitude
3850 PRINT " ";gpsrne$(14 T0 16); cHR$(186);
3860 PRINT " 'r;gpsrmc$(17 T0 24);"t"! gp6rne$(26)

3870 tonDeg$= gpsrurc$(14 T0 16)
3880 tonuin$= gpsnnc$(17 T0 21)
3890 ton= DecDeg(LonDeg$,tonMia$)
3900 IF gpsrmc$(26)== rlr THEN Lon= -Lon
3910 :

3920 REMark Display UTC, extracted way back
393A M 6,2
39l'0 PRINT UTC$;

3950 :

3960 itEUarf Extract Track data,
3970 REMark gprsnc$ already chopped for Lat,

Long

3980 AT 8,2
3990 trak$= gpsrnc$: trak$= ehop$(trak$, 7*rrnchop#)
4000 speed$= trak$(1 T0 5)
4010 IF Nun0hX(speed$),'0 THIN CSIZE 0,0: NEXT

orbits
4020 Speed= speed$tt I.750779: REMark Convert Knots

to m.p.h.
4030 PRINT rtTrackt'!trak$(7 T0 fl);cHR$(186) : REMark

Bearing
4O4O PRINT-USING '' at ##.# n.p.h'r, Speed
4o5O urg= trak$(? T0 11)
1060 :

4070 csrzE 0,0
4080 :

4090 IF ShowTraekfr THEN
/1100 REMark Show track as a line: colour shows

speed
4110 INK #dcfi,Spink#(Speed)
472A rF FirstPtfr==0 THEN

4gA P0INT #dc#, Lonxasprat*Mctr, tat
4L10 Fi.rstPtf= 1
/+Lr} EISE
4160 LINE #de% T0 LonltaspratxMctrr Lat
1770 END IF

3280
3290
3300
3310
3320

3330
3340
3350
3360

'k=*-*-
j



1180 :

1790 RnMark Show Speed and bearing as a 1ine, .,
1200 RElrlark .. length and coLour for speed, ..
1210 REMark .. bearing as direction of 1ine,
/+220 CIS #dt': ttut< #dtfi,Spink%(Speea)
1?1,a POINT #dtfr,0,0
/r2/r0 PEND0I,JN #dtg
4250 TURNT0 #dtg,g0-Brg: MOW #dtf,Speed
1260 PINUP #dtg
4270 END IF
128A :

4290 REMark Pause to slolt down rate of refreshnent
of display

4300 PAUSE ,0i(de1ay
4310 |

/+320 REMark End of repeat loop for continous
display

4330 END REPeat orbits
4310 Ci,OSE #cs%: IF dtof < ,0 fi{EN CI0SE #dc$
1150 sr0P
tr360 :
4370 RXMark End of Mai-n Prograla ============
/+380 :

/+390 DEFine PRO0edure radials
/+100 REMark Draws the celestial meridians at 30

deg intervals
1/+n RE{ark as a seri-es of dots to avoid too dark

a line
112A L0Ca1 i,j,interval
11lO interval = 2E-2
tr/-10 FoR i = o ro i5o srEP 10
4150 rOR j= 2 T0 100
1160 RElrlark uses jxinterval as a radial

4l+70
distanee , 

"

REMark .. whieh nust be converted to xry
for plot

1480 IF jxin1""o"1 , 1 TI{EN EXIT j
1190 POINT#dcl, j *intervalxcoS ( i,rPll180)

*asprat, i x intervalxSIN ( ixPr/180)
/,500 END FOR j
15fi END FOR i
4520 END DEFine
4530 :

4540 DEFine PR00edure spot ( elvn, azm, id, ti.nt)
4550 REMark Draw a blob in tint at elvnrazm and

shov id
4560 REMark For a polar plot need to convert to xry

coords
4570 REI'{ark Code for line plot added later
/.igO mCar xryrsrad
/'590 RfUart ignore data if id outside possible

range ..
/t600 REMark .. it has happened, usually during

start up of RX

4610 IF id > maxid THEN RETurn
4620 srad= (90-ervn)/go: REMark zero to one on p]-ot
1630 x= sradxSlN( azurxPl/180) xasprat
l+640 y= sradx00S(aznnPI/1S0)
/+650 iEt'lark Copy previous posn as roldl
4660 posns(id,0)= posns(id,2)
4670 posns(i4,1)= posns(id,3)
4680 REMark Save new posn for toldr next tine
/'690 posns(id,2)= x
4700 posns(id,3). y
4710 INK #dcf,tjnt: srarP #dcfi,tint
4720 REMark Draw sat as blob i"f first tirne plotted
1730 TF posns(id,4), 1 0R Blobs$ =1 THEN

4710 posns(id,4)= 1: REMark Renenber as blobbed
4750 REMark draw a blob
1760 FrLL#de%,t
1770 ETLIPSE#dCI,x,y,6E-2,asprat,0

1780 FILL#dcl,0
4790 REllark Show sat id in contrasing irik
1800 IF tint= seentint# T'i$N INK #de%,U ELSE INK

#dc%,7
4810 CURS0R#dc6,x,y,-6,-5
482A IF id{10 TIIEN PRINT#dcfi,O;: REMark Add

leading zero?
1A30 PRINT#dcl,id: REMark At 1ast, print sat id
4840 ErsE
4850 REllark ... otherwise draw a line
186A INK #dcf,tint: IINE #dc[,posns(id,0),

posns(id,1) T0 posns(id,2),posns(ld,3) : INK
#de%,0

4870 END IF
4880 Et'lD DEFine
4e9o :

4900 DEFine F\:Nction gpsdata$( i0$ )
1970 REI'lark i+raits for and reads a sentence of

data starting
4920 REMark r,rith the string id$ (not sat id this

tine)
1930 REllark Give up if therets no data to serial

port
19/,0 FOR i= 1 T0 ,0
1950 iF EoF(#csfr) TEEN

4960 AT 20,3: PRINT "Lines: ";1ines!;
497A PRINT n Gootl lines: ";Goodlines4980 INPUT n Press <enter> to

finish: r';t$
/1990 CtS: CLS#O: CLS#2: CLOSE: ST0P

,OOO END IF
5010 INPUT #cs$,t$
,020 REMark More checks for dodgy data
5O3O IF tEN(t$) * O THEN NEXT i
,010 If t$(1) ( ) rr$rr THEN NEXT i
5050 Ir t$(1 T0 6) = 1d$ THEN RETurn t$:
5060 END FOR

5070 IF i r 10 TI'IEN PRINT I' No GPS datarr: ST0P

5080 END DEFine
5090 :

5100 DEFine F\rNction field$(str$)
57L0 REMark Extracts the first field from the

NMEA nessage data
5120 REll'lark after it has been chopped to the

start of the
5t30 REMark field, with couna separated fields,

so naking
5140 REMark no assunption about the field length.
,7r0 t0Ca1 kf,
5t60 REMark last field tenninated by x at start

of checksum
5L70 REMark so need to check for ', I - if none

then rlt t

5180 k$= tt ,tr INSTR str$
,LgA IF kf, =0 THEN k#= rx" INSTR str$
520A RETurn str$ ( T0 (kg*l) )
5270 REMark NOTE errors such as empy string nust

be

5220 REltiark dealt with on return fron call
5230 END DEFine
5210 :

5250 DEFine FuNction Nun0irk(a$)
5260 REMark Check if a$ contains a deeinal nurber,

fixed point
5270 REMark Return: 0- ok; 1= empty; 2= >1 d.ps; J=

non-nurneric
5280 LACaI i%,a%,NoDecPts$: NoDecPtsf= 0
5290 REllark NoDecPts$ holds the nunber of dec pts

found
5300 IF tEN(a$) = 0 THEN RETurn 1
5310 FOR ig = 1 T0 IIN(a$)



5320 afi= CODE (ag(i$))
5330 REMark 4g anA 57 ate codes for r0r and '9r
fiIA REilark . . I just like < nore than < =

5350 rF afr > 1.7 AND a < 58 THEN

,360 NEXT ig
5370 ELSE

5380 REMark Check for dee pt
5390 IF afi=/t6 THEI{

5/100 NoDecPtsfr= NoDecPtsf+l: BEMark Al1ow

5470

one dec. pt.
IF NoDecPts%) 1 THEN RETurn 2; EISE
NEXT J.r

,420 END IF
5/r3O RE?urn l

'440 
END IF

5450 END FOR i#
5/*60 RETurn 0

5/170 END DEFi.ne

5480 :

5490 DEFine FtNction chop$(str$, skip)
550A REI'lark Chops off skip fields from the start

of str$
5170 REMark Havenrt had to chop as far as the t*t

yet
,520 L0Ca1 i,j
5530 IF ( skip ( 1 ) THEN RETurn str$
,540 FoR i= 1 To skip
,550 j= "," INSTR str$
5160 str$ = str$ ( i+1 T0 )
557A END TOB

5580 RETurn str$
,t90 END DEFine

5600 :

5610 DEFi.ne PR00edure Disline(c6,t$,1S)
5620 REMark Diplays line padded to 1$ chars with

spaees ..
56jA REMark .. in channel- #e%, the spaces are

needed

5610 REMark when short lines fo11ow long
,650 REMark Had no success with CLS so far
5660 PRINT #cfr;t$;
5670 t1%= LnN(t$)
5680 IF t1t( 1g THIN

5690 PRINT #cfi;FILL$(, ,,I%-tt%)
,700 EISE PRINT #c#
57LO END IF
5720 END DEFine

5730 :

5740 DEFine FuNction CPSTiure$(t$)
5750 REMark Extracts time fron t$ -- copy of RMC

input
5760 REMark Should have used chop$ etc, but by

this tine the
,770 REMark data fornat seened stable enough and

CBB took over.
5780 t$= chop$(t$,1): REMark Reatove '$GPRli{C'
5790 RETurn 'e '&t$(1 T0 2)&r:'&t$(3 T0 4)&':'

&t$(l ro 6)&ts1gt
,800 END DEFine GPS?ime$

5810 :

5820 DEFine !\Ncti-on CheckSun(a$)
5810 t0Ca1 i,aa$,ChkSun, ChkOode$

5Sl*0 IF LEN(a$)=0 THEN RETurn -2
5850 FOR i= 1 T0 256: REMark Allow for sentenee ..
5860 REMark .. not terminated properly,

i.e. no r*l
5570 aa$= s611;
,880 SELect 0N CODE(aa$)

5890 REMark set ChkSum to zeros at start of
sentence

590a - coDE('$'): chlsurn= o

5970 = QQfs(tx'):
5920 Chk0ode$= a$((i+l) T0 (i+2))
5930 EXIT i
,91+0 = REI'IAINDER :

5950 REMark ^^ is rbit*wise exelusive ORr Jan
Jones p 40

,960 ChkSusr= CODE(aa$) ^^ ChkSurn

597A END SELeet

'980 
END FOR i

5990 REMark Checksun in data is two hex chars (8
bits)

6000 rF i{EX$(ChkSun,8) = ChkCode$ THEN

6010 RETurn 0: RElt{ark Good result
6020 ErsE
6030 REMark Bad result
6A40 PRrNT #defi,a$i" ChkSun: ";Hexg(chksun,B);',

Check code:'t;Chk0ode$
6050 RETurn -1
6060 END IF
6070 END DEFine
5080 :

6090 REMark Fo11ow a series of defi.nitons of charts
for tracks

6100 REMark Maxlon necessary for lat, 1on grid
6110 DEFine PR00edure Chi0ityMap
6120 Minlat= 50+49/60
69A Maxlat= 50+5I/6A
6t40 Minlon= -/+7/60
6110 Maxlon= */13/6A

6160 END DEFine
6170 :

6180 DEFine PROOedure PfdMap
6190 Mialat= 50.7667
620A Maxlat= 51.05
6210 Mi.nlon= -7-3/60
622A Uaxlon= -.6
6230 END DEFine
62/+0 :
6250 DEFine FuNction 0ecpeg(n$ru$)
6260 IF LEN(D$)==g 0R IEN(M$)==0 THEN RETurn J61
6270 IF 

" 
r rNSTR(D$&U$) THEN RETurn 362

6280 RETurn o$+(M$/60)
6290 END DEFine
63oo :

6310 DEFine tuNction Spintr%(S)
6f,2A REltlark Returns a colour according to the
Speed S

6330 SEtect 0N S

6310 0N S=0 T0 9.999: RETurn 0 :REMark Black
63lO 0N S=10 T0 19.999: RETurn 59 :REMark Bror,rn

6360 0N S=20 T0 29.999: RETurn 2 :REMark Red
6370 0N S=30 T0 39.999: REturn 236:REMark Ye11or
6380 0N S=/r0 I0 49.999: RETurn 22 :REMark 0range
$gA 0N S=50 T0 59.999: RETurn J :REMark Green
6/,0A 0N 5=60 T0 69.999: RETurn 25 :REMark Blue
61L0 0N S=70 T0 79.9992 REturn 26 :REMark Violet
6l+20 BEMark Shocking pink for over 80n.p.h.
6430 0N S= REMAINDER : RETurn 112
6440 END SEteet
64,0 END DEFine
6160 :

6470 DEFine PRo0edure LatlonGrid
6/+80 REMark For track, prints a grid of lats and

longs .,
6/'90 nIMark .. each at one ninute of arc intervals
6500 REMark paraneters set in nain progran
6510 RnMark No need for precise natch to windor,l as

SB

6520 REMark just doesnrt draw outside it
6530 t00a1 G1at, Glon, Gld, Gln
6140 INI{ #dc%,L3: REMark nice pale grey

.}r.**-



6550 :
6560 REMark Start with latitudes
6570 Gl= Minlat
6580 REMark Need to convert to decinal degrees
6590 GL= rNT(G1)+(rNT( (c1-rNT(C1) )x60) )/60
6600 Gninl= Minlonxasprati(Mctr: Gnaxl= Maxlonx

aspratxMctr
6610 REPeat tatlines
6620 fF Minlat< =Gl AND l,laxlat r Gl THEN

6630 LINI #dcfi, Gmin1,Gl T0 Gmaxl,Gl
6610 END IF
6650 G1= G1+1/60
6660 IF Gb Maxlat THEN EXIT LatLines
6670 END REPeat
6680 :

6690 REMark next neridians
6700 GI= Minlon

6710 G1= 1NT(G1)+(iNT( (G1-rNT(G1) )x6A)) /60
6720 Gninl= Mln1on: Gnaxl= Maxlon
6730 REPeat Lonlines
6710 IF Minlon < = G1 /ND Maxlon , G1 TI{BN

6750 GP= Qlxaspl'6txMctr
6760 IINE #dc%, Cp,Minlat T0 Gp,Maxlat
6770 B,rD IF
6780 Gl= G1+1/60
6790 IF Gl> Maxlon THEN EXIT Lonlines
6800 END REPeat
6810 END DEFine
6820 :

6830 REMark My prograns always have this procedure
at the end

6840 DEFlne PR00edure backup
6850 SAVI doslGPSTal-k-QlMags-Fi-gure11.txt
6860 END DEFine

'ldeally the program would be a paradigm of nice
structuring, with all functions and procedures fol-
lowing the main part. What I've got is the messy
result of developing it in stages as I discovered
what could be done, first to show orbits, then
putting 'DEF PROC' round that part, keeping the
common channel definitions, display of satellite
ids, lat, lon, time etc. and then adding the code to
display the track as an alternative, with yet more
additions to get line plots of orbits. Whenever I

try to tidy it up {e.g I just realised I could usefully
use CLS in some places) lintroduce more errors,
s0 lpresenl it as it is --lWSWFl.

I hope thal the REMarks, and the pictures of the
resulting displays, will make it all clear
ln simulation mode the program always takes its
data from the file winl-gps-sats-data, and cor-
respondingly stores data in the same file, so I

keep backup copies of the original data files and
copy the one I want to display. I use variables,
LaptopTo, ShowTrack7o, Blobs, sim and dtof, to
pick out what it rs to do, using ED to change
them. The REmarks in the early lines of the pro-
gram explain what they are for I could put in

queries, lNPUTs, validity tests, and defaults, but
that comes under CBB; sorrV
There were a lot of REMark lines left over from
error tracing, I keep needing them still, but I've
deleted them from figure 11 to keep it a bit
shorter

Orbits
I wanted a circular sky picture, but the raw x and
y values gave an ellipse I use "asprat" {aspecl
ratio) to adiust the x values to get circles, with
the value fixed by experiment until it looked
right I tried "G-RATIO 1" but that too gave a

slight ellipse, most likely because I don't know
how to use it properly You may, of course, have
to adlust asprat for your display.

For the orbits, the view is as looking down on
the satellites from outer space, a view looking
up at the sky would have East and West re-
verSed: I found lhe former more intuitive, so I

used that Satellites are initially drawn as blobs
with their identifier numbers, dark blue back-
ground for those used for the fix, light blue
otherwise I expected to have to do too much
programming to replace the underlying grid
when the satellite moved, so the first version
simply keeps overwriting with the blob, produ-

cing a long 'sausage' along the orbit. You can tell
the direction the satellites travel because the
number is at the lasl position plotted. Figure 5
shows the resull of a five hour recording at
home, with a two minute delay between recor-
dings. Figure B is the same plot as figure 5 but
interrupted part way through to make clearer
where the orbits are going. A lot more than eight
satellites appear overall, but note that most of
them rise or set during the period.
Figure 7 shows the whole screen for some orbil
data, with the other windows used by the pro-
gram: to the right is fidco/0, the instantaneous dis-
play of some of the data; above this is window
fide7o used in development for error and other
messages, including lines where the checksum
test fails; and below is tdd% which shows the
current five sentences from the GPS receiver
Later I tried a single starting blob with a thinner
line drawn from then on, but I don't really like that,

figure B, but I think it too helps to make sense of
figure 5. I suppose sprites could solve it, i.e. to
get a line always ending in a blob at the
satellite's current position, but that comes under
CBB {so far) again.

[Ta view fr'gures 5 to 10, please see issue 2 of
QL Today Volume 11 which conlains part one of
this article - Editorl



Tiack over the ground
For the track display as in figure 9, either on the
move, or back in the shack from the recorded
data, the window represents a map on which the
track is drawn, a direct plot of latitude and longi-
iude for each point I set Minlat, Maxlat, Minlon
and Maxlon, taken from an OS map of the area,

to define the edges in decimal degrees (S and W
are negative), and used the difference between
Maxlat and Minlat to set the SCALE The t-W
width of the map is then sei by the window
definition; the SW corner by {Minlon,Minlat), also
in SCALE; and Maxlon is really used only for the
limits of the grid of latitude and longitude lines

Since SB does not complain about off-window
drawing, and the map is drawn only once, I left it
like that I define the four variables in a number of
PROCedures to choose the area and detail I

want to see, again using RtMarks and tD to
select the one I wanl. More CBB against making
this easier l've removed most of the maps in this
version to save space.
Figure 9 shows a trip from Bognor Regis to
Petersfield via the 4259, the 4286 the 82141 and
the 82146. lf you wanl to compare it with a real
map, it's all on OS Landranger Sheet 197-lb gel a plot that would correspond to the OS
map I had the same problem as any cartogra-
pher representing the Earth's surface on a flat
map The compromise is to adjust the longitude
by the cosine of the average latitude, which
works well over a small area, Mercator charts
(which includes OS maps) use this method hence
I call the adluster Mctr: To be honest I just kept
fiddling with it until the plot looked right when
compared to the 0S map. A 'To Do' is to look
into displaying an image of a proper map and
drawing the irack on it, it should be fairly
straightforward if I photograph a map with a

digital camera and could convert it to a format
that QPC will display. I would note the latitudes
and longitudes of lhe corners of the map and
adjust the SCALT and origin of the GPS display
to fit,

A small window shows the instantaneous speed
and direction as a line, length proportional to
speed, in the current direction, with North at the
top. Turtle graphics made this simple to program,

but didn't allow the correction for aspect ratio, so
it's a slightly distorted picture, but CBB came in

handy again.
l've coloured the track, and the small pointer, to
show ihe speed, based on the standard resistor
colour code' black= 0 to 10, brown= 10 to 20,
red= 20 to 30, orange= 30 to 40, yellow= 40 to

50, green= 50 to 60, blue= 60 to 70, violet= 70
to B0 and then a non-standard shocking pink

above 80, I have found that the speed given in

the $GPRMC line is sometimes way oul, over 70
m p.h. on a road where I know we didn't exceed
50, That was when we were under a canopy of
trees, and the data from around that time is really
dodgy This is something else to look into
No static, black and white, figure can show the
dynamic effect of running the program, with
colout and, believe me, it is much more exciting
to watch the real thing, to me, well worth the
trouble.

Processing the data
I soon found that the early versions of the pro-
gram collapsed due to corrupted data from the
receiver Howeve[ going through the data as it
arrived looking for the corrupted lines became
too long-winded, now I read in all the five senten-
ces in one go, so that processing time doesn'l
mean that some data comes from the next
second's lot, lgnoring the whole set of five lines
if an error is found is maybe a bit 0TT but CBB
ruled here too. As it stands, I catch only every
other second's data, and the main display of
track data does not always correspond to the
raw dala shown at the same time, which is a
puzzle. Looking into this is another 'To Do' (Well,

since writing that I've looked through the pro-
gram prior to sending it off, and realise thal the
answer is that I don't always use the copy of the
data -- too late to do ii now so still a To Do.)

DIY
lf you want to try this out, you don'l, of course,
need to do all that I have -- I was exploring into
the unknown There's no need for the lcebreaker
and LCD display, no need either for the PPS and
ALMRDY but I love flashing lights, you could go
straight to QPC, but I would keep the op-amp
buffer{s), to protect the GPS module; and the
MAX232 might be necessary too A GPS module
with a less fiddly interface might be a good idea,
unless you're into fine p c b etching.

More To Do
Apart from the things l've already mentioned, I

might change the baud rate to 9600 and get
processing done within a second so I can collect
all the data I could try out saving only the ne-
cessary data instead of the whole set of senten-
ces, to keep the file sizes down, although study-
ing the details of recorded data has been very
instructive.



I've already developed a SB program to make an
average of the positions from the five hour data
file, it will be interesting to repeat this with the
antenna moved a few metres and see if the
difference in position can be measured by this
method.
There's still the prospect of making a hand held
device based on PlCs, but that would take ii
outside the QL area.
I'll report here any interesting developments, and
would like to hear from anybody who has any
queries, comments, suggestions or corrections,
via email, harryweston'beeb.net (it's a long story),
Please make it clear in the first few characters of
the subject field that it relates to QL matters; I

get a lot of spam, and delete anything I don't
recognise, without downloading or reading it
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Back in the early eighties I was using my QL a
lot in my surveying job, which required thou-
sands of trigonometrical calculations to be done,
to convert theodolite readings into veciors, sus-
ceptible to allow the drawing of plans So my
programs were scientific number-crunchers, very
demanding in processing power One day I won-
dered how SuperBasic maths functions com-
pared to their machine code equivalents for
speed, and decided to write a relative Bench-
Marking routine, which would allow me to com-
pare SB operators among themselves.
First appeared the problem of system overheads,
QDOS SuperBasic was interpreted line by line,

so my bench-mark routine had to be a one-liner
and typed into u2, on line 1 at that! tvery detail
had to be considered. Even names had to be just

one character long! But to set up my routine, I

still had to measure overheads, so I started the
code by RUN 2, which measured the overheads
and which then jumped back to the loop which
would execuie the code I wanted to test on line
1...

This allowed me to compare code fragments
appended to the line 1 loop, but I still had to
make sure tests were compatible, to time x=pr,
for example, I first had to time x4.t/+zas il
would be totally meaningless to compare it to an

empty loop And the results began to become
interesting. For example, pRrNT 

' 
q1 ' would be

different to pRrNT rQLt! or pRrNT rQL '; or
PRINT 'QL r&chr$(rO) Or PRINT QL$...
lndeed it became clear that QDOS exhibited
strange variations in the execution speeds of all

manner of operations, which depended uniquely
on their internal machine-code efficiencyr ln view
of these observations, I entered into correspon-
dence with John Southern, who was at the time
Quanta Magazine Edilor and sent him my results
as soon as I found anomalies. I bought a 68008
processor reference book, and studied the
speeds of the pure machine code performance
of operators, relative to one another ln this way I

was able to make observalions about Super-
Basic operators relative 1o processor operators,
even though I could not take measures directly
From lhese observations, it appeared that Super-
basic was running slow in divisions, multiplica-
lions, certain PRINT operations, POINT LlNt and
other graphics functions, and a long list which I

do not have space to mention here.

It was clear that SuperBasic was not fully opti-
mised under QDOS. Then I bought TURBO,
which contained code to 'Profile' parts of pro-
grams, that is, to measure the speeds of their
component parts, so as to optimise thereafter
their inner loops, under Turbo Basic or Machine
code.
Later still, SMSQ/E arrived, which had been ex-
tensively rewritten, although based on QDOS,
and was 12,5 times faster on heavy-duty num-
ber-crunching graphics programs That is to say,

an acceleration equal in speed to compiled TUR-

B0 basic! Since then I barely use Turbo, although
it does possess a very useful Toolkit. But unlike
Turbo-Compiled code, SBasic integer-loops are
not faster than floating-point ones, ln fact they
are only 9070 of their speed. For some reason I

never timed operators under SMSQ/E, I suppose
il was because it was so much faster that I was
flabbergasted!
Recently I was sifting through my stock of old
programs when I lell upon the QDOS Code-
Timer I tried running it on QPC2, but it was clear
that with PC overheads the routine (written for
the multi-tasking QL), was incompatible So I set
about rewriting it for QPC2, and this proved
much easiel as SMSQ/E is fully compiled when
RUN, so it does not need to be on the first
code-line! The result is the CODE*TIMFR*bas
program, which you must tweak to adapt to your
machine specifications. To do this, just run the
program, and it will print a list of figures, Note the
largest negative figure, and EDIT it into the
,overhead=figure' stalement in place of
,overhead=Or Now your system overhead is set
and we are ready to start benchmarking.
Computer Magazines often allow you to down'
load 'benchmark' programs to test your ma-
chines, Way back in the seventies, people used
the method of the'Gibson Mix'. This was a se-
lection of operations generally used by scientilic
number-crunching programs, which uniquely
measured processor perfomance, This mix has
has been superceded by simply running the very
latest 3D-perspective adventure games flat-out
with maximum frame-rale, surround-sound and
much ker-splatting of graphicsl Otherwise you
are more likely to use 'Whetstones' or 'Dhry-

stones' which test the sort of operations needed
by your average user; muitiple Hard-disk acces-

lffill ,*.**



ses, memory read-writes, sorting large data-
bases, using two programs at once, etc But I

wanted a routine like my QDOS one that would
test the individual operators of SMSQ/[, more
particularly on QPC2,
So here are some of the results from my initial

trials,
y=y 4A4A4 cycles, x=(y) 39668, x=yYo 85613 ,

x=y$ 73899, x=3 47406, x='3' 78743, x=z(l)
23395, x=z{i} 74294, x=zYo(I) 734t9, x=z$(l)
61576, x=z(n(i),n(i)) 142063, x=211,2,3) 129693 As
can be seen by examining the lisling, the higher
the number of cycles, the faster the operation,
as what is being measured is the number of
loops executed per second, {minus the
overhead).
NoW z=x+y L|4BB7, z=x-y 114447, z=x*y 114363,

z=xly lI4B77. Here the arithmetic operators are
all equivalent in speed, and run much faster than
the above simple assignments
y=SlN{x) l5t449, y=CCS{x) 114447, y=IAN(x)
151496 y=ASIN(x) 134581, y=ACOS(x) 133412,
y=ATAN{x) 144927.
Here again FuNctions RETurn results even faster
than simple arithmetic operations! x=Pl^,5 135550

, x=SQRT(PD U7222, x=SQRT{3.142) 96911

Now using the floating-point constant returned
by Pl as an actual parameter is even faster still!

ln General' lnteger and string handling on
SMSQ/E are respectively 39% and 86% of the
speed of floating-point operations! As far as as-
signments are concerned, it is invariably faster to
assign variables from floatrng-point array struc-
tures. lt is faster still to assign constants from
within FuNctions! Two-dimensional arrays indexed
with function-constants are the fastest of alll

lncidentally there would appear to be a bug with
assignments of the type x$=3 , where speed
can oscillate from simple to double, (e.g, 10

seconds lar 87925 or 153338 cycles)! All the
maths operators seem to be fully optimised and
produce almost the same timings for + - / * on
eqivalent data. All the various graphics functions
too, seem to run flat out at similar speeds, whe-
ther using BLOCK, POINT CLS, WINDOW TUR-
TLt CURSOR or PRINT ' ' There would appear
to be a very slight advantage in using FOR loops
compared to RtPeat, but the difference is negli-
geable
To sum up, it is matching internal coercion to data
types which offers the most scope for program
optimisation. The machine has dozens of diffe-
rent permutations of assignment types to luggle
with, The fastest assignments I have oblained
are, surprisingly, of the type:

x -var=f loat-array(FuNction(constant-f loat),

f unction(constant- -f loat)).

Compare this to X=!: 0!: 142063 cycles for the
former and 40404 for the latter a speed of just

28.4010 for an 'ordinary' assignement! This has im-

portant repercussions on program design, Under

QDOS, calling procedures and functions always
slugged lhe QL (lt was faster to use GOSUB).

Now use them 1o your heart's content They will
improve your programs considerably!
QDOS was very massively improved by Tony

Tebby to produce SMSQ/E But for the time be-
ing it is up to you to carefully choose assign-
ment-types in your own programs, The scope
for program optimisation is not trivial A threefold
increase, (or ai least a doubling) within inner
loops can be expected.. lf so requested, I will
find tlme to publish tables of all SMSQ/E opera-
tions, to help you make your choices. ln the
meantime try experimenting on your own ma-
chine 8ut do make sure that the statements you
are comparing are equivalent. Perhaps someone
will try to optimise internal coercions on the QL
as the next Quantum Leap in accelerating the
system?
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nglt{ark Code-timer-bas by S.Poole,
v20feb2007

REMark First run and tweak
overhead=ABS ( result ) ,
REMark using the largest negative
result printed.
CLEAR : 0PEN#1,corr-128: CLS

FOR main=l T0 10
overhead=ABs(0)
REMark trIait for the clock to
tiek:
d=DATE: REPeat loop: IF
doDATE: d=DATE: EXIT loop

FOR cycles=0 T0 512

REMark no overflows please:
FOR eount=O T0 32767

REMark Put code to be
tested here!

IF d( >DATE: EXfT cycles
END FOR count

END FOR cycles
PRINT\ overhead- ( ( cyclesx3 2768)
+count)

END FOR main
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ln the last exciting instalment of the series, I men-
iioned that I would be looking inio the bowels of
QDOSMSQ to see if I can find a useful sub-
routine to convert a string of ASCII characters
into a long value in a register This was sugges-
ted by comments from George Gwilt when he
mentioned that he was surprised that I didn'l
have a reusable routine to do this conversion.
As ever, I like to take the lazy approach to
writing code lf someone else has done it for me,

that's a bonus. lnside QDOSMSQ there is a

vectored routine called CN-DTOF which reads a
string of characters and converts those to a floa-
ting point value on the maths stack. This routine
can be entered with D7.L holding the address of
the firsl byte o{ memory AFTTR the final charac-
ter of ihe string, or with D7 set to zero
ln the latter case, the CN*DTOF routine simply
keeps reading until it comes across any charac-
ter which is not a valid digit, decimalpoint or'e'in
the buffer ln the former case, the routine stops
when it reaches the address in register D7 L or if
it hits an invalid character before then
0n exit, the buffer poinler is pointing at the cha-
racter after the buffer or at the invalid character
unless an error occurred, in which case AO.L and
41L are restored to their values on entry.
So far so good, we have a floating point value on
the maths stack at 0(46,41.1) but we wanted a
long value from our routine, This too is easy
Thinking back to the article on using the arithme-
tic package, we can use the RI-NLINT operalion
to converl a floating point value down to a long
word. Once this is done, it is a simple iob to copy
it off the maths stack into our data register and

we are done.
All conversion 'problems' lor the character data
have been dealt with by QDOSMSQ as have
problems of overflow and so on when we
convert from FP to LONG
How easy can it get?
Obviousl\r we might have a small problem, after
all, isn't the maths stack provided for use by
SuperBasic routines only? Well, the code in this
article shows that this is not the case, provtded a

couple of simple rules are followed.
Rule number one is that Al.L has to point at the
byte just above the top of the maths stack - at

the highest address in other words
Rule number two is that you must have enough
space on the maths stack for the operation{s) to
be carried out. lt is possible that some toutines
will need working space on the malhs stack.
This must be catered for or you may find that
the maths operations corrupt data below your

maths stack
According to Dickens, the CN-DTOF vector
uses about 30 bytes of space on the maths
stack. So, for this conversion routine to work,
you should set up a maths stack with at least 30
bytes * allhough it wouldn't break the system to
use a bit more for safety I'rn using 30 long
words, which should be ample
The maths stack, while looking special, has to be
considered for what it is, it is just a chunk of
memory somewhere in the system.

The following is our conversion routine in all it's
glory. As you can see, there is not much to it

; Useful routine to convert a buffer of ASCII into a LONG uord in a regi-ster.
t
; f,ntry Registers :

t
; A0.l * Pointer to first charaeter in buffer (not size word).
; A1.L * Pointer to an area of AT LEAST 30 bytes for a maths stack.
t
; Exit Regi"sters :

t
; DO.l - Error code, or zero if no errors. (Z f:-ag set for no errors).
; D1.l - Val-ue of converted ASCII string.
; A0.L - Updated pointer. First character after all vali-d numeri-cs (and te')
; or first character after end of input in nothing was i-nvalid.
; Rest preserved
t
; Error Exit Registers :

t
; D0.L - Error code, or zero if no errors. (Z tl.ag set for no errors).



D1.L - unknown.
A0 - Preserveal = poj"nter of start of buffer on entry.
Rest preserver.

t
t
t
t
ri-:r1int equ

convert movem.l
suba.1
suba. l
noveq
moveq
noveq
move.w
jsr
tst.1
bne. s

6

d2/d7 /a!-a3,-b7)
a6, a0
a6raI
#0, do
#0,d!
#0,d7
cn-dtof, a2
(a2)
d0
restore

; Code to convert FP to LONG

; Save workers
; Relativise buffer adclress
; And the maths stack
; Assume no errors
i Zero result
; For CN--DT0F

; Convert ASCII to an FP number
; Do converslon
;0K?
; No, bale out.

The entry poinl to our routine is at the 'convert'

label above. We start off by saving all the
registers that we are going lo use, or ihat will be
trashed by the various QDOSMSQ code.
Once that has been done, we subtract the
current value of 46 from the two pointer regis-
ters as these addresses have to be 46 relaiive
for the maths package code to work.
Next, and the most complicated part of the code
is to convert our buffer load of characters into a

floating point number on the maths stack. lf there
were conversion errors then we abandon ship
and bale out
Conversion errors occur when there are illegal
characters in the buffer - more than one decimal
point, two or more'e' characters etc. Note how-
evef that conversion will stop when a non-valid

{but non-error causing} character is found. So
'1024K'will result in the value 1024 being created
and then conversion would stop.

t
t
t
t

We now
Convert

have a floating
that down to a

point value on the
long word.

maths stack at 0(a6ra1.f).

moveq #ri-:rlintrd0
moveq #0,d7
move.w rlexec, a2
jsr (a2)
tst.1 d0
bne.s restore

FP to LONG

For maths package
Execute one maths operation
Do it.
OK?
No, bale out

Any errors such as overflow will be trapped and
returned in D0. We test for this on return from
the RI-EXEC and if we have a problem in conver-
sion, we bale out.

t
t
t
,
,
t

The second part of the code above, is where
we convert the floating point value on the maths
stack into a long integer This uses the afore-
mentioned maths package to do the conversion

t
t
t

We now have a long word on the maths stack 0(a6ra1.f).

move.1
adda. I

restore moven.l
adda. l
tst.1
rts

(a6,a7.1), d1
#4,a!

(a?)+, d2/d7/al-a3
a6, a0
d0

; This is our value
; Tidy maths stack pointer

; Restore workers
; Unrelative the buffer again
; Set flags

The above simply copies the long word from the
maths stack into lhe Dl register ready to return it

to the caller tidies up the stack and restores the

workrng registers. We exil with the Z llag set if

no errors occurred and unset otherwise.
On exit, the address in A0.L points at the first



character after the string of digits that were
converted - in an input buffw lor example, this
would be the linefeed
The QDOSMSQ routines to convert the ASCII
into an FP number have 'interesting' register
settings on exit. lf no errors occurred then we
exit with A0.L set to point at the character after
the end of the buffer or at the invalid character
that caused conversion to end. lf there was a

test bra.s test2

result ds.1 L
ds.b L

fp de.b

dc.l
msp equ

test2 lea fpraO ;
lea mspral ;
bsr.s convert t
lea resultral
nove.l d1, (a1)+ t
move.b (a0), (a1) ;
rts

in winl*source_convert_asm t

Save the file and assemble it To test it all out,
the following is all that is roQuired:

ADDR = archp(1024)
LBYTES winlsource*test_bin, addr
CALI, ADDR

PRINT 'Result = r; PEEK_I(ADDR+2)
PRINT ITCTMiNAIOT = 'i CHR$(PEEK(ADDR+6))

Which in my case gives me a nice long value of
1234568 for Result and a terminator of 'x' lN lhe
evenl of an illegal FP number being converted,
say one with two decimal points or two 'e'

characters or whatever an invalid nurnber error will
result. lf the FP value cannot be converted to a

conversion error the value in AO.L is reset to that
on entry - the pointer to the first character in the
buffer
My code exits with the registers set as
described in the code header above.
As a quick example of testing the above, and
just to prove that it does work, here is a small
test harness Save the following as a new file
names test-asm.

Buffer holding Aseii
Top of naths stack
Convert from ascii to long

Save result
Terminator

Load in the utility code

LONG without overflowing, an overflow error will
result.
So, there it is, a srnall piece of code {around 156
bytes in my test-bin file) to convert a string of
ASCII characters into a LONG word How easy
was that then?
Now just this week I have sold my house and so
my wife Alison and I are in the process of looking
for a new home. This means that lmight not have
email etc for much longer so I cannot guarantee
whether I shall be writing in the next issue or not.
Hopefully I will be, but just in case, I apologise in

advance for my absencel
See you soon for more exciting code!

long word for the result
byte for the terminator

1L234567.89x] ; The fp number in Aseii plus an invalid
; character

0r0r0r0r0r0r0r0r0r0r0r0r0r0r0 ; 15 Long word for a maths stack
x ; This is where A1 needs to point, the STACK

; TOP

; One

; One

Just after putting the last column to bed I went off
to atlend the Byfleet QL Workshop The atten-
dance was rather sparse although the quality of
those visiting was high and I did have several
good conversations with users, Quanta Commit-
tee members and traders. For me, the whole busi-
ness 0f going to these shows is more socral than
commercial - which is just as well given the low
number of visitors and subsequent low sales.

This show was the last one they will have al this
venue so il was a rather sad event. Some of the
people I mel al the first of the shows that I have
attended over the last 10 years are now no longer
with us and I am sure that some of the people
who were nol lhere this time only missed oul be-
cause of bad health or sheer age. ll was, however
good to see that some of the younger visitors to



the show were very enthusiastic and positive
about their QL involvement.
As always there was talk of how we could im-
prove the allendance and enlhusiasm for QL
Workshops. To me that whole thing hinges upon
the second word, 'Workshops'When lhe QL was
in its heyday many of the people who attended
did so lo set up their systems and show off the
stuff they were doing as well as to buy new hard-
ware and software. With very little of the latter
two items on the cards, it was good to see that
some of lhe people who were there did sel up

syslems and show off their currenl obsessions. I

think, if we wani to extend and improve the use of
QL systems and the numbers or users we need,
firstly, to apply ourselves to developing new pro-
grams and to making more of a Workshop at the
shows. QBranch is always happy to consider new
programs so, if you have anything you think
others may use, send it to me.

Quanta and the Workshop System
These workshops are not a shows in the sense
that you turn up to be entertained - although
some of our QL enthusiasts can be quite enter-
taining, sometimes unintentionally. lt should be
based on feedback and participation by its mem-
bers. Some of the QL Users have a vast amount
of knowledge and a QL show is one way to tap
inlo that knowledge productively.

There is often a lot of talk about building the
shows up to attract people to attend but I think
maybe getting people to inleract would be a more
attractive proposition. You can rely of Tony Firsh-

man being lhere for most shows to help out with
hardware problems and Geoff Wicks is also usual-
ly avallable to discuss software. Even I can offer
help and advice so why not make the effort to at-

tend a show and see what you can gain? No pur-

chase necessar\t as lhey say

No Commercial Potential
It comes as a fitting point, straight after writing
that piece, Geoff Wicks announced that Just
Words would no longer be a commercial organi-
sation and that all of the soflware previously
markeled by him would become freeware - sub-

iect only to the usualcosts of copying and supply
It was good to see lhat this announcemenl did not
mean that he was no longer planning lo attend
shows and was not planning to close operations
completely
I have often touched on the subject of commercial
versus free software in this column and I am afraid
that I am going to have lo tatk about il again in
lhis regard. I have never had any problem with
people wanting to make the fruits of their labours

free for anyone lo use and I have happily used
some of it in the past. As you all probably know I

have been fairly scathing about the tendency
some authors show towards the excessively anal
rulebook. The insistance on including source code
along wilh the program does seem to have
relaxed, for some at least, 1o the state in which,
putting the website address where the curious
can download the code, will suffice I don't know if
other authors have relaxed the rules about not
even charging for copying and return posting &
packing. l{ not they shoufd do so in order to get
their efforts to a wider audience.
It is evidenl lhat, over the last year at least, it has

been the people like Dilwyn Jones who have con-
tributed the most software to the scene. {Hey
look Dilwyn, lhave given you a mention without a
tasteless joke attachedl). I do not belittle the
efforls and products of the freeware authors at all.

Dilwyn's programs last year were very good but I

really do not wanl the QL scene to become a
complelely free platform. lwould like to see some
more ambitious projects being tackled and I feel
lhat the thought that, after a few months of hard

coding, there might be a small tinkle of loose
change heading your way, might tempt people into
doing something No-one expects to get rich here

or even cover the lime speni out but someiimes,
just sometimes, earning enough for a celebratory
drink might iust be the icing on the cake

Backup Blues
Linking nicely to that seclion I found myself look-
ing at backup soltware over the last few weeks
as I wrote the current 'Start Here' section for this

magazine. There are four backup utilities available
for QDOS/SMSQ systems and I looked at all four
while I was writing the piece Since it was not
meant to be a soflware review I did not go into
writing about how they worked and how to use
them bul I did run them up and look at the way
they approached the situation. I realised thal we
do not have a really good looking, easy to use,

backup utility
All but one of the four are non pointer driven and

allfour really need a bit of work to get them up to
scratch. QBranch currently keeps the Knight Safe
3 on its books but the current version does nol
really support the high colour SMSQ/I and does
lock up under the current version. Mark Knight, the
author: is no longer involved (although I am sure I

could reach him should I have royallies to pass

on), When we last spoke he said he was not
inlerested in doing any more work on il.
Norback, the one P[ program in the batch, does
work although it has one drawback in that it will

crash oul of the backup if it hits a file it considers
to be corrupt, This can be very frustrating, Apart



from that it is a very good program and has stood
the test of iime well. Norman Dunbar did tell me
that Winback had a 'problem with something in

SMSQ/[' but he could not remember what that
was now. ldo remember using that ages ago and
it was a good program too but I did not try it out
this time round
lf there is someone out lhere looking for a good
project for the long winter nights then I suggesl
that this might be it I don't care if you want to do
it as a freebe or as a commercral/shareware op-
lion.
f would like to suggest a few areas it should
cov0r':
1, Compressed archive - one of the best features

of THe Knight Safe was its ability to produce a

compressed set of files keeping the backup
small.

2. Reslore - it should be able to relrieve one file
from and archive if needed.

3 'lncrementality' - it should be able to find files
changed since the last backup and ignore
those that have not changed.

4. lt should stop when it finds a corrupled file and
give the user the option of ignoring that file
and continuing the backup - logging the bad
file.

5 lt should have keep a log of which files it has
backed up, which it has ignored and which it
considers corrupt.

6, ll should be simple lo use
7. lt should look good

lf you think lhat is not enough to be going on with
then how about throwing in a disk defragmentor
utility to compare and flag similar files in different
directories and delete corrupt files that the usual
range of file managers cannol louch.
Now off you go and write it

Peter Fox - Clocking Off
One person who can be relied upon to toss a

spaniard into the works at a show is Peler Fox -

and I mean that in a positive way. He can find
problems thal no-one else can and he did well at
the Byfleel show
We installed a new battery on his Super Gold
Card. Simple procedure,- just remove the old one
checking to see where the '+' sign embossed on
the battery is and then install the new one making
sure that it is
a) Aligned the same way
b) lt has no bent legs {only lwo are required - the

other two are for stability)
c) lt is firmly in place

Then re-assemble the unit and boot the system.
After that all you have to do is reset the clock and

the Auto Boot facility if you need it. Well we did
this and after a little struggle because the new
battery seemed to have slightly thicker legs than
ils predecessor: it all went back together: We
watched as Peter set the clock - only to find it
was twelve hours out. Not a big problem you may
think but it would not get set correctly. The Miner-
va clock - seen at startup, was correct and in 24hr
mode but the QL clock, viewed from SMSQ/E
stubbornly refused to show the same lime,
At first it was iusi me standing there adding'useful'
comments but we soon atlracted a small
gathering with John Hall, Per Witte, Phil Jordan
and Tony Firshman all staring uselessly at Peler's
recalcitrant timepiece. I mean how many QL ex-
perts does it take to change a QL clock?
I would like to say that we solved the problem but,
by the time we left the building, the clock was slill

stubbornly twelve hours out. Anyone have any
ideas about this?

Perchance Two Screens
ln my Start Here article on display setup and in

other articles I have mentioned the oplion which
appears in the QPC2 configuration screen and
usually reads'Primary Display Driver' I had always
described ihe function of this setting to people as
selecting which graphics display to use when
you have two screens connecled to the PC. This
was what I believed it did,

At work luse lwo screens and, in an idle moment
the other day, I decided to set QPC2 to appear on
the smaller screen to the right I clicked on this
option and all it said was 'Primary Display Driver'. I

checked the Windows display options and that
definitely had two display adaptors shown which
were both configurable. I tried a few different op-
tions and could make no sense of it so I emailed
Marcel This was his reply:
'This stems back from the Win95 fimes, when
dual-screen was different from today. These are
actually 2 different concepfs Back then you had
2 graphics cards with 2 different drivers which
were completely separafe. That's what you can
select in QPC.
Today Windows manages multip/e yiew screens
like a big deskfop, so trom the application point
of view (or rather Direct X PAV), there is only
ane graphics card presenl, no matter how many
monilors are attached. The option is pretty
useless all in all, especially today, but it was a
possible choice, so I implemenled if.'

I do remember selling up a two monilor system
using two different graphics cards in Windows 98
when I ran the shop back In 2000 and I think it

was then thal t first looked at the Display oplions
in QPC2. So that is that laid to rest then You can

l*=w



use QPC2 0n either screen on a modern syslem,
of course, iusl by dragging it there so lhe option
is not really needed any more,

Vista Packed
By the time you read this the latest incarnation of
Windows will have made it to the shops and be
shipping on many of the PCs that are for sale lt
amused me to note that, in the reviews I have read
so far much of the excitement has been lo do
with the cosmetic changes and very little is being
said about the aclual practicality of the system.
Many of lhe reviewers have enthused about the
new 'Aero Glass' interface in which the windows
themselves are 'almosl transparenl'. I thought that
was the definition of a window after all - a space
in a solid struclure that you can look through,
Seems that Bill Gales' team has only iusl found
the dictionary and thought 'oh, that is what it
should do'. This is almost as if the inventors of the
original windows that were placed in walls back in
the mists of time proudly announced their new
'Wall lnterface' and filled them with Wood leaving
people puzzled why it was nol iust a wall
A lot of people witl be comparing this to the MAC
interface design but, in reality it is all lust {rippery
Computer interfaces are iusl fashion accessories
afler all and the important thing about it is how
much difference does it make to the actual pro-

cesses that you may want to run on the computer
itself. This seems down to the age old argument
about whether you should use a mouse or
nol/have icons on the screen or even use more
than four colours lt is just individual preference
after all.

Safe and Sound
The thing that will be exercising the minds of
many people will be the security issue. We have
recently seen a change of emphasis in that area.
A shift from small time, back room hackers and
virus writers producing code for fun or oul of a

sense of teenage dispepsla just to screw the
world (or at least the Windows World) up. These
days there is more malevolence at work.
Many hackers are now in the pay of underworld
gangs trying to set up an army of 'netbots' and
'spambols'- infected computers that can be used
in denial of service altacks and as generalors of
the vast swarm of spam that swamps the internet.
Whereas, in the past, all of this has been directed
against the reviled world of Gates and Co, since it
is now driven by f inancial imperatives, other
systems are finding that the flaws and holes,
which have sat undelected or at leasl ignored, in

their code are now being exposed and need

patching Will the new Windows be any better
than its forbears? Who can say? ln lhe end the
biggest securily threat is sitting right there with
his/her hands on the keyboard and that won't
change no matter what syslem is on the screen.

Hardware and Software Support
We have been running a Beta version of Vista at
work for some lime but it is only on a spare disk
in our lest rig. ln our experience so far there is a
lot of hardware that eilher doesn't work or is not
well provided for I have nol had a chance to try
much software on it yet but that does bring me on
lo my next point.

The first thing I did when I got a few spare
momenls on Vista was to try QPC2 out. lfound, to
my surprise, thal it did not work. This is the first
version of Windows on which whatever version of
QPC2 that is current at the time has not '1ust

worked', lwas about to report this to Marcel when
another QL User {Per Witte I think} did so on the
users list. Just as I was putting lhe finishing iou-
ches to this column I thought I would ask Marcel
for a comment on it.

lwrote,
I am jusf pufting the finishing touches to BoW for
the next magazine and I mention Visfa af the
end. Any idea when fhe new QPC2 will be ready
for it or any comments you would like me to
quote about it?
Oh, it isn't released yet? Then I should probably
do that,lhanks for reminding me;-)
I have menlioned that, since QPC2 came oul, this
is lhe firsf time it has nol been able to run on a
new version of Windaws without a change and
lhat the problem was lhat M$ removed a DLL
from ifs networking library Anything else you
would like to add?
They removed a function from one of their
networking DLLs. This funclion was never offi-
cially documenled, but I used it nonelheless. So
in principle I am to blame, but considering to
what great lengths they to go to keep
everything as compatible as possible I was a bil
amazed lhis actually happened.
So now you know - as always a new version of
QPC2 should be with you before you know you
need it!

Vista Startup
One last thing before I go Vista is also trumpe-
ting that you can now use Flash Ram as part of
its operating memory Well, well - we have had
that on our QLs for ages. lt is called ROMDisq.
Time for Tony to sue Microsoft for intellectual
property rights.
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* i We hrve moved * t
See o{} o}d-ted address detallg below,

We have als acqqired more brand new Sinclair QL membranes and another stock of
Epson Stylus Colour 850 inkj€t printers, so if you need a better printer for vour QL,
give us a shout.

More news is always available on our website: www,rwapsoftr{a.e.co.uk

We are also looking to produce some new hard disk interfaces for the ZX Spectrum
and have a few little prcjects on the dEwinq board.

Our websitesl
http;//www.ruapservices.co,uk (Generdl site)
http://www,ru3psoftdare"co.uk (Sinclair computer strond hand and new items)
http;//www,roapadventures.com {Mventure Prog.ams)
http:l/www.internetbusinessangels.com (6uidance os *ttin9 up online businesses),

-".r.:, :,r FF^* h@M\Mm{DmLr._-i.ir-- &aL;' ffih@@NeFCZU
The wait is now over! Q-Word version 1 is l;nally available!

Platlorms:
0PG/AXL, Q40/460, Aur0ra (with SGC)

Prices:

Utilities
SBASIC / Sup€rBASlC Reference Manual on CD

Sidewriler v1.08
Landscape Pfintizg (EPSAN printe$)
lnlageD v].03
3D obiect generalot
Q-Help v1.06
Ssperbasr-c On-Screen hetp sysfem
O-[ndex v1.05
Kewordloiapic ,inder
FroForma €$C/PZ Drivers v-l.04 ior prowess
Pinter Driver

e 20.00
r 10.00

r 1s.00

t 10.00

t 5.00

E 8.00

Applications

Flashback SE v2.03 (upgrade only)
Oafabase
0L Cash Trader v3.7
AccountinglFinance
0L Payroll v3.5
AccountinglFi6ance
QL Genealogist v3.26
Genealogy

Genealogy tor Windows
QL Genealogisl to Windows version upgrade

0L Cosmos v2.04
Planetadum
Q-Route v2.00
Route Finding

Upgrade from v1.xx
Britain map vl.11
BIG Britain map {needs 2Mb) v2.03
Various Brilain Area maps (ask lor details)
lreland map v1.00
Belgium map v1.01
Catalonia map v1.03

P-Word UK English Dicticnary (500.000 wordsl)
Dictionaty

L

t

[ 5.00

5.00

5.00

E 20.00

I 50.00
f 25.00

t 5.00

5.00
2.00
5.00
2.04
5.00
2.00
2.00

t 5.00

All versions without P-Word
Ail versions with P-Word

Noies:
O-Wsrd DO_ES_.NOl require SMSQ/E with GOZ support -OR- SMSQ/ E al al! on
the Aurora or Qxo machines. ll works on ths highest colour depth everywhere
regardiess ot Operating Sysi6m.
The Aurora version is available on either HD or ED disk. For the latter add
e1.00 to the price. ED version is uncompressed and can be run directiy froffi
the floppy. All other Floppy versions are compressed. QPCIQXL version
comes on CD. Non CDversions DO NOWsupportdigital sound on QPC2

ffiilforwindowg
For Qlers thal run Windows or wilh incompatible hardware Jor
Talent Gamos, we now have re-released these adventures so thai
they can run on your Windows-equipped PC- No Emulatol
floppies, microdrive backups etc. required, jrist a one-click installl
Of course the full QL line is still available! (See side column)

Talent Games for Windows ea. I 10.00
(Each Game includes a runtime installation ol QLAY-2 by Jimmy Monlesinos)

GamEr Cursrtly Available from w.NapadvGntur€s.com
The lost Kingdom of Zkul

The Prawn
Return to Edeh

Replacement Sinclair QL Keyboard Membranes
We always hav€ a stock of brand new Keyboard Membrenes (and keyboard parts)
for the orjginal Sinclair Ql, so if you have some keys which no longer work, just
give us a call,

Cost is only €18.50 plus €2.75 post and packing.

Second Hand Xtems - Hllge Range Available
We stock a vride range of books, hardware and software for the Sinclair QL, 288 and
ZX Spectrum, including disk intedaces, memory expansion and microdrive ca.tridges
lf there is anything you need - have a look at wwu.Rapsoftulare,co.uk (or ring us
wtth details of your requirements),

We are always happy to help.

&tu,Wpgr6s6ru
3 Dale Vlew Cor*, F0,ford, Stoke-On-Trent, Staffordshlre ST11 9BA TELr
Webrite: http://www.ruapsoftware.co,uk
Email j $ales@nvapsoftware.co. uk

[20.00
e 30.00

Le;sure

Return to Eden v3.08
Adventure
Nemesis Mkll v2.03
Adventure
The Prawn v2.01
Adveoture
Horrorday v3.1
Adveature
West v2.00
Adventure
The Lost Kingdom of Zkul v2.01
Adventure

All 6 games above

D-Day Mkll v3.04
Sttategy I War S imu lali o n
Grey Wolf v1.08
G'aph ic a ! Subm afi ne Simuiation
War in the Easl Mkll v1.24 {upgrade only)
Str ategy I War Si m u I ati o n

Open Golf v5.20
Spods Simulation
QuizMaster !l v2.07
Quiz
Stone Raider ll v2-o0
Arcade Game
Hoveruone v1.2
Arcade Game
Deathstrike v1.5
Arcade Game
Flightdeck v1.0
Flight $ifiulation

r 10.00

[ 8.00

t 8.00

e 8.00

[ 5.00

[ 5,00

r 25.00

t 10.00

t 8.00

E 5.00

e 8.00

f 5.00

e 5.00

r 5.00

t 5.00

I 10.00

All 6 games above (Open Goli, QuizMaster l|,Stone
Raider ll, Hoverzone. Deathstrike and Flightdeck) ! 28.0O

Filotes on Software requiremefits
The foliowing programs have a minimum SGC card requireilent: P-Word
Qword, Biq Britain MAP for Q-Route

Froh the uK Dtalr 01782 398143

(Cheques in e sterling made payable ta R.



Recently QL Today received a bizarre email lt

came from

anonymous.(user code deleted)@anonymousspeech.com

and made serious allegations against the editor:

Anonymousspeech.com is a company based in

Japan and claims to be the world's largest ano-
nymous email provider lt boasts that as it is sub-
jecl to Japanese law it makes it'extremely ex-
pensive and troublesome for foreign prrvate par-
ties to obtain information about our subscribers'.
Among suggestions for use of the service are
catching a cheating spoUSe; bypassing your
banned email address; confirming suspicions
about a friend or loved one; and performing
checks as an employer or potential employee.

When a person hides behind anonymity then
others are entitled to speculate about his perso-
nality and motives. At QL Today we wondered if

this was a genuine email, but decided on balance
it was

Normally as a matter of principle QL Today would
not publish anonymous contributions, but we felt
we should share the content of the email with
our readers and give them a chance to com-
ment We wanted to publish the entire email, but
faced legal complications. The way in which the
email came to us made it uncertain whether it
should be seen as a confidential private mailing
or as a publishable public mailing Normally we
solve this type of problem by asking the author's
permission to publish, but in this case the writer
said that he did not want QL Today, or for that
matter anyone to contact him.

We are only able to report the gist of the email.
The writer said he was a long time reader of QL
Today praised it as being of high technical
quality and interesting, but would not be renew-
ing his subscription What he did not like was
what he saw as the constant sniping against
Quanta and, in effect, accused me as editor of
using the magazine as a personal ego trip
At this stage I should perhaps write something
about my background which affects the way I

handle differences of opinion. For about half of
my working life I was in employment where il
was my job to confront people aboul their beha-
viour As a consequence I have been assaulted

on several occasions, physically threatened on
many more and verbally abused almost daily
The rewards came in seeing the transformation I

achieved in my client's lives This background
means that I have a more robust attitude to
conflict than many other people I thump hard,
but am also prepared to take hard thumps back.

When I became editor of QL Today I knew one
of the difficult areas would be reporting Quanta
and resolved I would do this critically, but in the
true sense of the word I would hit hard when it

was justified and praise hard when it was de-
served This I have done

Recently there has been a spate of challenging
stories for Quanta in the magazine, but in one
sense this has been the committee's own faull
When I published the first story about the error in

the published constitution, the cornmittee should
have done the decent thing and apologise to
lhe members. ln so doing they would have killed
the story They did not do the decent thing, but
chose to brazen it out and thus kept the story
alive I continued to rnvestigate the constitution
story and other matters came to light. One of
these has been the unprecedented fall in Quanta
membership and I think it healthy that this story
is out of the closet. ln three years Quanta mem-
bership has fallen by over i00 11 is the most
serious problem facing the committee, and has
enormous implications for the fulure of Quanta,
but try finding a mention of il in the 2007 AGM
papers

I have also praised hard, ln this issue our lead
news story is the Quanta Magazine. For years

Quanta members have moaned about the poor
quality of the magazine, but in the last 18 months
John Gilpin and John Mason have achieved
something quite remarkable They have turned
the Quanta Magazine back into a serious QL
publication. Where have you seen public praise

for their work? Many, many times in QL Today,

Where else? On the Ql-users group. Raised by
whom? None other than your editor: Who gave
his congratulations and thanks at the 2006
AGM? Once again your editor How many olher
Quanta members have publicly thanked the
Quanta committee for their transformation of the



magazine? lb my knowledge just one person,
Per Witte What a load of ungrateful people
Quanta members are!

Our anonymous email writer also criticises my
attitude to Quanta in the Ql-users group. lt is

true that no one has criticised Quanta more than
I have. Equally it is true that no one has praised

Quanta more than I have. This year I have said
on many an occasion that real gains are being
made in Quanta; that Quanta is lucky to have an

efficient secretary; that through his hard work
another committee member has made significant
improvements to Quanta; that Quanta appears
now more willing to exploit its capital than pre-

viously; and that Quanta has been unfairly
maligned by many people over its supposed
failure to fund Goldfire,

I do not intend to change my reportrng of Quan-
ta lndeed I am preparing another challenging

slory for the next issue. lf readers do not like

this, then our letter columns are open for your
objections. And don't be afraid to hit hard One of
the great weaknesses of both QL Today and the
Quanta Magazine is the lack of vigorous reader
correspondence, Howeve[ if readers absolutely
detest my reporting of Quanta, then it is time to
find a new editor
Jusl one final comment on Quanla. I am becom-
ing increasingly convinced that the problem with
Quanta is not people, but its structure. I know of
no other organisation which gives its committee
so much power and its members so little A
committee that is not challenged by its members
tends to lose its negotiating skills and becomes
inward looking and authoritarian. Equally when
the members leel they have little real influence
they become passive and apathetic. That is the
state of Quanta today

Changes are planned for QL Today.

Last time we reported on the vastly increased
distribution costs we are facing, and readers will
realise there are inevitable consequences for the
future of QL Today We were confronted with a

choice of either raising the price or of slightly
reducing the price and publishing the magazine
less frequently

The QL Today team have chosen for the latter
option, and from Volume 12 we shall be publish-

ing QL Today quarterly. ln our opinion this will be
the most practical way of reducing our produc-
lion and distribution costs.

Where possible we publish the magazine 1o

coincide with shows, bul as the number of
shows diminishes we expect lo have to use
expensive courier services more often to send
the magazine from Germany to the UK.

At present we publish five times a year and find
it difficult to maintain a regular schedule. No mat-
ter how well you plan, 5 issues cannot be easily
spread over the 12 months of a year A quarterly
publication will make it easier for us to plan and
hopefufly become more reliable in our publishing
schedule

Another consideration has been the lime the QL
Today team musl invest in the magazine Al-
though the editorial work can be fairly evenly
spread over the year with some peaking around
the copy date, this is not true for the make-up

and production. The average issue of QL Today
has over three trmes the content of the average
issue of the Quanta Magazine and ihis gives
some idea of the huge time investment required
in the month before publication. Quarterly publi-

cation woufd give some relief from the time pres-
SUTCS.

tditorially the magazine continues to remain via-
ble and we are lucky to have a group of enthu-
siastic writers with different levels of QL use and
experience, Our circulation also remains healthy
which indicates we are producing a magazine
readers want and appreciate. We hope you will
agree with us ihat quarterly publication is the
best way of ensuring a good future for QL Today
while giving our readers good value for their
money

lssue 5 of the current Volume 11 is planned to be
ready mid/end of June, and from then on we plan

to deliver lssue 1 of Volume 12 mid/end of
September; lssue 2 mid/end of Decembe[ lssue
3 midlend of March and issue 4 mid/end of June
again.

Please help reducing the costs by returning the
renewal form enclosed wiih this issue to save us
having to send out reminders.

And - as always - please send any material for
the next issue as soon as possible to help us
getling the nexl issue out in lime
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Saturady, 16th of f une, 10:00 to 16:00
Pleincollege St. foris, Roostenlaan 296

Thanks to the organiser, Sjef van de Molengraaf, the meetings at Eindhoven continue
Same venue as always. And for the March meeting, it was even the same, large room -

not the one announcd in issue 2 J-M-S will be there, as always - and we hope to have
the next issue of QL Today -issue 5-ready for you to pick it up and re-subscribe if you
have not done it already by then
Roy Wood of QBranch plans to attend to either this show or the one below, in October
Maybe this is an opportunity for a larger international show lf yon would tike to come to
a larger event, but not to a smaller one, then please let us know, which one you would
prefer

3"*__ *T*

QL Meeting in Eindhoven ?,

i

Saturady,20th of Octobe\ 10:00 to 16:00 
I

Pleincollege St. foris, Roostenlaan 296 i
I

Same venue as always J-M-S wilt be there, as always 
f***t

Please fill in and return the renewal form enclosed
as soon as possible, to help in saving costs.
Ge r m a n s u b sc r i be rsr'v':HlJ: 

i*'; ;il"ff ffiTH i:*"s::""l* ;:T 
to retu r n a nvth i n g'

We plan to have the next issue ready for you at Eindhoven, middle of June.
As always, it depends on how quickly we will get reviews, articles etc.
Some articles had to wait for the next issue ... I think the current issue with 64 pages holds the
record so far. But we need more material, as always. The more we get and the sooner we get it,
the quicker the next issue will be in your hands, and the better it will be.


